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1. Introduction

This report describes the development and validation of the

Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT). The TOPT was developed by

the Center for Applied Linguistics under contract with the Texas

Education Agency (TEM and with the cooperation of numerous

French, Spanish and bilingual education specialists from

throughout the state of Texas. The TOPT was developed in French

and Spanish as a test of speaking proficiency, to be used by the

state as a part of its teacher certification testing program for

persons seeking certification or endorsements in French, Spanish

or bilingual education.

This introductory chapter gives the background to the

development cd the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOM). It begins

with a description of the history leading up to its development

and concludes with a description of the test itself.

1.1 Background

In 1981 the Texas legislature passed senate Bill 50, which

requires that persons seeking certification as a K-12 educator in

Texas public schools perform satisfactorily on comprehensive

examinations. Senate Bill 50 also mandated the establishment of

the Commission on Standards for the Teaching Profession (CSTP),

which was created in 1982, to oversee teacher education

standards. The State Board of Education (SBOE) mandated the

development of tests as part of the state's teacher certification

requirements. The purpose of these tests is to ensure that each
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teacher has the necessary knowledge to teach in Texas public

schools.

Since May 1986, all persons applying for teacher education

in Texas have been required to pass the Examination for the

Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET). ExCET examinees

must take either a general elementary or secondary education

test. Those applying for secondary certification must pass a

test on knowledge of the content of their area of specialization.

For language educators, content specialization tests are

available in Spanish, French, German, Latin, Bilingual Education

and English as a Second Language. These tests assess a variety

of knowledge, including both the ability to comprehend written

material and the ability to dr-raonstrate knowledge of the language

acquisition process, language teaching methodology, contrastive

linguistics, and so forth.

With the exceptiGn of bilingual education teachers, language

educators have not been required to pass a test that requires

them to demonstrate their ability to speak the language. This

situation exists despite Houae Bill 246 of 1982, which

established foreign language curricula based on the development

of proficiency among foreign language students. Thus, although

Texas educators h-ve been required to develop proficiency

(including oral language proficiency) in their students for

almost a decade, new foreign language teachers have not been

required to pass an examination that assesses their own oral

language proficiency.
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The Texas SBOE, at its January 1986 meeting, recommended

that future French, German, and Spanish teachers be assessed

using procedures, criteria, and a passing score in accordance

with the Language Proficiency Guidelines developed by the

American Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL).

Since this decision would have had an impact on Texas' 1984

Standards for Teacher Education, the SBOE then referred the whole

matter to the Commission on Standards for the Teaching Profession

(CSTP). At its March and May 1986 meetings, this committee

discussed and passed a revision of the Standards for Teacher

Education which echoed the position if the SBOE.

During subsequent years, the Texas Education Agency has been

struggling to determine a method to implement this requirement

for foreign language teachers in a way that would ensure

reliability and validity of measurement.

Bilingual educators in Texas, however, have been required to

demonstrate oral proficiency in a second language for some time.

In 19780 the bilingual education unit at the TEA included the

training of oral proficiency interviewers in its Title VII

proposal to the U.S. Department of Education. Utilizing these

funds, the TEA contracted with Educational Testing Service to set

up and administer the program locally. In November 1978, 100

Spanish interviewers from colleges and universities throughout

the state were trained in a one-day training session. Fifteen

raters from Texas' regional educational service centers were also

trained and eight of these were assigned the duty of rating
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interviews as part of their job responsibilities. In subsequent

years, as interviewers and raters lost interest in the program,

additional personnel were trained by ETS under contract with the

TEA. In time the program evolved so that the ratings were also

done by professors at universities located in a different part of

the state from where the interview was held.

Because the ACTFL Guidelines did not exist at the time,

Texas began using what was then called the Foreign Service

Institute oral proficiency scale, which runs from 0 to 5. Texas

began referring to the test as the Language Proficiency Interview

(LPI), and established a minimum rating of 3 on the LPI for

certification. Although applicants could initially take their

first LPI without charge, eventually the policy was changed so

that all applicants paid $45 for each interview. Up to the

writing of this report, this program continues to be managed by

the ETS Austin Field Service Office.

While the LPI program has continued to function for over a

decade, it has suffered from a number of problems. First, there

01 is the difficulty of matching interviewers with examinees

throughout the state. The procctss can be inconvenient for both

the interviewer and the examinee. There are also the standard

problems of reliability and validity. In the LPI, these were

reflected in both the interviews and the ratings. Often, raters

would indicate that an interview was not competently done; that

is, that it did not produce a ratable sample of speech. In

addition, intervi2wers, upon learning the rating assigned by a

4
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rater in another part of the state, sometimes disagreed with the

rating assigned. Similarly, professors who were familiar with

the LPI scale and the proficiency level of their students, also

frequently disaqreed with the rating assigned. The most frequent

complaint was that the ratings were too generous; that is, that

many students were given a 3 when their true proficiency was

level 2 or 2+.

The Division of Teacher Assessment of the TEA, as well as

the bilingual education and foreign language specialists at the

TEA, were aware of these problems with the LPI. Not wishing to

either continue the current situation for bilingual educators or

to extend it to foreign language educators, they issued a Request

for Proposals to develop a new testing program on January 9,

1990. The RFP called for the development of Spanish and French

tests to be used to certify Spanish, French, and Bilingual

Education teachers. The RFP did not specify the format of the

test to be developed, thus either a face-to-face test or a semi-

direct Lest could be proposed.

The Division of Foreign Language Education and Testing of

the Center for Applied Linguistics proposed to utilize the

Simulated Oral Proficiency Interview (SOPI) format which it had

designed and had already applied very successfully to the

development of semi-direct tests in five languages. The SOPI

format has been shown to correlate as highly with the OPI as the

()PI correlates with itself. In addition, it offers greater

standardization and control, which is important in a large scale
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testing program, and especially important with high stakes tests

such ms those used to certify teachers. Parallel forms of the

SOPI can be developed to alleviate the concern about security

that occurs when only a single form is available. Yet, parallel

forms of the SOPI, unlike different interviewers, can be

developed under strict guidelines and subsequently pilot tested

and revised to ensure that the forms are comparable.

The rating of a SOPI is facilitated by the fact that all

examinees take the same test. Under these circumstances, it is

easier to place examinees on the ACTFL scale. To illustrate how

a SOPI facilitates reliable rating, a parallel can be drawn with

the scoxing of essays. Using any given scale, a packet of essays

on the same topic 'Jill normally be rated more reliably than a

packet of essays on different topics. The SOPI is invariant

across examinees at the same administration, while the OPI varies

across examinees at the same administration.

Because the SOPI seemed to offer significant controls over

reliability and validity, CAL was awarded a contract to develop

si three forms of a SOPI in Spanish and three forms in French for

Texas educators. The contract was awarded on April 1, 1990, and

work began immediately. Because these particular SOPIs would

become the property of the TEA, and because they were designed

for a particular population (educators), it was decided to give

them a different name. Eventually, the name Texas Oral

Proficiency Test (TOPT) was chosen.

When implcmented in the fall of 1991, the TOPT will replace

6
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the Language Proficiency Interview (LPI) that has been required

;Cor the bilingual education endorsement. All persons seeking

either an endorsement or a ce.a.tificate in bilingual education

must pass the TOPT.

A description of the TOPT follows in this chapter, while the

remaining chapters describe the development and validation of the

TOPT in detail.

1.2 Description of the TOPT

The TOPT is a semi-direct, tape-mediated test of oral

language proficiency that is taken in a language lab. The

examinee hears the directions and items for all parts of the test

from a master test tape. In addition, in three of the four parts

of the test, the examinee uses pictures and other information

from a test booklet to answer items. All responses are recorded

on a separate examinee response tape.

Because the TOPT is a test of speaking ability (not

listening comprehens:I.on), the general directions to the test and

the directions for each item are in English. However, each item

ends with a target language question or statement heard on the

master tape. Following the English directions and in response to

this target language prompt, all examinee responses are spoken in

French or Syanish into the microphone and recorded on the

response tape.

Once the master tape begins, the test cannot be stopped.

The master test sets the pace of the test and lasts approximately
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45 minutes. The examinee speaks French or Spanish for

approximately 20 minutes during timed pauses throughout the test.

The examinee response tape is subsequently evaluated by trained

raters approximately two weeks following the examination.

The TOPT consists of a warm-up section followed by fifteen

items desir;ned to allow the examinee to demonstrate the ability

to perform a variety of speaking tasks covering a variety of

topics and a variety of situations. All the directions are given

in English. After the examinee hears the directions for each

item, he or she is given time to prepare the response, usually

between 15 and 30 seconds. Then, after hearing a statement or

question in French or Spanish, the examinee responds in the tine

allowed. Again, all -responses are recorded on the examinee

response tape. The following sections describe the TOPT in more

detail.

Warm-Up

A warm-up follows the reading of the general directions.

This section is designed to put the examinee at ease, to allow

the examinee to make the transition to speaking in the target

language, and to become comfortable with the test situation. In

the warm-up, a native speaker of Spanish or French asks the

examinee several personal background questions, involving his or

her educational background, interest in teaching and experience

with the language. The warm-up items are psychometrically

appropriate for examinees at the Intermediate levels, and would

8
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be considered quite easy by examinees at higher levels.

Picture-Based Items

A set of five picture-based items follow the warm-up. The

first requires the examinee to give directions according to a

route identified on a pictorial map. The second calls for a

description of the objects and activities taking place in a

picture depicting a familiar setting, such as a home or school.

The third picture requires the examinee to describe a typical set

of routine events depicted in the pictures. The fourth calls for

the examinee to retell an amusing event that happened in the

past. The events and sequence of this story are also clearly

depicted by pictures. The fifth and final picture-based item

calls for a description of an event that is planned for the

future. This event is also presented by a series of pictures.

The picture-based items are designed to permit the examinee to

demonstrate the ability to organize discourse in a way that would

permit him to describe a place, to give directions, and to

narrate events in present, past, and future time. The picture-

based items are psychometrically most appropriate for examinees

at the Intermediate High and Advanced levels. Examinees at

higher levels would find these speaking tasks to be fairly easy

to perform, while examinees at lower levels may experience some

difficulty producing the kind of connected discourse that these

items require.

9
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Topic Items

The next set of five items allows the examinee to

demonstrate the ability to speak about a variety of topics. The

examinee is asked to present advantages and disadvantages of a

certain proposition, such as using public transportation, to give

someone step by step directions on how to do st.mething, to

present a brief factual summary on a familiar topic, such as

current events or matters pertaining to the state of Texas, or to

present and support an opinion on a topic related to society or

education.

Topic items are generally psychometrically appropriate for

examinees at the Advanced and Superior levels. This is because

they require the examinee to perform speaking tasks that are

indicative of the kind of language skills that examinees at these

levels are expected 4:o have. Topics involving formal speech,

such as to a group, or a professional discussion, are appropriate

for the Superior level examinee. While examinees at lower levels

will be able to respond to each item, the linguistic and

rhetorical characteristics of their performance will illustrate

the limitations in their speaking ability.

Situation Items

The final set of five items allows the examinee co

demonstrate the ability to respond to real-life situations in

French or Spanish. The examinee may be asked to give advice to a

friend, to apologize to someone, to lodge a complaint, to resolve

10
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a problem, or to attempt to convince someone to take a different

course of action. These all require the ability to tailor one's

speech to the individuals and the circumstances presented in the

item. Situation items on the TOPT, like Topic items, are also

generally appropriate for examinees at the Advanced and Superior

levels, although some items designed for the Intermediate level

examinee may be included. Items designed for higher level

examinees generally allow higher level examinees to demonstrate

the range of their linguistic abilities more consistently than do

items designed for lower level examinees.

11
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2. Job-Relatedness Survey

This chapter describes how the job-relatedness survey for

the TOPT was conducted. It presents how the survey questionnaire

was developed and distributed, and how responses were analyzed.

This chapter concludes with a presentation of the results of the

survey.

2.1 Preparing the Survey

Because the TOPT is a Simulated Oral Proficiency Interview

(SOPI), the Speaking Proficiency Guidelines of the American

Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and the

Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) of the U.S. government lie

at the heart of the test. As a SOPI, the TOPT consists of a

series of individual speaking tasks drawn from these Guidelines.

The TOPT job-relatedness survey (hereafter called the survey)

used the Guidelines as a point of departure in an effort to

acquire information on the level of language ability that

teachers of French? Spanish, and bilingual education in Texas

need to perform their jobs competently.

In order to ensure that the speaking tasks to be included

on the TOPT were appropriate for the population of examinees for

which the TOPT was intended (prospective Texas classroom

teachers), it was necessary to conduct the job-relatedness

survey. To do this, CAL staff developed a list of 36 speaking

tasks based on the ACTFL Guidelines. This list of speaking tasks

was presented for review at the first joint meeting of the French

12
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and Spanish TOPT Test Advisory Committees (TACs) at their initial

meeting on April 4, 1990 (see Chapter Three). Following the

committee members' revisions and suggestions, a number of tasks

were further clarified and two more tasks were added, to bring

the total number of tasks appearing on the questionnaire to 38.

The speaking tasks ranged in ability level from Intermediate Low

on the ACTFL scale (e.g., "Introduce Yourself") to Superior

(e.g., "Explain a Complex Process in Detail"). "Introduce

Yourself" was placed first on the list of tasks, while the rest

of the tasks were presented in random order. Thus, less

demanding and more demanding speaking tasks were dispersed

throughout the list appearing in the survey questionnaire.

Examples of the speaking tasks can be found in the copies of the

final survey included in Appendix A.

Instructions for the recipients of the survey questionnaire

were drawn up jointly by CAL and TEA staff. The task of the

respondents was to indicate, on a scale of 1 (E) to 5 (A),

whether the level of ability required to perform each speaking

task is needed by French, Spanish or bilingual ed.acation teachers

in Texas. In other words respondents were asked if they believed

teachers of either French, Spanish or bilingual education should

possess the level of ability to perform each specified task.

Respondents indicated their answers by marking the appropriate

ctlumn on a machine-readable respond sheet. Their choices were:

13
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A = Definitely Yes
B Probably Yes
C = Maybe
D = Probably No
E = Definitely No

Since the outcome of the TOPT is a score (or level-

assignment) based on a broad concept of speaking proficiency and

not only on speaking tasks that may be used in the classroom, the

speaking tasks presented on the questionnaire were generic. In

other words, the list included some tasks that teachers do not

necessarily need to do in the classroom. However, all of the

tasks represent various levels of ability. In tne instructions

accompanying the survey, each speaking task was described in a

short paragraph to aid understanding.

Respondents were also requested to provide certain basic

demographic data. The questionnaires sent to the three groups of

teachers were identical except for direct references to group

nembership. Copies of the final survey instructions and machine-

readable response sheet are included in Appendix A.

op. 2.2 Distributing the Survey

A randor sample of 700 Texas classroom teachers was selected

to receive the survey: 400 in bilingual education, 200 in Spanish

language teaching, and 100 in French language teaching. For

bilingual education and Spanish language, these figures represent

approximately 6 and 8% of the total number of Texas teachers in

those fields. For French, the figure represents approximately

10% of the total of that language.

14
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The TEA prepared mailing labels for each teacher and the

principal at each teacher's school. Cover letters to the

teachers explaining the survey and requesting participation in it

were also prepared by the TEA. In addition, cover letters

explaining the importance of the survey to each teacher's

principal were prepared. All these materials were sent by the

TEA to CAL. CAL staff then prepared two envelopes: the outer

one contained the letter to the principal requesting that the

inner one(s) be hand delivered to the teacher(s) addressed.

These were mailed out from CAL on April 208 1990. Response was

requested no later than May 48 1990. All responses received by

May 248 1990 were included in the tally. Pre-addressed, stamped

return envelopes were also included in the packet each teacher

received.

2.3 Svrvev Results

The results of each survey will be presented separately for

each group.

2.3.1 Survey Results - French Group

Of the 100 questionnaires sent out to French teachers, 62

were returned to CALI for a response rate of 62%. Of these, 1

15
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was returned incomplete1 and 1 was returned after May 24. The

following two tables are based on the responses of 60 completed

questionnaires. Table 2.1 gives the demographic statistics of

those whose responses could be tallied.

Table
TOPT Survey Result --
Demographic Statistics

A. Current Level of Assignment

2.1
FRENCH LANGUAGE
of Respondents

Cumulative Cumulative
Level of Assignment Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Elementary 0 0.0 0 0.0
Jun High/Mid School 8 14.0 8 14.0

High School 49 86.0 57 100.0
(F. quency Missing = 3)

B. Certification Held
Cumulative Cumulative

Certificate Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Elem Crt/Frnch Spc 1 1.8 1 1.8
Second. French Crt 53 93.0 54 94.7
Both of the Above 1 1.8 55 96.5
None of the Above 2 3.5 57 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 3)

C. Years of Experience

Experience

1-2
3-5

6-10
11-15
16-19

20 or more

years
years
years
years
years
years

Frequency

11
8

14
11
8

4

Cumulative
Percent Frequency

19.6 11
14.3 19
25.0 33
19.6 44
14.3 52
7.1 56

Cumulative
Percent

19.6
33.9
58.9
78.6
92.9

100.0
(Frequency Missing = 4)

1 Several survey questionnaires were returned incomplete.
These were generally for one of the following three reasons: the
teacher addressed was r, longer at the school, the teacher
addressed was actually in a different teaching field, or the
address of the school was incorrect.
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D. Class levele Taught in pa, t Three Years
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent
Class Level Frequency

All Beginning 30

Most Begin/Some Adv 15

Half Begin/Half Adv 8

Most Adv/Some Begin 3

All Advanced 1
(Frequency Missing = 3)

itz_Jiightrat_agarge_lials1
Degree Held Frequency Percent

Bachelor's 30
Master's 26
Doctorate 1

(Frequency Missing = 3)

F. Ethnicity

52.6 30 52.6

26.3 45 78.9

14.0 53 93.0

5.3 56 98.2

1.8 57 100.0

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

52.6 30 52.6

45.6 56 98.2

1.8 57 100.0

Cumulative Cumulative

Ethnic Group Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispanic 5 8.9 5 8.9

Black 1 1.8 6 10.7

White 50 89.3 56 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 4)

G. Sex
Cumulative Cumulative

Sex Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Male 7 12.3 7 12.3

Female 50 87.7 57 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 3)

Table 2.1 indicates that the typical respondent was a white

female with a bachelor's degree and 6-10 years of teaching

experience. She is certified in secondary level French language

teaching and teaches all beginning classes at a Texas high

school. It is interesting to note.that 21.1% had half or more

17



advanced level classes and 47.4% had an advanced degree.

Table 2.2 presents the mean rating received for eanh

speaking task. The tasks are ordered by average mean ranking.

The standard deviation is presented in the second column as an

indication of the agreement or disagreement of the group on the

mean ranking. The third column presents the approximate ACTFL

level (I=Intermediate, A=Advanced, S=Superior) of the speaking

task. The final column shows the speaking task. The line drawn

indicates the cut-off level of 3.50 below which the speaking

tasks were not validated for inclusion on the TOPT.
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Table 2.2
Results of the Job-Relatedness Survey

for French

Mean
11MIP

4.98
4.95
4.93
4.92
4.85
4.82
4.78
4.77
4.75

Std.
Dev.
IM.111W

0.13
0.22
0.31
0.28
0.52
0.57
0.58
0.56
0.51

ACTFL
Level Speaking Task

I Introduce Yourself
I Talk About Family Members
I Order a Meal
I Describe Your Daily Routine
I Make Purchases
I Describe Typical Routines
I Give Directions
I Talk About Personal Activities
A Give Instructions

4.70 0.72 A Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past
4.65 0.73 A Express Personal Apologies
4.64 0.74 I Describe a Place
4.61 0.74 A Explain a Familiar, Simple Process
4.57 0.79 I Give a Brief Personal History
4.57 0.74 A Describe Habitual Action in the Past
4.52 0.85 A Describe Expected Future Events
4.48 0.83 A Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places
4.41 0.91 I Make Arrangements for Future Activities
4.35 0.92 I Talk About Your Future Plans
4.33 0.80 A Give a Brief, Organized Factual Summary
4.05 1.06 I Describe Health Problems
3.85 0.88 A Give Advice
3.83 1.07 A Lodge a Complaint
3.82 0.98 A State Advantages and Disadvantages
3.70 1.03 S Support Opinions
3.68 1.07 A Hypothesize About a Personal Situation
3.52 1.03 S State Personal Point of View (Controversial

Subject)

3.47 1.03 S Propose & Defend a Course of Action with
Persuasion

3.43 0.98 A Correct an Unexpected Situation
3.36 1.11 S Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic
3.23 1.00 S Change Someone's Behavior Through Persuasion
3.05 1.16 S Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes
2.88 1.12 S Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict
2.76 1.15 S Discuss a Professional Topic
2.73 1.02 A Explain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature
2.62 1.24 S Give a Professional Talk
2.58 1.21 S Explain a Complex Process in Detail
2.56 1.16 S Describe a Complex Object in Detail

Table 2.2 indicates that only two Superior level tasks were
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validated by the French teachers. It also shows that these

teachers generally ordered these tasks in a way very similar to

the ACTFL scale.

2.3.2 Survey Results - Spanish Group

Of the 200 surveys sent to Spanish language teachers,

121 were returned to CAL for a response rate of 60.5%. Of these

7 were returned incomplete and 1 was returned after May 24.

Table 2.3 gives the demographic statistics of the 113 Spanish

language teachers whose responses could be tallied.

A

Table 2.3
Demographic Statistics of the Respondents

to the Job-Relatedness Survey (Spanish Language)

Current Level_Of Assignment
Cumulative Cumulative

Level of Assignment Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Elementary 15 14.0 15 14.0
Jun High/ Mid School 22 20.6 37 34.6

High School 69 64.5 106 99.1
Other 1 0.9 107 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 6)

B. Certificate Held

Certificate
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Elem Cert/Span Spc 12 11.3 12 11.3
Secondary/Span Crt 77 72.6 89 84.0
Both of the Above 7 6.6 96 90.6
None of the Above 10 9.4 106 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 7)
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C. Years ef Teaching Experience

Experience Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

1-2 years 14 13.1 24 13.1
3-5 years 26 24.3 40 37.4

6-10 years 26 24.3 66 61.7
11-15 years 18 16.8 84 78.5
16-19 years 11 10.3 95 88.8
20 or more 12 11.2 107 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 6)

D. Levels of_classes Taught in Past Three Years
Cumulative Cumulative

Class Level Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

All Beginning 65 61.3 65 61.3
Most Begin/Some Adv 20 18.9 85 80.2
Half Begin/Half Adv 12 11.3 97 91.5
Most Adv/Some Begin 7 6.6 104 98.1

All Advanced 2 1.9 106 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 7)

f. Highest Degree Held

Degree Held Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

No Degree 1
Bachelor's 70
Master's 36

(Frequency Missing = 6)

0.9 1
65.4 71
33.6 107

0.9
66.4

100.0

F. Ethnicity
^umulative Cumulative

Ethnic Group Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispanic 46 43.0 46 43.0
Black 3 2.8 49 45.8
White 56 52.3 105 98.1
Other 2 1.9 107 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 6)
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G. Sex

Sex Frequency
Cumulative

Percent Frequency
Cumulative

Percent

Male 19 17.9 19 17.9
Female 87 82.1 106 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 7)

Table 2.3 indicates that the typical respondent to the

questionnaire was a white female with a bachelor's degree and 6-

10 years of teaching experience. She is certified in secondary

level Spanish language teaching and teaches all beginning level

courses at a Texas high school. It is worth noting that quite a

high percentage (43%) of the respondents were Hispanic. A very

similar percentage to French had half or more advanced level

classes (19.8% for Spanish versus 21.1% for French). Unlike

French, however, slightly over one third of the respondents

(35.5%) were currently assigned to a school other than a high

school, while that figure was only 14% for French.

Table 2.4 presents the mean rating for each of the speaking

tasks presented on the survey. As in the French results, the

tasks are ordered by average mean ranking. The standard

deviation is presented in the second column as an indication of

the agreement or disagreement of the group on the mean ranking.

The third column presents the approximate ACTFL level

fI=Intermediate, A=Advanced, S=Superior) of the speaking task.

The final column shows the speaking task. The line drawn

indicates the cut-off level of 3.50 below which the speaking

tasks were not validated for inclusion on the TOPT.
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Table 2.4
Results of the Job-Relatedness Survey

for Spanish

Mean

4.96
4.80
4.78
4.77
4.7E
4.7$
4.72
4.71

Std.
Dev.

0.21
0.52
0.64
0.60
0.52
0.57
0.57
0.64

ACTFL
Level Speaking Task

I Introduce Yourself
A Give Instructions
I Talk About Family Members
I Give Directions
I Describe Typical Routines
I Describe Your Daily Routine
A Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past
A Explain a Familiar, Simple Process

4.69 0.74 I Order a Meal
4.68 0.56 I Describe a Place
4.63 0.78 I Make Purchases
4.57 0.74 I Talk About Personal Activities
4.54 0.68 A Express Personal Apologies
4.51 0.67 I Cive a Brief Personal History
4.46 0.80 A Describe Expected Future Events
4.37 0.86 A Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places
4.32 0.98 A Describe Habitual Actions in the Past
4.22 0.93 A Give a Brief, Organized Factual Summary
4.21 1.05 I Make Arrangements for Future Activities
4.07 1.08 A Talk About Your Future Plans
4.06 1.10 I Describe Health Problems
3.95 1.07 A State Advantages and Disadvantages
3.95 1.06 A Give Advice
3.83 1.09 A Lodge a Complaint
3.70 1.15 S Support Opinions
3.67 1.18 S Change Someone's Behavior Through Persuasion
3.67 1.23 S State Personal Point of View (Controversial

Subject)
3.66 1.11 A Correct an Unexpected Situation
3.64 1.13 S Propose & Defend a Course of Action with

Persuasion
3.59 1.23 A Hypothesize About a Personal Situation
3.52 1.19 S Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic

3.27 1.20 S Discuss a Professional Topic
3.26 a.27 S Explain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature
3.23 1.34 S Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict
3.21 1.26 S Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes
3.07 1.38 S Explain a Complex Process in Detail
2.98 1.24 S Describe a Complex Object in Detail
2.96 1.32 S Give a Professional Talk

The results in Table 2.4 indicate that the Spanish language
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teachers validated all of the Intermediate and Advanced level

speaking tasks, but failed to validate 7 of the 12 Superior level

tasks. As with the French survey, there is a general ordering of

average responses according to the ACTFL guidelines. However,

there is a noticeable increase of tasks that are related to the

classroom but ranked higher on the ACTFL scale, such as "Giving

Instructions" (ranked second) and "Explain a Simple, Familiar

Process" which was ranked higher by the teachers than

Intermediate level items such as "Order a Meal," "Describe a

Place," "Make Purchases," and "Talk About Personal Activities."

This may indicate that some of the respondents marked their

responses according to what speaking tasks they actually used in

the classroom rather than according to what inherent level of

ability is required to perform the speaking tasks.

2.3.1 Survey Results - Bilingual Education Group

Of the 400 surveys sent to bilingual education

teachers, 240 were returned to CAL for a response rate of 60%.

aw Of these, 9 were incomplete and 2 were late. Table 2.5 gives the

demographic statistics of the 229 bilingual education teachers

whose responses could be tallied.
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Table 2.5
Demographic Statistics of the Respondents

to the Job-Relatedness Survey (Bilingual Education)

A. Current Level of Assignment
Cumulative Cumulative

Level of Assignment Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Elementary 211 96.3 211 96.3
Jun High/Mid School 3 1.4 214 97.7

High School 3 1.4 217 99.1
Other 2 0.9 219 100.0

(Frequency Missing m 10)

B. Certificate or endorsement in

Certificate Frequency Percent

bi1ingu41 educa0.9n_heid?
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent

Yes 172 78.5 172 78.5
No 46 21.0 218 99.5

Invalid Resp 1 0.5 219 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 10)

C. Years of Experience

Experience Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

1-2 years 48 22.2 48 22.2
3-5 years 41 19.0 89 41.2

6-10 years 60 27.8 149 69.0
11-15 years 44 20.4 193 89.4
16-19 years 16 7.4 209 96.8
20 or more 7 3.2 216 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 13)

D. Level of Class Taught
Cumulative Cumulative

Class Level Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Early Childhood 39 18.4 39 18.4
Grades 1-3 137 64.6 176 83.0
Grades 4-6 35 16.5 211 99.5

Invalid Resp 1 0.5 212 100.0
(Frequency Missing m 17)
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E.Hiqhes,t Degree Held
Cumulative Cumulative

Highest Degree Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

No Degree 22 10.0 22 10.0
Bachelor's 140 63.9 162 74.0
Master's 57 26.0 219 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 10)

7. Ethnicity

Ethnic Group Frequency Percent
Cumulative

Frequency
Cumulative

Percent

Hispanic 190 87.2 190 87.2
Black 3 1.4 193 88.5
White 24 11.0 217 99.5
Other 1 0.5 218 100.0

(Frequency Missing = 11)

G. Sex

Sex
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Male 23 10.5 23 10.5
Female 196 89.5 219 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 10)

Table 2.5 indicates that the typical respondent was a

Hispanic female with a bachelor's degree and 6-10 years of

teaching experience. She holds a certificate or endorsement in

bilingual education and teaches in an elementary school (grades

1-3). It may be interesting to note that only 12.8% of the

respondents were not Hispanic.

Table 2.6 presents the results of the job-relatedness survey

for the bilingual education teachers. The tasks are ordered by

average mean ranking. The standard deviation is presented in the

second column as an indication of the agreement or disagreement
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of the group on the mean ranking. The third column presents the

approximate ACTFL level (I=Intermediate, A=Advanced, S=Superior)

of the speaking task. The final column shows the speaking task.
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Table 2.6
Results of the Job-Relatedness Survey

for Bilingual Education

Mean
AM IMO Ala 011111

4.87
4.82
4.67
4.66
4.64
4.62
4.52

Std.
Dev.

0.47
0.59
0.70
0.72
0.63
0.73
0.83

ACTFL
Level Speaking Task

A Give Instructions
I Introduce You.sef
I Describe Typical Routines
I Give Directions
A Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past
I Explain a Familiar, Simple Process
I Describe a Place

4.48 0.83 A Express Personal Apologies
4.47 0.86 I Describe Your Daily Routine
4.47 0.83 A Describe Expected Future Events
4.41 0.79 A Give Advice
4.35 0.90 A Change Someone's Behavior Through Persuasion
4.31 0.97 A Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places
4.28 0.95 A State Advantages and Disadvantages
4.25 0.97 A Give a Brief, Organized, Factual Summary
4.25 1.03 I Talk About Family Members
4.19 0.95 S Propose & Defend a Course of Action with

Persuasion
4.16 1.04 S Support Opinions
4.16 1.02 I Make Arrangements for Future Activities
4.14 0.96 I Give a Brief Personal History
4.09 1.00 I Talk About Personal Activities
4.07 1.07 I Describe Health Problems
4.05 1.02 A Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes
4.02 1.10 S State Personal Point of View (Controversial

Subject)
4.00 1.16 I Order a Meal
3.99 0.98 A Hypothesize About a Personal Situation
3.99 1.02 A Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic
3.96 1.08 I Make Purchases
3.92 1.07 A Lodge a Complaint
3.91 1.10 A Correct an Unexpected Situation
3.89 1.15 A Describe Habitual Actions in the Past
3.86 1.11 S Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict
3.85 1.16 S Discuss a Professional Topic
3.83 1.19 A Talk About Your Future Plans
3.79 1.23 S Explain a Complex Process in Detail
3.72 1.25 S Give a Professional Talk
3.69 1.22 S Explain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature
3.62 1.29 S Describe a Complex Object in Detail

Table 2.6 reveals that for the bilingual education group,
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all of the speaking tasks were validated (i.e., the mean rating

was abave 3.50. Although the speaking tasks are generally ranked

according to the ACTFL scale, it appears that many teachers rated

items more on the basis of whether the speaking task is used in

the classroom or not. Thus, the first task in rank order is

"Giving Instructions," an Advanced level task which is clearly

more difficult to accomplish than "Introduce Yourself," the

second ranked task. Also, "Order a Meal" and "Make Purchases,"

fairly easy tasks, are rated towards the bottom and below "State

Personal Point of View on a Controversial Subject," which is

clearly more difficult. This intermingling of interpretations of

the respondent's task here, however, causes no serious problem

since all the tasks were validated.

The results of the bilingual education teachers indicated

that TOPT items could be based on any of the speaking tasks in

the survey. However, there were several iLems that the Spanish

teachers did not validate. Since the Spanish TOPT would be used

for both groups of teachers, and since from the survey it

mw appeared that the final passing score for bilingual education

teachers may be higher than that for Spanish language teachers

(perhaps even at a Superior level), the final TOPT Spanish forms

include one speaking task that was NOT validated by the Spanish

language teachers. This speaking task is "Give a Professional

Talk." It was included as a challenging task to bilingual

education teachers because it could be answered very

appropriately as a monologue, fitting nicely into the format of

the TOPT.
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3. Development of the Trial Form of the TOPT

The TOPT was developed in two languages (French and

Spanish) with four forms per language. This chapter describes

how the first eight TOPT forms (Trial forms) were developed.

3.1 Introducing tbe Project to the_Test Advisory Committees

On April 4, 1990, in Austin, Texas, a joint meeting was

held of all members of both the French and Spanish Test Advisory

Committees (TACs). The membership of these committees was

determined by the TEA and was intended to reflect interests of

both teacher trainers and classroom teachers. In addition, the

Spanish TAC membership reflected the concerns of both Spanish

language teachers and bilingual education teachers.

At this initial meeting, Dr. Charles W. Stansfield, Project

Director at CAL, introduced the TAC members to the project. He

also led discussion of the speaking tasks to be included in the

job-relatedness survey (Chapter Two). Below are the names and

affiliations of the members of the two TACs.
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French_Test AVipQry Committee Members

Dr. Townsend W. Bowling
Ms. Cathy Champagne
Ms. Betty Clough
Dr. Maurice G.A. Elton
Dr. Arthur Gionet
Mr. David Long
Dr. Joan H. Manley
Ms. Fran Maples

University of Texas, San Antonio
Cypress-Fairbanks ISD

Austin ISD
Southern Methodist University

University of North Texas
Spring Branch ISD

University of Texas, El Paso
Richardson ISD

Spanish Test Adviltory Committee Members

Dr.
Ms.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Dr.

3.2

George M. Blanco
Mary Diehl
Ellen de Kanter
George Gonzalez
Barbara Gonzalez Pino
Claudina Hernandez
Carmen Muhoz
Luz Elena Nieto
Annette Ortega
Maggie Stovall
Marion R. Webb

University of Texas, Austin
Round Rock ISD

University of St. Thomas
University of Texas, Pan American
University of Texas, San Antonio

Alice ISD
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo ISD

El Paso ISD
Amarillo ISD

Alamo Heights ISD
Houston Baptist University

Develoroment of the Initial Test Items

An item-writing team composed of staff at CAL experienced

in writing items for SOPIs (known as the Local Test Development

Team--LTDT) worked together to develop items for the initial four

forms for each language of the TOPT. The team members were:

Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.

who

Charles W. Stansfield
Dorry Mann Kenyon
Mary Lee Scott
John Karl
Daniel Kennedy
Ruth Ephraim

The LTDT made every effort to keep in

would be taking the TOPT in order to

Project Director
Project Coordinator

Item Writer
Item Writer
Item Writer

Project Artist

mind the examinees

construct items

accessible to them. The LTDT assumed the typical TOPT examinee
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would: 1) have an interest in teaching, 2) be familiar with

school and college life, 3) have some interest in language, and

4) have some familiarity with the state of Texas. Items of

either a personal nature or requiring some factual knowledge took

into account the above assumptions. The LTDT made every effort

to avoid items that were too personal (and thus be uncomfortable

for some examinees to answer) er too specific (and thus be beyond

the grasp of some examinees).

The LTDT worked intensively between the beginning of April

and the beginning of June, 19900 to develop the items for the

four forms. In the beginning, items were wTitten following the

specifications used to develop earlier CAL SOPIs. Items were

written so that they could be used on both French and Spanish

forms with appropriate modifications. When the results of the

survey (Chapter Two) were made available in May, it became clear

that more difficult items could be used on the Spanish TOPT than

on the French TOM, since the bilingual education teachers had

validated all of the Superior level speaking tasks and the

48. Spanish teachers most of them, while the French teachers had

validated only two Superior level speaking tasks. ,fter this

date, then, the LTDT wrote items for a larger number of Superior

level speaking tasks for the Spanish TOPT than had been found on

CAL's earlier SOPIs.

After each item was written, it was reviewed, revised and

rewritten until the Project Director and Project Coordinator were

satisfied with its quality. Once all items were completed, they
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were carefully selected for placement into four forms that would

be parallel in terms of speaking tasks covered, number of

education/non-education related items, difficulty of item

prompts, and variety of topics covered. Special care was taken

that a variety of topic areas were covered on each form and that

no form contained more than one item in any topic area (e.g.

computers). Since the TOPT is an assessment of general speaking

ability* the context of the items on the TOPT could not be

restricted to only school-related settings and language usage.

However, in light of the population of bilingual educators who

would be taking the test and for whom Spanish language usage in

the context of the classroom is primary, effort was made to

ensure chat approximately 50% of the items on the Spanish TOPT

were directly school or education related. The contexts of items

on the French TOPT were more varied, not being under a similar

constraint.

By the end of May, four forms of the TOPT in each language

were assembled. At this point, the TEA reviewed the compiled

TOPT forms. Their suggested revisions were then incorporated

into the tests.
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3.3 Review of Test Forms 4y the Biag RevieW COMmittees

The TEA nominated a Bias Review Committee (BRC) for each

test. The BRCs were composed of the following Texas teachers:

Bias Review Committee - SPanish

Ms. Connie Kunkel Cypress-Fairbanks ISD
Ms. Sylvia Wade Northside ISD

Bias Review Committee - French

Ms. Jacqueline Hullaby Houston ISD
Mr. Adalberto Seem Alice ISD

On June 4, the two BRCs convened in Austin and carefully

reviewed the TOPT forms, checking for any potentially bias-

related problems in the items. Their suggestions for r.risions

were noted and brought to the attention of the TACs.

The Spanish TAC met on June 5 and 6 in Austin; the French

TAC meeting followed on June 7 and 8. At these meetings, the TAC

members were first presented with the results of the job-

relatedness survey. They then proceeded to collectively review

the forms item by item, commenting on each item's

appropriateness, accessibility to all candidates, clarity, and

potential for eliciting responses displaying use of the targeted

speaking tasks. Parallel items across the forms were reviewed

tclether so that TAC members could comment on their comparability

in terms of their wording and difficulty. The TAC committee

members also considered all the recommendations and comments of

the BRCs.
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3.4 Revision of Trial Forms by the Local Test Development

Committee

Immediately following the BRC and TAC meetings, the LTDT

revised the eight TOPT trial forms according to all revisions

corporately accepted during the meetings. Following this, the

eight revised forms of the test were sent to the TEA for

approval.

3.5 preparation_o_f_the_TOPT for Trialinq

Once the TEA had approved the Trial forms of the TOPT, the

tapescript (containing the test directions, items, and native

language prompts) were recorded at a professional recording

studio. The test booklets were prepared at CAL, together with

the forms that would be used to collect data during the trialing.

These are described in Chapter Four.
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4. Trialing the TOPT

This chapter describes how the TOPT was trialed on

examinees from throughout the state of Texas. It describes the

procedures used to recruit examinees, administer the test,

collect data, and analyze the results of the trialing.

4.1 The Purpose of Trkaling

For a performance test such as the TOPT a careful

examination of its ability to elicit a ratable speech sample is

needed. Trialing is the method used to study the TOPT's ability

to elicit ratable speech. Trialing may be described as an

intensive "qualitative" approach to test development (as opposed

to an extensive "quantitative" approach based on the piloting of

the test and calculation of item st ; tics). Trialing produces

feedback from examinees, observers an raters to study important

characteristics of a performance-based test, such as the ability

of each item to allow examinees to demonstrate their skill, the

adequacy of the time allotted for the performances (in the case

of the TOPT, the length of the pauses between items), the clarity

of the instructions for each item, the perceived appropriateness

and "fairness" of each item, the interpretability of drawings or

pictures used, and the usefulness of the performance (for the

TOPT, the speech elicited) in the determination of a rating.

Fecdback from examinees, observers and raters further helps

ensure that the forms are comparable in difficulty.
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4.2 Recruitina_Zxaminees for_the_Trialinq

From the outset of the projc' 0 both the TEA and CAL

recognized that it might be difficult to recruit the numbers and

types of examinees desired for the trialing during the summer

when very few college courses were being offered. We were aiming

for a group of trialing examinees whose composition would reflect

those who would be taking the actual test once the TOPT became a

requirement. This latter group would be predominantly composed

of individuals from throughout Texas currently enrolled in a

teacher preparation program who were preparing to teach French,

Spanish, or bilingual education.

In light of the difficulties of finding large intact

populations of such examinees during the summer, particularly for

French, the TEA and CAL set the following goals. Each of the

four forms of the French test would be administered to 8

individuals, each taking one form of the test. In total, there

would be 32 French examinees, half of whom would be pre-service

teachers (i.e., individuals preparing to teach but not yet

s- certified). Each form of the Spanish test would be administered

to 20 individuals: 10 preparing to teach Spanish and 10 bilingual

education. Each examinee would take one form of the test

resulting in a total of 80 Spanish examinees, half of whom would

be pre-service teachers.

The TEA and CAL adopted various methods to recruit

examinees. First, with the input of the members of the two TACs,

several trialing sites throughout Texas were chosen. The sites
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ultimately used for

El Paso
Austin
Arlington
Hurst
Edinburg
San Antonio
Houston

trialing were:

University of Texas at El Paso
University of Texas at Austin

University of Texas at Arlington
Tarrant County Community College

Pan American University
University of Texas at San Antonio

University of St. Thomas

Then, again with the help and input of TAC members, CAL

generated lists of potential examinees. These were:

1) individuals known personally by TAC members, or
2) individuals identified by teaching faculty at schools

in the testing site areas, or
3) individuals identified by certification offices at

schools in the testing site areas.

CAL sent these individuals information about the trialing

and a return postcard on which they were to indicate their

willingness to participate. An example of this invitation to

participate is found in Appendix B.

In some cases (particularly in bilingual education), there

were intact groups that were invited to participate. For Spanish

and bilingual education, these were university classes in session

during the summer, whose professors were contacted by CAL. For

b. French, there was a summer institute for French teachers being

held in Arlington whose leader was contacted. The professors of

these groups announced the trialing and encouraged students to

participate. They then sent CAL a list of the names of students

in their classes who were willing to participate in the trialing.

4.3 Participation in the Trialing

In terms of examinee numbers, results exceeded the original
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goals. 119 examinees took the Spanish TOPT, while 41 examinees

took the French TOPT. Table 4.1 below gives the numbers of

examinees at each of the seven trialing sites.

Table 4.1
Numbers of Examinees at Each Trialing Site

Cumulative Cumulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Paso 11 6.9 11 6.9
Austin 28 17.5 39 24.4
Arlgton 17 10.6 56 35.0
Hurst 24 15.0 80 50.0
Edinburg 56 35.0 136 85.0
San Ant 17 10.6 153 95.6
Houston 7 4.4 160 100.0

Table 4.1 indicates that there was not an even distribution

of examinees at all 04.tes. There were relatively few in El Paso

and Houston, while there was a considerably larger number at

Edinburg, due in large measure to the keen interest in the

project of bilingual education professors at both Pan American

University and University of Texas at Brownsville.

Table 4.2 gives the background information on the examinees

who took the French TOM'.

Table 4.2
TOPT French Examinees: Descriptive Data

A. TOPT ForM Taken
Cumulative Cumulative

FORM Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Form A 10 24.4 10 24.4
Form B 10 24.4 20 48.8
Form C 10 24.4 30 73.2
Form D 11 26.8 41 100.0
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B. Trialing Site

CITY Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Austin 3 7.3 3 7.3
Arlgton 17 41.5 20 48.8
Hurst 15 36.6 35 85.4
Edinburg 3 7.3 38 92.7
San Ant 2 4.9 40 97.6
Houston 2.4 41 100.0

Current StatUs in Beqpegt to Teaching
Cumulative Cumulative

STATUS Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Pre-Serv 6 15.0
In-Serv 15 37.5
Other 19 47.5
(Frequency Missing = 1)

Area of Certification

CERT Frequency

6
21
40

15.0
52.5

100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
Percent Frequency Percent

El Fren
Sec Fren
Sec Span
Fr & Sp
Other
(Frequency

E. Ethnicity

F. Sex

ETHNIC

Black
Hispan
Other
White

SEX

Female
Male

1 2.5
16 40.0
2 5.0
7 17.5

14 35.0
Missing = 1)

1
17
19
26
40

2.5
42.5
47.5
65.0

100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1
3

5
32

2.4
7.3

12.2
78.0

Frequency Percent

1

4

9
43.

Cumulative
Frequency

2.4
9.8

22.0
100.0

Cumulative
Percent

34 82.9
7 17.1

40

4 f;
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G. Self Rating of AbilitV on the ACTFL Scale
Cumulative Cumulative

SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

High-Sup 2 5.0 2 5.0

Sup 6 15.0 8 20.0

Adv+ 10 25.0 18 45.0

Adv 5 12.5 23 57.5

Int-H 14 35.0 37 92.5
Int-L/M 3 7.5 40 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 1)

Table 4.2 reveals that an almost equal number of examinees

took each form of the French TOPT. 41.5% of the total examinees

were part of a special summer program for in-service French

teachers at Arlington. Only 15% of the total number of French

examinees were pre-service teachers. Despite this, there was a

wide range of abilities in the sample. On the self-rating (see

Section 4.5 for more information about this), 42.5% were in the

Intermediate level, 37.5% at the Advanced level, and 20% Superior

or above. It may be noted that on the self-rating, 42.5% rated

themselves under the passing score of Advanced, while 57.5% rated

themselves at Advanced or above. 21.9% of the examinees were

0. members of minority groups and 17.1% were male. French TAC

members felt that these last figures were representative of the

population of in-service French teachers in Texas.

Table 4.3 presents the background information on the

examineeo who took the Spanish TOPT.
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Table 4.3
TOPT Spanish Examinees: Descriptive Data

A TOPT lorin
Frequency Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
PercentFORM

Form A 26 21.8 26 21.8
Form B 28 23.5 54 45.4
Form C 38 31.9 92 77.3
Form D 27 22.7 119 100.0

B. Trialing Site

CITY Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

El Paso 11 9.2 11 9.2
Austin 25 21.0 36 30.3
Hurst 9 7.6 45 37.8
Edinburg 53 44.5 98 82.4
San Ant 15 12.6 113 95.0
Houston 6 5.0 119 100.0

C. Current Status in Respect to Teaching
Cumulative Cumulative

STATUS Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Pre-Sery 72 63.2 72 63.2
In-Serv 19 16.7 91 79.8
Other 23 20.2 114 100.0
(Frequency Missing =

D. Certification

5)

CERT Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

El Span 11 9.6 11 9.6
Sec Span 26 22.6 37 32.2
Bil Ed 66 57.4 103 89.6
Other 12 10.4 11.:4 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 4)

E. Ethnicity
Cumulative Cumulative

ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Black 1 0.8 1 0.8
Hispan 95 79.8 96 80.7
White 23 19.3 119 100.0
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PeX
Cumulative Cumulative

SEX Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Female 88 73.9 88 73.9
Male 31 26.1 119 100.0

G. Self Rating on the_ACTFLLScale
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency PercentSELFRATE Frequency

High-Sup 13 11.5 13 11.5
Sup 20 17.7 33 29.2
Adv+ 40 35.4 73 64.6
Adv 18 15.9 91 80.5
Int-H 15 13.3 106 93.8
Int-L/M 6 5.3 112 99.1
Novice 1 0.9 113 100.0
(Frequency Missing = 6)

Table 4.3 reveals that although an unequal number of

examinees took each form of the Spanish TOPT, no form was taken

by less than 26 examinees, which is 30% greater than the initial

goal. 44.5% of the total number of examinees took the TOPT at

Edinburg, which, as mentioned above, was due to the interest of

local professors. Unlike for the French TOPT, over half (63.2%)

were pre-service teachers, while only 16.7 were in-service. On

the basis of the self-ratings, there was less of a distribution

of ability than on the French TOPT, with over half (51.3%) at one

level (Advanced), with 0.9% at the Novice level, 18.6% at the

Intermediate level, and 29.2% at the Superior level. 80.5% rated

themselves above the passing score of Advanced, with only 19.5%

under the passing score. Slightly more than half (57.4%) were

involved in bilingual education. Hispanics made up approximately

79.8% of the total sample, and males were 26.1%. It may be noted
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that of the Spanish TOPT examinees indicating bilingual education

as their field of certification, 87.9% were Hispanic and 19.7%

were male; of those not indicating bilingual education, 69.8%

were Hispanic and 34% were male.

Appendix C contains a breakdown of the descriptive data of

the TOPT trialing examinees by language and form.

4.4 Administering the TOPT

The TOPT was trialed during the period from June 26 to July

3, 1990. At each trialing site, for the convenience of the

examinees, the TOPT was administered four times over a period of

a day. The only exceptions to this were at Arlington, where it

was administered only once to the group of in-service French

teachers taking part in a summer institute, and Hurst, where it

was administered only twice during a half-day session.

Both the test times and the presence or absence of

simultaneous aiministrations of the TOPT depended on the

equipment of the language laboratory at each testing site and the

number of examinees expected at that site for each test. CAL

made every effort to make the test administration as convenient

as possible for all parties ini,alved. Testing periods were

scheduled in one and one-half hour blocks.

During the first part of the testing session, lasting

approximately 50 minutes, the examinees took the TOPT. During

the second part, the examinees recorded their feedback on the

test on two data collection forms. These are described in
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section 4.5. Examinees spent between 30 and 90 minutes

completing these two data collection forms.

4.5 Data Collection Durina Trialinq

CAL collected feedback on the test from two main and one

secondary sources. The first main source of feedback was from

the examinee. After the test was administered, each examinee

completed a two-part evaluation form eliciting quantitative

ratings and qualitative written comments on both specific TOPT

items and on the test in general.

The first part of the form, which appears in Appendix DI

collected quantitative data. On a machine-readable answer sheet

developed at CAL, examinees first gave background and demographic

information and assigned themselves a rating on a simplified

ACTFL scale. These self-ratings served as a "ballpark" est:mate

of the examinee's TOPT score and were used later to determine

which Spanish tapes would be listened to completely by raters

(see below). The results of the background, demographic, and

self-rating responses were presented in section 4.3 above. The

machine-readable response sheet also included two statements for

every item (the opening conversation being counted as one item):

the first dealt with the adequacy of the time allowed for the

item, the second with its overall quality. In addition, for the

five picture items, one statement per item dealt with the

perceived clarity of the picture. Three statements about the

nature of the test in general completed this form. To each of
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these 40 statements/ examinees had to indicate, on a scale of 1

to 5 (with 5 being highest), their degree of agreement.

The second part of the examinee response form, which

appears in Appendix Et collected qualitative data. For any

statement to which the examinee gave a lower rating on the first

part of the form, this part requested the examinee to explain why

by writing his or her comments in spaces provided. At the end of

the form examinees were requested to write about any concerns

they had about the test that were not addressed elsewhere.

The second main source of trialing feedback came from

"judges." These individuals, familiar with the ACTFL scale,

listened to examinee tapes, focncing on the quality of the speech

elicited by each item on the test for making a rating for that

examinee. They recorded their comments on a special form, a copy

of which is found in Appendix F. On this form, they marked on a

scale of 1 to 3 the usefulness of the speech sample elicitei by

each item in determining that examinee's proficiency level. For

each item and each examinee, they also indicated the

appropriateness of the time allowed for the response. Moreover,

the judges also noted any potential problems with specific items

based on their analysis of the examinee's performance. Each tape

was listened to by one judge. Two judges listened to all of the

French tapes, while SO (20 for each form, half bilingual and half

Spanish) of the 119 Spanish tapes were listened to by one of six

judges. Of the Spanish tapes, all tapes made by non-Hispanics

and all tapes made by examinees who gave themselves a rating
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lower than Advanced were included in the 80 tapes. To complete

the number of Spanish examinees to be listened to, tapes were

selected at random from those remaining.

A final (albeit minor) source of feedback during trialing

came from observers. When possible, TEA foreign language staff

present during the trialing administration served as observers.

The observers concentrated on listening to the response of one

individual and wrote comments on a special form, a copy of which

is found in Appendix F (the same form used by the judges).

Because few individual examinees were tracked by observers,

observer comments did not account for much feedback data.

4.6 Results of the Trailing

The feedback collected during tk.e trialing was used to

guide the post-trialing test revision process. Originally/ the

procedures called for using the quantitative data collected (the

ratings from the examinees and judges) to pinpoint problem areas

and then use the examinees' written comments (qualitative data)

1111 to inform the specific revisions that were to be made. In

actuality, quantitative data was reviewed and all written

comments for all items were read before determining whether any

revision should be made,

4.6.1 Results of the Examinee Data Form. Part 1

A data file was created at CAL from the machine-readable

examinee response forms. The forms were read with a NCS Sentry
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3000 scanner and the SCANTOOLS software program was used to

create a data file that was imported to and then analyzed with

SAS. Each of the eight test forms was analyzed separately.

Since 5 was the highest rating; any statement with an average

score of 3.50 or below identified a problematic TOPT item. Those

with a score above 3.50 but below 3.75 identified TOPT items that

were carefully looked at to determine if any potential problems

existed. Statements with a mean rating above 3.75 were

considered to identify TOPT items not needing serious revision.

The mean rating for each statement for each TOPT form is

presented in Appendix G. Items marked by an * in Appendix G are

those above 3.50 but below 3.75. Items marked by are those at

3.50 and below. Table 4.4 contains the number of items that were

rated in each category for each form.

Table 4.4
Number of Items in Each Rating Category

Per TOPT Form

SPANISK FORM A (n=26) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 8 2 4
Es. 3.51-3.75 8 8 1

Below 3.50 0 6 0

SPANISH FORM B (n=28) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 5 3 3

3.51-3.75 7 3 1

Below 3.50 4 10 1

SPANISH FORM C (n=38) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 2 2 3

3.51-3.75 1 4 1

Below 3.50 13 10 1
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SPANISH FORM D (n=27) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 10 9 4
3.51-3.75 5 6 1
Below 3.50 1 1 0

FRENCH FORM A (n=10) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 14 15 4
3.51-3.75 2 1 1
Below 3.50 0 0 0

FRENCH FORM B (n=10) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 6 10 3
3.51-3.75 2 3 1
Below 3.50 8 3 1

FRENCH FORM C (n=10) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 14 11 4
3.51-3.75 1 4 1
Below 3.50 1 1 0

ETIENCH FORM D (n=11) General Time Pictures

Above 3.75 11 5 4
3.51-3.75 2 6 1
Below 3.50 3 5 0

The above table indicates that each form had its own pattern

of responses. With the Spanish TOM, for three of the four

forms, there were no or few mean ratings below 3.50 to the

general statement: none for Form A, 1 for Form D and 4 for Form

B. For Form C0 however, 13 statements had mean ratings below

3.50. In general, quite a few of Cle time statements received

low ratings (examinees generally wanted more time): 6 for Form A

and 10 for both Forms B and C. However, only 1 time statement

for Form D received a rating below 3.50. With the French TOPT,
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ratings were generally higher than with the Spanish test. For

Form A, no statement received a rating below 3.50, while for Form

C, only 2 did. On the other hand, Form D had 8 statements below

3.50 while Form B had 12. For the French TOM, time did not seem

much of a problem on Forms A, B, and C, though for Form D only 5

time statements received a rating above 3.75.

These numbers indicate that revisions needed to proceed item

by item. Because a different group of examinees took each form,

it would be unwise use this data to make general inferences about

the quality of each trialing test form.

4.6.2 pesplIs of the Examinee Data rium._2,0011_2.

All of the written comments were coded as to the TOPT form

and item they referred to and as to the degree of negativity

expressed in them. Then they were typed into a word-processing

database. A printout of comments pertaining to each item was

then produced. An example of one such printout appears in

Appendix H.

The written comments primarily served to inform the

specific revisions that needed to be made. In analyzing the

printout of comments, we considered the various classifications

into which comments generally fell. First were positive

comments. These were substantial, even though examinees were

requested to comment only if there was a problem with the item.

Second were concurring comments that pointed out some flaw

requiring revision, usually corroborating lower mean ratings of
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statements. Third were unique negative comments suggesting

helpful revisions, even when not corroborated by the comments of

others or by the ratings. Fourth were unique negative comments

with off-target suggestions, indicating that the examinee's

problem with the item was not due to any attribute of the item

per se. An example of one such comments was "Current events is a

topic that should be left out. All other situations were

appropriate but for a full time student, current events may be an

unknown area." By far the most common suggestion was to increase

the amount of time allowed to prepare and give the response. In

general, the examinees' written comments were quite helpful in

making revisions.

4.6.3 Results of the _Judge's ilesoonse Sheet (Ouantitative)

The judge's response sheet contained two types of

quantitative data: data on the quality of the speech sample

elicited by the item and data on any perceived time problems with

the item.

mu- Appendix I contains the quality ratings by TOPT form and

item. Since the maximum possible rating was 3, these mean

ratings were generally quite high. Table 4.5 gives the average

item quality rating for each form.
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Form

Table 4.5
Average Item Quality Rating for Each Form

Average Rating Range

French A 2.69 2.38 - 3.00
French B 2.24 1.88 - 2.50
French C 2.93 2.75 - 3.00
French D 2.87 2.67 - 3.00

Spanisn A 2.73 2.57 - 2.80
Spanish B 2.59 2.35 - 2.78
Spanish C 2.57 2.38 - 2.67
Spanish D 2.71 2.55 - 2.85

Table 4.5 indicates that across items, the mean item quality

is quite high, particularly when one remembers that 1 meant the

quality was poor, 2 meant average and 3 meant excellent.

Generally, none of the items were perceived to be particularly

problematic by any of the judges. The average rating of French

Form B seems unusually low; however, that is explained by the

fact that the majority of the Form B tapes were judged by one of

the two French judges who tended to award everything "2" unless

it was exceptional. In other words, this judge was more severe

in her quality ratings.

Appendix J contains an example of the judges' time data by

TOPT form and item. In making revisions, convergence in

additional time needed (or too much time) across raters and

examinees was sought. Judges were instructed to only mark "too

little time" if the time allotted did not allow the examinee to

demonstrate whether he or she could handle the targeted speaking

task. In other words, they were not to mark "too little time" if
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the examinee did not finish his or her answer but gave a clear

indication of ability (or lack thereof) to handle the speaking

task. In the vast majority of cases, obvious patterns developed,

as illustrated by the example Appendix J. Response time was

almost always lengthened (it was shortened in a few cases), so

that 90% of the examinees would have enough (projected) time to

complete the item.

4.6.4 Results of the Judge's Response Sheets (Qualitative)

The comments of the judges were mostly notes on the

idiosyncracies of examinees. In general such comments were not

particularly helpful in revising items, though in some cases the

judges' comments did shed light on a problem area or suggested a

solution. An example of judge's comments for one item can be

found in Appendix K.
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5. Development of ...le Final Form

This chapter describes how the final forms of the TOPT was

developed, based on the results of the trialing.

5.1 Revisions of the Trial Fume

After CAL collected and analyzed all data from the trialing,

the members of CAL's LTDC reviewed the results item by item and

made revisions as appropriate. These were then sent to the TEA

for their inspection and comments.

Between August 18 and August 21, 1990, final meetings of the

BRCs and TACs took place. At these meetings, a summary of the

trialing results was presented. The BRCs reviewed the revised

items for indication of bias and made comments and suggestions

for revisions. The TACs then discussed all revised items and

acted on comments made by the BRCs. Final wording and final

revisions were the basis oi group decisions made at these

meetings, the outcome of which became the final version of each

TOPT form.

Following these meetings, CAL and the TEA decided that

Trialing Form B would become the disclosed form of the TOPT.

Examples for the TOPT Registration Manual would be taken from

this form, and this form would appear in its entirety as the

Practice Test of the TOPT Test Preparation Kit. CAL also decided

that the three remaining forms of the TOPT would be renumbered.

During the fall and winter of 1990, the TOPT Master Tapes

created for the trialing were edited to reflect the final
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collectively agreed upon revisions. These were then carefully

reviewed by the TEA, reedited if necessary, and then accepted as

final. The project artist also made the necessary changes to the

pictures. Once these were approved by the TEA, the pictures were

drawn in pen and ink. The pen and ink drawings were once again

reviewed by the TEA. After a few minor changes were made, the

pictures were readied for publication, along with the TOPT test

booklets.
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6. Content Validation

This chapter describes how the content of the final forms of

the TOPT was validated.

6.1 Content Wklidation

At the foundation of the TOPT's content lie the speaking

tasks, based on the ACTFL guidelines, which were validated during

the job-relatedness survey (see Chapter Two). Each item on the

TOPT was written to elicit language in response to one of these

tasks. In order to investigate whether the items on the final

forms of the TOPT did indeed match the speaking tasks which

served as the specifications for the items, three separate

content validation studies were undertaken in the fall of 1990:

one for French, one for Spanish, and one for bilingual education.

The French and Spanish studies were held jointly on Friday,

October 19, during the Fall 1990 Texas Foreign Language

Association Convention in Fort Worth. The bilingual education

study was held during the Fall 1990 Texas Association of

Bilingual Educators meeting, on Thursday, November 1, in Lubbock,

Texas.

For each group, the TEA submitted to CAL a list of qualified

judges who were representative of both teachers and teacher

trainers. CAL prepared letters of invitation to each individual,

inviting him or her to participate in the study. The following

individuals served as judges in the content validation

studies:
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Ere.=
Dr. Phyllis Nimmons
Mr. David Hardy
Ms. Margie Rodgers
Dr. Marie Christine Koop

Spanish

Dr. Armando Armengol
Ms. Teresa Garcia
Ms. Rose Potter
Mr. Steve Black
Dr. Judith Marquez

Bilingual Education

Ms. Rosa M. Chahin
Ms. Virginia Moore
Ms. Elizabeth Martin
Dr. Juan Lira

Houston Baptist University
Carrollton-Farmers Branch ISD

Ector County ISD
University of North Texas

University of Texas, El Paso
Mission ISD

Eanes ISD
Angelton ISD

University of Houston, Clear Lake

Houston ISD
Midland ISD

Grand Prairie ISD
Laredo State University

The task of the judges was to examine each item on the three

operational forms of the TOPT and determine whether it elicits

the speaking task (e.g., support an opinion, give directions,

state advantages and disadvantages, etc.) specified for it. The

judges read the TOPT items in specially prepared notebooks

containing each TOPT item on a separate page with the item's

speaking task at the top of the page. They recorded their

responses on a separate sheet. The instructions to the judges

and a copy of Judge's Response Sheet can be found in Appendix

L.

6.2 Results

All of the TOPT items were validated by the content

validation studies as matching the targeted speaking task for the

item. The great majority of items presented no problem to the
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judges. In almost all of the cases where judges gave a negative

mark, their own comments revealed that their responses were off-

target; i.e., the negative mark was awarded for a reason other

than that the item did not match the speaking task. In only one

case (Topic 1 for French) was a problem found with the speaking

task description used (for one of the three forms). Labeled in

the content validation study test item booklet as "Describe

Personal Activities," this item was originally intended to cover

the Intermediate level speaking tasks of providing a description

of persons, places, and things familiar to the individual (i.e.,

nct only of personal activities, such as hobbies and pastimes).

The speaking task for this item has since been relabeled as "Give

a Description of a Personal Nature."
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7. Standard Setting Study

This chapter describes how passing score standards for the

TOPT were set. In order to provide additional data to assist the

TEA and the Texas State Board of Education in setting passing

scores for the TOPT, three separate standard setting studies,

following the model described in Livingston (1978) and adapted by

Powers and Stansfield (1982), were carried out in the fall of

1990, concurrently with the content validation studies described

in Chapter Six. These studies required a sampling of examinee

performances and a panel of judges to rate the performances as

acceptable or unacceptable.

7.1 Preparation of the Standard Setting Master Tape

Before the study could be conducted, it was necessary to

prepare a master tape containing TOPT performances of examinees

at different levels of speaking proficiency.

7.1.1 Initial Selection of Representatives of Various Levels

of SpeaRing Proficiency

The judges who listened to the examinee response tapes

following the trialing (see Section 4.x) gave a preliminary

rating to each examinee they listened to. Additionally, each

examinee provided a self-rating during the trialing. Originally

CAL had planned to use these two pieces of information to choose

tapes that, upon receiving complete rating, would provide three

examples at each of seven ACTFL levels (IL, IM, IH, A, A+, Sf
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5+2). This would have made a total of 21 examples. In the first

step, CAL 7.00ked for five potential examples at each level, for a

total of 35. However, there were virtually no Intermediate Low

level tapes in the Spanish set of tapes. Thus, the total number

of tapes selected for the first step for Spanish was 31. All 32

audible French tapes were included in this first phase of the

study.

7.1.2 Ratings by Texas ACTFL-Certified Raterp

The TEA and CAL jointly chose two prominent Texas ACTFL-

certified raters for each language to score the selected trialing

tapes within a period of three weeks. Dr. George Blanco of the

University of Texas at Austin and Dr. Vickie Contreras of the

University of Texas, Pan American, served as the Spanish raters;

Dr. Joan Manley of the University of Texas at El Paso and Ms.

Mary Huggins of Round Rock 1SD served as the French raters.

Appendix M contains the instructions to these raters and as an

example, a copy of the form used to record their scores for

French and Spanish Form B.

2 For practical purposes, ACTFL levels were assigned a
numerical classification as follows:

Novice 0

Intermediate-Low IL 1

Intermediate-Mid IM 2

Intermediate-High IH 3

Advanced A 4

Advanced+ A+ 5

Superior S 6

High-Superior S+ 7
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The order of the tapes to be rated vas prescribed. The

raters listened to all tapes for each form, beginning with Form

A. Within each form, examinees were sequenced by social security

number. Raters gave each examinee a rEtting on each item and the

opening conversation as a whole, and also rated each one

holistically.

Blanco and Contreras were found to have few holistic and

item level score disagreements. Manley and Huggins, on the other

hand, had few agreements but correlated very highly/ with Huggins

being consistently more lenient than Manley. At the lower

levels/ the difference between them was about one -tep on the

ACTFL scale; at the higher levels/ the difference reached two or

three steps at times. Thus, where Manley awarded an Intermediate

Low, Huggins typically awarded an Intermediate Mid; where Manley

awarded Intermediate Mid/ Huggins typically awarded Intermediate

High; and where Manley awarded an Advanced or Advanced Plus,

Huggins typically awarded a Superior or High Superior.
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7.1.3

In constructing the master tape for the standard setting

study, the goal was to have each individual examinee represented

by three segments (responses) which would be indicative of a

certain ACTFL level. The segments chosen for each examinee

proceeded as follows. Data from the ratings of the Texas ACTFL

raters were entered into a database. Then the matches between

the two item ratings for each examinee en all items were

identified; that is, items were identified where the two raters

agreed on the item-level rating. In the case of French, matches

were also identified where Huggins was consistently one level (or

two) above Manley.

Once these item-level matches were identified across the two

raters for any individual examinee, the overall holistic rating

of that individual was consulted. Finally, three TOPT item

responses that were at the overall holistic rating for the

examinee (or were all at the same level close to the holistic

rating) were chosen for each individual from among the matches.

These three item responses were to typify responses at that

holistic level (or at the common level of the three item

ratings). For Spanish, when matches occurred there, three

Advanced level items (generally including Picture Four--past

tense narration) were used as examples from examinees identified

as Intermediate; Picture Four and two Superior level items were

used for examinees identified as Advanced, and three Superior

items--most commonly supporting opinion (Topic 4), hypothesizing
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(Topic 5), and giving a professional talk (Situation 4)--were

used as examples for examinees identified as Superior. Examples

were chosen for the French TOPT in a very similar fashion, except

that the French TOPT included only two Superior level items.

This meant that those same two items were repeatedly chosen as

examples for the performance of Superior and Advanced level

students.

Each examinee was thus assigned a tentative rating--the

rating of the three matched segments. In the case of Spanish,

because of the high level of agreement between Blanco and

Contreras, there was a single tentative rating for all but four

of the 29 individuals included on the first master tape. For the

French examinees, however, there was a single tentative level for

only 10 of the 27 examinees on the first master tape. The others

had a split tentative rating, the lower reflecting Manley's

rating, the higher reflecting Huggin's (e.g. IM/IH, A+/S). In

all of these cases, the two ratings differed by only one step on

the ACTFL scale.

Once three segments for each examinee were chosen, the order

of examinees to appear on the first master tape was determined

randomly by drawing each examinee's ID number at random from a

hat. However, if two examinees of the same level were chosen in

a row, the second was returned to the pile. In this way, ability

levels appear in random order on the master tape, with no two

ability levels presented in sequence.

The first master tapes for French and Spanish were then
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prepared by dubbing from the original examinee response tapes

onto the master tape.

7.1.4 Confirming the Master Tape Ratings

In order to confirm that each examinee's segment of three

responses reflected the score assigned to it, CAL conducted a

confirmatory study of the tentative ratings. David Hiple,

director of the tester training program at ACTFL, submitted to

CAL the names of the outstanding ACTFL raters and trainers for

French and Spanish from across the country. Five for each

language were contacted and agreed to participate in the study.

Each was sent a copy of the master tape, a rating sheet, and

instructions. (The names and affiliations of these raters, with

a copy of the instructions and rating sheet, appear in Appendix

N.) These raters were told to listen to each person and estimate

his or her ACTFL rating based on the performances contained on

the tape. These raters were NOT given the tentative rating of

each segment. They worked totally independently and had about a

week to accomplish their task.
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7.1.5 Assignina "True Scores" to the Master Tam

Once the raters' responses were received by CAL/ their

scoring data was entered into a computer. Their ratings for each

examinee were examined together with the examinee's tentative

rating (i.e., the agreed upon level(s) of the two Texas raters).

When possible, a "true score" was assigned to each examinee.

This "true score" was the level the examinee's responses on the

first master tape was intended to typify. The complex process of

assigning true scores from this data is described next.

The logic behind this procedure was the desire to confirm

the tentative Texas ACTFL ratings by the ratings of the five

independent external raters. First, however, examinees for whom

ratings were discrepant were eliminated from the pool of

potential examinees to be included in the final master tape.

Examinees were eliminated if there was no clear modal (average)

rating with reference to the tentative score (e.g., 4:40405,5,6--

bold type indicates tentative level"). The logic behind

eliminating such examinees lies in the fact that the external

AM. raters were not in clear agreement and that there was no

confirmation that the tentative rating lay within the boundaries

of the external raters' rating. In the example above, the

external raters as a group appear to place the examinee above the

3 For this procedure, the lower of the French ratings
(i.e., Manley's ratings) was used as the tentative rating since
when in doubt, ACTFL raters are instructed to use the lower
score. An additional reason for this decision was Manley's
greater experience in rating tapes.
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tentative score.

Second, examinees were eliminated if a level split did not

confirm the tentative rating. This happened when three raters

assigned one level, while the tentative level and the other two

raters were at the adjacent one (e.g., 3:3,3,4,4,4). This would

indicate that the examinee is probably a borderline case, whose

true score may well fall somewhere between the two levels. Using

such an individual as an example of a level in the standard

setting study would be confusing since he or she is not typical

of any one level.

Eliminating examinees according to the above guidelines

reduced the number of examinees on the Spanish tape from 29 to 22

and on the French tape from 27 to 19. Of those examinees

retained, we assigned a true score using the following four

methods:

Method A
In the first method, the true score was the
tentative score confirmed by at least three of the
five external raters (e.g. 6:5,6,6,6,7=6 /
6:6,6,6,7,7=6 / 4:4,4,4,4,5=4 with the score after
the = sign being the true score assigned to that
person). 50% of Spanish and 79%4 of the French

4 When Manley's lower ratings are used as the tentative
score the figure is 68%. However, as noted above, for 13 of the
19 examinees on the final tape, there was a level disagreement
between Manley and Huggins. For the six examinees where Manley
and Huggins agreed, four of the tentative scores were confirmed
by the external raters with Method A and two with Method B. In
the 13 cases where there was disagreement, in only one case were
both Manley and Huggins' tentative rating disconfirmed (see
Method C). In the remaining 12 cases, 6 (50%) of Manley's lower
tentative ratings were confirmed by Method A and one (8%) by
Method B, while 5 (42%) of Huggins' higher tentative ratings were
confirmed by this method. Thus, given the split tentative scores
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examinees received true scores in this manner.

Method B

In the second method (Method 8), the true score
was again the tentative score, confirmed by one or
two of the five external raters and falling
between the other scores. This confirmed that the
tentative score was an average score (e.g.
6:5,6,6,7,7=6 / 3:2,2,3,3,4=3 / 2:1,1,2,3,3=2).

The logic behind keeping a tentative score falling between
the external rater's scores, even if it was not the modal
score, is that on average, across ratings, that individual
would receive the tentative score. Variation in assigned
score for these people is considered to be due to rater
error, and raters are equally likely to vary in either
direction. 14% of the Spanish and 16% of the French true
scores were assigned in this WP .

Method C

Method D

In methods C and D, the tentative score did not
become the true score. In Method CI the "true
score" was the score awarded by four or five of
the five external raters even when different from
the tentative score (e.g. 1:1,2,2,2,2=2). 22% of
the Spanish examinees and 5% of the French
examinees received true scores using this method5.

For two of the Spanish tapes (10%) and none of the
French tapes, the true score was the modal score
awarded by three of the five external raters when
,- was the average of all the external rater's
scores (3:3,4,4,4,5=4 / 2:20303,3,4=3).

The reason behind using methods C and D, in which the
tentative score was not confirmed, is that samples of speech
presented in three segments for any examinee may give the
hearer a different impression when listened to by themselves
than when heard in the context of the entire tape. In this

for French, 15 out of 19 tentative ratings (79%) were confirmed
by Method A.

5 If Manley's lower rating is taken to be the tentative
score, then three additional tapes were awarded true scores in
this manner. However, in these three cases, the true score was
equal to Huggins' tentative score.
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case, the reaction of the members of the standard setting
committee would be more reflective of that of the five
external raters who also heard only the selected segments
than of the ACTFL Texas raters who hdard the examinee's
entire tape. Note that in Method C the true score was
awarded by 80% of the external raters, indicating very high
agreement, and that Method DI which involves a true score
awarded by 60% of the raters, was used only for two Spanish
tapes.

Table 7.1 presents a frequency distribution of the methods

used to award the true scores on the final Master Tape.

Method
NIMOM101,1110#

Table 7.1
Frequency of the Use of Four Methods to

Award True Scores on the Master Tape

Spanish Examinees French Examinees*

A 50% 79%
18% 16%

22% 5%
10% 0%

Key:
A Tentative score = true score, confirmed by three or more

external raters
B Tentative score = true score, confirmed by one or two external

raters and falling midway between extreme ratings
C Tentative score not confirmed; true score awarded by four or

five external raters
D Tentative score not confirmed; true score awarded by three of

five external raters and falling between extreme scores

* See footnotes 3 and 4

Although originally five tapes estimated to be from each

ACTFL level (except Intermediate Low) were sent to the Texas

ACTFL-certified raters, because of the elimination of examinee

examples and the assignment of actual true scores (rather than

estimates based on the examinee's self-rating and the original

judge's rating after trialing), there was not an equal number of
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examples from each ACTFL level on the final master tape for

Spanish. All the French tapes were involved in the process, but

many of them were eliminated, too. Below are the numbers of

examples for each level appearing on the master tapes:

ACTFL Level French Spanish

Intermediate Low 0 0
Intermediate Mid 6 3
Intermediate High 3 5
Advanced 4 5
Advanced Plus 3 2
Superior 3 6
High Superior 0 1

7.2 Setting the Passing Standards

The TEA submitted to CAL a list of teachers and teacher

trainers from throughout Texas whom they deemed qualified to

serve as judges on the standard setting committees. These

individuals were then sent invitations by CAL to the standard

setting sessions.

The standard setting sessions for French and Spanish language

teaching were held on Friday, October 19, in conjunction with the

annual Texas Foreign Language Association fall convention held in

Fort Worth. For bilingual education, the standard setting

session was held on Thursday, November 1, at the Civic Center in

Lubbock, in conjunction with the annual Texas Association of

Bilingual Educators fall conference. There were 16 judges on the

French committee, 17 on the Spanish, and 13 on the bilingual

education committee. Below are the names and affiliations of the

members of each committee.
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Members of the French Standard_Setting Comittee

Ms. Peggy Beauvois-Hollon
Mr. Louis A. Broussard
Ms. Yvette J. De Jean
Dr. Marion LeRoy Ellis
Mr. Joe H. Galindo
Ms. Carrie Harrington
Dr. Michael G. Hydak
Ms. Sue E. Kimbro
Dr. Cynthia Manley
Ms. Sandra Miller
Ms. Linda L. Nance
Ms. Risa Pajestka
Dr. Elaine M. Phillips
Ms. Peggy Tharp
Dr. Donald R. Vidrine
Ms. Michele Wade

University of Texas-Austin
San Antonio ISD

Houston ISD
Lamar University

El Paso ISD
Fort Worth ISD

Austin ISD
Texarkana ISD

Austin College
Klein ISD

San Antonio ISD
Belton ISD

Southwestern University
San Angelo ISD

University of North Texas
Lubbock ISD

Members of the Spanish Standard Setting Committee

Ms. Suzanne Abbott
Ms. Elizabeth Bailey
Mr. Sam Calderem
Ms. Rosario M. Cantd
Dr. H. Eliot Chenaux
Ms. Kathy Hamm
Ms. Elizabeth A. Haskins
Ms. Nancy J. Lewis
Ms. Rachael A. Loman
Ms. Olivia Munoz
Dr. Manuel J. Ortuno
Ms. Rosemary Patterson
Ms. Elizabeth Schacht
Dr. Lorum H. Stratton
Ms. Christie Walker
Ms. Blanca Barrera Watters
Ms. Loretta Garcia Williams
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Lubbock ISD
Leander ISD
Socorro ISD

Northside ISD
Corpus Christi State University

Dickinson ISD
Edinburg ISD
Abilene ISD

Donna ISD
Houston ISD

Baylor University
Amarillo ISD

Highland Park ISD
Texas Tech University

Warren ISD
White Settlement ISD

Plano ISD



Members of the Bilingual Education Standard§otting Committee

Ms. Carmen A. Dominguez
Ms. Lucia E. Elizarde
Ms. Yolanda Espinoza
Dr. Maria Loida Galvez
Ms. Susana Gomez
Ms. Joyce Hancock
Dr. Roy Howard
Mr. Manuel A. Martinez
Ms. Isabell McLeod
Ms. Elba-Maria Stell
Ms. Juanita Villegas
Dr. Judith Walker de Mix
Ms. Elsa Meza Zaragosa

Houston /SD
Harlingen ISD
San Marcos ISD

Pasadena ISD
Lubbock ISD
Lufkin ISD

Texas Tech University
Austin ISD

Amarillo ISD
El Paso ISD
Lubbock ISD

University of Houston
Corpus Christi ISD

The task given to the members of the standard setting

committees was to listen to each individual on the master tape

and mark on a machine-readable response sheet whether or not they

felt that person demonstrated enough speaking ability to be in a

Texas classroom. The specific instructions that were read to the

committee members appear in Appendix O. An example of the

response sheet appears in Appendix P.

7.3 Results of the Standard Setting Study

Table 7.2 presents the make-up of the 16 members of the French

Standard Setting Committee.

Table 7.2
Descriptive Statistics on the French Standard

Setting Committee Members

A. Position

POSITION
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Classroom Teacher
Department Chair
District Supervisor
Teacher Trainer

7
3
1

5

43.7
18.8
6.2

31.3

71

71

7
10
11
16

43.7
62.5
68.7

100.0



B. Sex

SEX Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Male 5 31.3 5 31.3
Female 11 68.7 16 100.0

g Ethnicity

ETHNIC Frequency

Hispanic
White-NonHispan
Black-NonHispan

Cumulative Cumulative
Percent Frequency Percent

1 6.2 1 6.2
13 81.2 14 87.5
2 12.5 16 100.0

D. Reaion of Texas by Firs Two Digits of Zip Code

REGION Frequency
Cumulative Cumulative

Percent Frequency Percent

75 - Northeast 2 12.5 2 12.5
76 - North Central 4 25.0 6 37.5
77 - East 3 18.8 56.2
78 - South Central 5 31.3 14 87.5
79 - West 2 12.5 16 100.0

Table 7.3 shows the percent of committee members rating

examinees as acceptable at each ACTFL level.

Table 7.3
Mean Percent of Judges Rating Examinees
Acceptable at Each Level (French Language)

ACTFL Level Number of Examinees Mean Percentage

Inter Mid
Inter High
Advanced
Advanced Plus
Superior

6
3

4
3
3

13.5
39.6
92.2
100.0
100.0

Table 7.3 indicates that for the French standard setting

committee members, an Intermediate High level performance was

clearly not adequate, while an Advanced level performance was
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deemed adequate on average by over 90% of the members. This

suggests that the French standard should be Advanced.

Table 7.4 presents the make-up of the 17 members of the

Spanish Standard Setting Committee.

Table 7.4
Descriptive Statistics on the Spanish Standard

Setting Committee Members

A. Pgsilim

POSITION
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Classroom Teacher
Department Chair
District Supervisor
Teacher Trainer

SEX Frequency

3
8
3

3

17.6
47.1
17.6
17.6

3

11
14
17

Cumulative Cumulative
Percent Frequency Fercent

Male
Female

C. Ethnicity

ETHNIC

4

13
23.5
76.5

Frequency Percent

4 23.5
17 100.0

Cumulative
Frequency

17.6
64.7
82.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent

Hispanic
White-Nonhispan

9 52.9
8 47.1
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17
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REGION Frequency
Cumulative

Percent Frequency
Cumulative

Percent

75 - Northeast 2 11.8 2 11.8
76 - North Central 2 11.8 4 23.5
77 - East 3 17.6 7 41.2
78 - South Central 5 29.4 12 70.6
79 - West 5 29.4 17 100.0

Table 7.5 shows the percent of Spanish language committee

members rating examinees as acceptable at each ACTFL level.

Table 7.5
Mean Percent of Judges Rating Examinees

Acceptable at Each Level (Spanish Language)

ACTFL Level Number of Examinees Mean Percentage

Ilter Mid 3 25.5
Inter High 5 25.9
Advanced 5 77.7
Advanced Plus 2 94.1
Superior 6 94.1
High Superior 1 100.0

Table 7.5 indicates that for the Spanish standard setting

committee members, Intermediate level performances were clearly

not adequate, while the Advanced level performance was deemed

adequate on average by over 75% of the members. This suggests

that the Advanced level should be the standard.

Table 7.6 presents the make-up of the 13 members of the

Bilingual Education Standard Setting Committee.
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Table 7.6
Descriptive Statistics on the Bilingual Education

Standard Setting Committee Members

A. Position

POSITION
Cumulative Cumulative

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Classroom Teacher
District Supervisor
Teacher Trainer

B. Sex

SEX Frequency

10
1
2

Percent

76.9
7.7

15.4

10
11
13

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent

Male
Female

C. Ethnicity

ETHNIC

2

11
15.4
84.6

2 15.4
13 100.0

76.9
84.6
100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispanic 10
White-NonHispan 3

D. Region of Texas by First Two

REGION Frequency

76.9
23.1

Digits

Percent

10
13

of Zip Code

Cumulative
Frequency

76.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent

75 - Northeast 1 7.7 1 7.7
77 - East 3 23.1 4 30.8
78 - South Central 4 30.8 8 61.5
79 - West 5 38.5 13 100.0

Table 7.7 shows the percent of bilingual education committee

members rating examinees as acceptable at each ACTFL level.
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Table 7.7
Mean Percent of Judges Rating Examinees

Acceptable at Each Level (Bilingual Education)

ACTFL Level Number of Examinees Mean Percentage

Inter Mid 3 12.8
Inter High 5 21.5
Advanced 5 83.1
Advanced Plus 2 88.5
Superior 8 96.2
High Superior 1 100.0

Table 7.7 indicates that, as for French and Spanish, there

is a clear dividing line between Intermediate High and Advanced.

For the bilingual education committee members, an Intermediate

High level performance was clearly not adequate, while the

Advanced level performance was deemed adequate on average by over

80% of the committee members.

The above tables show that for each group there is a clear

line dividing performances at the Intermediate High and Advanced

levels. These figures support the recommendation of Advanced as

the passing score fcr all three groups.
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APPENDIX A

JOB-RELATEDNESS SURVEY:

INSTRUCTIONS AND

MACHINE READABLE RESPONSE SHEET

(Fo: Each Group of Teachers)



Texas Oral Proficiency Test (IDPT)
French Language Teachers

30B-AELATEDNESS SURVEY

RETURN BY MAY 4,

pri"RODUCIJON

The Texas Education Agency is developing a test of oral proficiency in French which
will be required of individuals seeldng secondary certification as a French language
teacher or an ekmentary specialization in French. The Texas Oral Proficiency Test '-
French (TOTT-French) 9411 be a tape-mediated test. From a master tape and via a
test booklet, ecamLiees will be presented with appreadmately twenty speaking tasks.
These tasks will allow them to demonstrate their ability to speak French. Successful
performance of these tasks requires various levels of French speaking ability, some are
fairly easy to perform, while others are considerably more challenging. The matinees'
responses will be recorded on examinee response tapes. After =mimes complete the
tat, their performance, as recorded on the tapas %ill be scored by trained raters.

This survey presents you with 38 speaking tasks, such as may appear on the TOPT-
French. For each task, you are to indicate whether, in your professional opinion,
French language teachers need to have the ABILITY to cany out this task in order to
perform successfully in French language classrooms in the state of Tom Note that
the question is not whether French language teachers need to carry out the task in the
classroom, but whether French language teachers need the level or ability necessary to
carry out the task.

You arc one of a sample of Texas French language teachers selected to receive this
survey. The results will assist the TEA in determining tbe level of speaking skills in
French needed by French language teachers in Texas. Your responses are important
and your assistance to the TEA is appreciated.

DIRECTIONS

Your survey packet contains: this survey booklet, a blue and white machine-readable
survey response sheet, and a stamped, pre-addresse4 return envelope. Note that data
for this survey are being collected with machine-readable response sheets. Please do
not fold the survey response sheets.

There are five steps to completing this survey. Follow all directions carefully and use a
No. 2 pencil. It is estimated that this survey will require 15 to 20 minutes to complete.



STEP1 m NUKBER

Please write your social seanity number in the bates in the area entitled ID
NUMBER on the top left-hand corner of the machine-readable mum nuponse
sheet. Then fill in the circle corresponding to the number in each bac. NO1E:
Your social security number wilt only be used for data processing papaws and
will not be used to identify any individual respondent So this survey.

EXAMPLE
This i s what yOUT response shea would look Ake r your social security number wor
123454789:

STEP 2

1 3 s it 7 I i

A iticotra

ill II 0

OW 000000000 -.3000000000000000 0000000
INW 0040000000 0000000
SIIP 000000000 .9000000
41111 000060000 0000000
OW 0000011000 ;0000000

00000041100 0000000
Wile 00000000 0000000
IMP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

For demographic purposes, please answer each lettered question presented on
the next page in the bac labeled DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION. Wriie
your answer in the area entitled SPECIAL CODES on the top left-hand arner
of the response-sheet. For awl lettered question (A through G), write the
number of pur answer in the block on the anwer sheet. Then fill in the circle
corresponding to the number of your answer.

EXAMPLE
This is what your raporue sheet %add look like r you were a hie school teacher
(Question A) with a secondary French certificate (Question B) and between 3 and5
xars of ciperienoe (Question C),

3415_14fillti2 )1 1

0

000000000
®0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

If

100000000000
0000000
O 000000
O 000000
0000000=now0000000
apvmo 0 ci



DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

A. What is your current level of assignment?

(0) Elementary (2) High School
(1) Junior High OT Middle School (3) Other

B. What certificate or endorsement do you hold?

(0) Elementary certificate with French specialization
(1) Secondary French certificate
(2) Both of the above
(3) None of the above

now many years of French language teaching experience do you have?

(0) 1-2 years
(1) 3-5 years
(2) 6-10 years

(3) 11-15 years
(4) 16-19 years
(5) 20 ar more years

D. What levels of French language classes have you taught during
the past three years?

(0) All beginning (first and second year) dames
(1) Mostly beginning classes, some advanced (third year and beyond)

classes
(2) About half beginning, half advanced classes
(3) Mostly advanced classes, some beginning classes
(4) All advanced dames

E What is the highest degree that you bold?

(0) No depee
(1) Bachelor's

F. What is your ethnic group?

(0) Hispanic
(1) Black

G. %Thai is your sex?

(0) Max

(2) Master's
(3) Doctorate

(2) Wilke
(3) Other

(1) Female

3



STEP 3 RESPONSES TID SPEAKING TASKS

Listed on the survey response sheet is a series of speaking tasks requiring
variots degrees of language ability to perfotm. For each task, indicate whether,
in your profeisional opinion, French language teachen need to have the
language ability necessary to cany out the task in order to petform successfully
in the French language classroom In other words, for each task, ask yourself:

b the level or ability
required to perform this task

needed by French language teachers
in Texas public schools?

Important The question is NOT "Do French teachers need to carry out this
task in the classroom? Rather, the question is "Do French language teachers
need to have the French language ability to cany out this task?"

Fill in the letter that represents your response to this question in the
appropriate column on the response sheet. The columns are as follows:

A su Definitely Yes
B - Probably Yes
C - Maybe
D sr Probably No
E - Definitely No

Following the examples below are detailed descriptions of the speaking tasks.
Be sure to read thcm before making your response.

EXAMPLES
Here are hvo example tasks ovith won= compkted for ric

Example A

Extend an Invitatio

Be able to politely invite someone to your home for a party or other social
function.

If, in your opinion, French languor machos should tionn;t Ity have the Level ef elanity
required to perform this speaking ..4.0 (independent of whether they would nee to do the
task in she classmom), then you would darken circk "A" in the fist column of the
response sheet

4



&ample B

Negotiate Roiling Temporal/ living Duaners

Be able to negotiate a rental agreement with a landlord, ask questions about
what is included in the rent, and ask for clarification of the rattal agreement.

g in your opinion, French language teadun should prohobly have the Jove! of ability
required to perform this speaking task (independent of whether they would need it r do the
task in the classroom), then you sould dad= &de '11" in the seccvsd cdionn of the
nrsponse

If you made the above two roponses to the example tasks, plc survey response r* sa
woidd kok like Mir

Definitely Po

Probably so

GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET 11 1
Maybe

form nO. 70921 Probably Yes

Dafiaitely yes ATI2-1
gm I A. Extend an Invitation
gm X. Negotiate Renting Temporary Living Quarters .1 44 1:12

Now please make your raponse for each of the 38 spkaking tasks listed on the
following pages on the appropriate line of the survey response sheet.
Remember to ask yourself, for each task:

Is the kvel of ability
required to perform this taat

needed by French language teachers
in To:as public schools?



SPEAKING TASKS

1. Introduce Yourself

Be able to give your name and basic personal information such as would be
even at a first meeting.

2. 51211111.1LEAMiliaL-SiMPILELMI

Bc able to explain how to accomplish everyday processes such as writing a
check, borrowing a book from the library, or taking attendance in the classroom.

3. Resgdbe a Sequence of Events in the Past

4.

Be able to use and sequence language indicating past time m order to narrate
an event or incident which occurred recently.

In light of at least two passible choices of action, be able to propose and defend
a course of action in such a way as to persuade others to accept your choice.

Be able to use and sequence language indicating present or habitual time in
order to narrate recurring events or routines, everyday activities, etc.

6. MAktivrchava

Be able to request items, discuss prices, and handle currency in a situation
involving a purchase.

7. lakAtmvircricia_Actilitio

Be able to talk about your leisure activities, favorite pastimes, and preferred
hobbies.

limthelize About an Impersonal Topic

Be able to discuss various possibilities ("vhat if situations) surrounding an
abstract, impersonal topic.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)
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9. Talk Aboutiamily _Members

Be able to give the names of the members of your family and simple descriptive
information, such as their occupations and physical characteristics.

la CiErcilkidilionizsitbsivaLbm=

11.

Be able to sununarize in an 'oral report* fashion factual information about
topics of a personal or professional nature.

V 40/1 !IAAItl sJk

Be able to state what you believe on a amtroversbl subject and why you hold
those beliefs.

12. Deaute_Envaed)Future Eve=

Be able to we and sequence language indicating firIre time in order to nanate
expected occurrences of a personal nature, such as a planned trip or activity.

13- ExplainArcomplaixamjnikuti

Be able to explain in detail a non-routine process of an impersonal nature, such
as how to cany out a scientific investigation or how to write a term paper.

14. Order 0 _Meal

Be able to ask questions about menu items, order food, and ask for and settle a
bill.

15. Express Personal Apologies

Be able to apologize clearly and appropriately to an offended party.

16. Give Advice

Be able to Ove advice to someone faced with making a decision between two or
more choices, giving supporting reasons for the advice given.

17. anniligi m_is_NJLLED:pze_15inatign

Be able to say what you would do in a hypothetical situation.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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15. Descdbe Your Dailyitotitine

Be able to narrate your typical daily activities.

19. Give Instructiont

Be able to give instructions and explain the steps involved in carrying out an
activity.

20. Give a Brief Pensonalalistila

Be able to talk about your personal background

21. State Advantages and Disadvantages

Be able to state the advantages and disadvantages of a situation (such as living
in a big city), a decision (such as going to college), or an object that has
affected society (such as the computer).

21 Support Opinions

Be able to state, support and defend a personally-heki opinion or belief about
an issue.

DomIgairgliblistkal

B- able to describe health problems or conditions.

24. Discuu a Professional Topic

Be able to discuss at length and in detafi a topic of professional interest.

25. Docribe a Complex Object in DetaQ

Be able to describe a complex object such as a car or bicycle in detail and with
precise vocabulary.

26. Lodge II Complaint

Be able to lodge a complaint, giving the reasons for and details behind the
complaint.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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27. lelkiltaxaomilimatrakni

Be able to state and describe your personal or professional plans, goals and
ambitiors.

28. Give a Professional Talk

Be able to present a talk on a topic of professional interest.

29. Maketrrangernents for Future Activities

Be able to inquire about and to make arrangements for future activities, and to
set the date, time and place.

30. Emgolchumelannosling.L.Canflia

Be able to present arguments on both sides of a familiar issue or topic and
evaluate their relative merits

31. rzimt_Ditction

Be able to eve directions on how to get from one place to another.

32. Ilmnix-a-P-Iat

Be able to describe in detail a particular place, such as a school, a store, or a
park.

33. Evlain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature

Be able to describe and explain in detail a non-routine procen such as how to
get a job, or how to apply to college.

34. By,pothtsize_A_Nliglrs&abk_.QAQQM

Be able to &cuss what could happen if something unexpected occurs.

35. Correct an Unexpected Situation

Be able to handle an unexpected outcome, such as receng faulty merchandise.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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36.

Be able to persuade someone to do something he or she is not inclined to do,
or to cease doing something which is annoying to you.

aNaLtraigitagArlit2114.11LIhrang

Be able to descnle people, places or things in the past, such as the work
schedule you used to have or leisure activities you used to do.

38. CD.MMS...andrAMMISLZY.11_221MSALMAM

Be able to compare and contrast two objects, places, or customs.

STU 4 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please use the space provided in the three WRTTE-1N AREAS on the back of
the survey response sheet for any additional comments you wish to make
regarding the oral language functions to be included on the TOFT-French.

STU 5 RETURNING THE SURVEY

Unfold the enclosed pre-addressed, stamped envelop& Insert the blue and
white machine-readable survey response sheet intn the envelope, being careful
not to fold it. Return the machine-readable survey response sheet play as soon
as possible, but postmarked no bter than MAY 4, 1990, to:

Mr. Dotty Kenyon
Center for Applied linguistics
1118 22nd Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Thank you for your participation In this survey.

RETURN BY MAY 4, 1990
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GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET II
form no. 70921 Probably Yes

TOPT Job-Relatedneea Survey

French Language Teaching

Definitely No

Probably No

Maybe

USE %lip 2 P.114eCiL cnyov- 0. {-Definitely Yes

B-
A-

1. Introduce Yourself > e
2. Explain a Familiar, Simple Process > e
3. Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past------ >
4. Propose & Defend a Course of Action vith Persuasion>'0
S. Describe Typical Routines > e
6. Make Purchrses > e
7. Talk About Personal Activities > e
8. Hypothesize About an Impersonal TOpic >'C)
9. Talk About Family Members > CD
10. Give a Brief, Organized Factual Summary 2..C)
11. State Personal Point of View (Controversial Subject) e
12. Describe Expected Future Events >
13. Explain a Complex Process in Detail > CD
14. Order a Meal >
15. Express Personal Apologies > CD
16. Give Advice > C)
17. Hypothesize About a Personal Situation > e
18. Describe Your Daily Routine
19. Give Instructions
20. Give a Brief Personal History
21. State Advantages and Disadvantages
22. Support Opinions
23. Describe Health Problems
24. Discuss a Professional Topic
25. Descrioe a Complex Object in Detail
26. Lodge a Complaint
27. Talk About Your Future Plans
28. Give a Professional Talk
29. Make Arrangements for Future Activities
30. Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict
31. Give Directions
32. Describe a Place
33. Explain a Complex Process of a Personal
34. Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes
35. Correct an Unexpected Situation
36. Change Someone's Behavior through Persuasion
37. Describe Habitual Actions in the Past
38. Compare and Contrast TWo Objects or Places

94

c--
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0
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Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOTI)
Spanish Language Teachers

JOB-RE1ATEDNESS SURVEY

RETURN BY MAY 4, 1990

DITRODUCTIQN

The Teas Education Agency is developing a test of oral proficiem in Spanish which
will be required of individuals seeldng secondary certification as a Spanish language
teacher or an elementary specialization in Spanish. The Texas Oral Proficiency Test in
Spanish (TOFT-Spanish) will be a tape-mediated test From a master tape and via a
test booklet, examinees will be presented with approximately twenty speaking tasks.
Tllese tasks will allow them to demonstrate their ability to speak Spanish. SuccessM
performance of these tasks requires various levels of Spanish speaking ability, some are
fairly easy to perform, while whets are considerably more challenging. The =minces'
responses will be recorded on =mince response tapes. After examinees complete the
test, their performance, as recorded on the tapes, will be scored by trained raters.

This survey presents you with 38 speaking tasks, such as may appear on the Ton-
Spanish For each task, you are to indicate whether, in your professional opinion,
Spanish language teachers need to have the ABILT1Y to carry out this task in order to
perform successfully in Spanish language classmoms in the state of Texas. Note that
the question is not whether Spanish language teachers need to carry out the task in the
classroom, but whether Spanish language teachers need the level of ability necessary to
carry out the task

You arc one of a sample of Texas Spanish language teachers selected to receive this
survey. The results will assist the TEA in determining the level of speaking slcills in
Spanish needed by Spanish language teachers in Texas. Your responses are important
and your assistance to the TEA is appreciated.

DIRECTIONS

Your survey packet contains: this survey booklet, a blue and white machine-readable
survey response sheet, and a stamped, pre-addressed return envelope. Note that data
for this survey are being collected with machine-readable response sheets. Please do
not fold the survey response sheets.

Tere are five steps to completing this survey. Follow all directions carefully and use a
No. 2 pencil. It is estimated that this survey will require IS to 20 minutes to complete.



STEP 1 ID NUMBER

Please write your social security number in the boxes in the area entitled ID
NumER on the top left-hand Darner of the machine-readable inuvey response
sheet. Then fill in the circle corresponding to the number in oath box. NOTE
Your social security number wall only be wed for data mooning purposes and
will not be used to identify any individual respondent to this survey.

EVIMPLE
Thir u ushat your response shea would took ne brow social wavily ruanbo Ivere
123454789:

=31 1111111000000000. 000000
0

a

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000-0000000'0000000000000
-V000000
.00000_00

STEP 2 DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

For demographic purposes, please answer each lettered question presented on
the non page in the bac labeled DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION. Write
rur answer in the area =titled SPECIAL CODES on the top left-land corner
of the response sheet. For each lettered question (A through 6), write the
number of your answer in the block on the answer sheet Then fill in the circle
corresponding to the number of your answer.

EXAMPLE
This is what paw response sheet twuld bac Eke r you sys a high school teacher
(Question A) las a secondaty Spanish certificate (Question B) and between 3 and
5 years of erperience (Question C),

I
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

A. What Is your current level of assignment?

(0) Ekmentary (2) High School
(1) Junior High cr Middle School (3) Other

B. What certificate or endorsement do you bold?

(0) Elementary certifinue with Spanish specialization
(1) Secondary Spanish certificate
(2) Both of the above
(3) None of the above

C. How many years ut Spanish language teaching experience do you have?

(0) 1-2 years (3) 11.15 years
(1) 3-$ years (4) 16-19 years
(2) 6-10 years (5) 20 0? 3230re years

D. What levels of Spanish language duses have you taught during
the past three years?

(0) All beginning (first and second year) classes
(1) Mostly begi.nning classes, some advanced (third year and beyond)

classes
(2) About half beginning, half advanced classes
(3) Mostly advanced classes, some beginning classes
(4) All advanced claws

E. What Is the highest degree that pa bold?

(0) No degree (2) Master's
(1) Bachelor's (3) Doctorate

F. %list is your ethnic group?

(0) Hispanic
(1) Black

G. What is your sex?

(2) White
(3) Other

(0) Male (1) Female

3
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STEP 3 RESPONSES TO SPEAKING TASKS

Listed on the survey response sheet is a series of speaking tasks requiring
various degees of language ability to perform. For each task, indicate whether,
in your professional opinion, Spanish language teachers ne-al to have the
language ability necessary to cany out the task in order to perform successfully
in the Spanish language classroom. In other words, for each task, ask yourself:

Is the kvel of ability
required to perform this task

needed by Spanish language teachers
in Texas public schools?

Important The question is NOT 'Do Spanish teachers need to carry out this
task in thc classroom? Rather, the question is "Do Spanish language teachels
need to have the Spanish language ability to cany out this task?

Fill in the letter that represents your response to this question in the
appropriate column on the response sheet. The columns are as follows:

A - Definitely Yes
B = Probably Yes
C la Maybe
D - Probably No
E am Definitely No

Following the examples below are detaile41 descriptions of the speaking tasks.
Be sure to read them before making your response.

EXAMPLES
Here are Avo example tasks with Avonses completed footsc

Example A

Extend an Invjtation

Be able to politely invite someone to your home for a party or other social
function.

If in your opinixt, Spanish language wachen shoal sleGnifirly have she ItyALAU_Axbili
required to perform this speaking task (hadependent of whaher they would need to do the
task in the classroom), then you would darken circle "A" in the fust column of the
response sheet.

4



Example B

Negotiate Rentin Turnporaly Lisjng Quarters

Be able to negotiate a rental agreement with a landlord, ask questions about
what is included in the rent, and ask for clarification of the rental agreement.

If, in your opinion, Spanith language leathery should probably haw the jintilidets
rerprired to perform this speakim task (independost of whethff they *add need to do the
task in the dasvoom). then pu would tearken cirde 713" in the second arum of the
response sheet

If pu made the abow tso responses to the example task; Jour survey response sheet
would kok like Air

GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET 13

form no. 70921

iars

Definitely Do

Probably Do

Maybe

Probably Tea

Def initaly Tao

a= A. Extend an Invitation
im I R. Negotiate Renting Temporary Living Quarters

Now please make your response for each of the 38 speaking tasks listed on the
following pages on the appropriate line of the survey response sheet.
Remember to ask yourself, for each task

Is the level of ability
require4 to perform this task

needed by Spanish language teachers
in Texas public schools?



SPEAlaNG TASKS

1. Introduce Yourself

Be able to Ove your name and basic personal information such as ovuld be
given at a first meeting.

2- Eakin _Llama imlimplartam

Be able to explain how to accomplish everyday processes such as writing a
check, borrowing a boa from the library, or taking attendance in the classroom.

3. Describe_ a Sequence of Events in the Past

Be able to use and sequence language indicating past time in order to narrate
an event or incident which occurred recently.

4. Propose and Defend a (.clurse of Action with Persuasion

In hght of at least two possible choices of action, be able to propose and defend
a course of action in such a way as to persuade others to accept your choice.

5. Describe Typical Rorgines

Be able to use and sequence language indicatin3 present or habitual time in
order to narrate recurring events or routints, everyday activities, etc.

6. Makcitirgliam

Be able to request hems, discuss prices, and handle currency in a situation
involving a purchase.

7. Talk_AAlaxag.LAdmitio

Be able to talk about your leisure activitie; favorite pastimes, and preferred
hobbies.

Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic

Be able to discuss various possibilities (\what if' situations) surrounding an
abstract, impersonal topic.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)
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Be able to give the names of the members of your family and simple descriptive
information, such as their occupations and physical characteristics.

KL ojyr kprief. Organized Factual Summary

Be able to summarize in an 'oral report' fashion factual information about
topics of a personal or professional nature.

11. -0 I ILAAlt, _ mt.

Be able to state what you believe on a controversial subject and why you hold
those beliefs.

12- Describe expected Future Events

Be able to use and sequence language indicating future time in order to narrate
expected occurrences of a personal nature, mch as a planned trip or activity.

13. Evlain a Complex Process jn Detail

Be able to explain in detail a non-routine pmcess of an impersonal nature, such
as how to carry out a scientific investigation or how to write a term paper.

14. Order a Meal

Be able to ask questions about menu items, order food, and ask for and settle a
bill.

15. Express Personal Apologiq

Be able to apologize clearly and appropriately to an offended party.

16. Give Advice

Be able to give advice to someone faced witil making a decision between two or
more choices, giving supporting reasons for the advice given.

17. Hypothesize About a Personal3ituation

Be able to say what you would do in a hypothetical situation.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]



18. Describe Yout Daily Routine

Be able to narrate your typical daDy activities.

19. Givt kstructions

Be able to give instructions and explain the steps involved in aiming out an
activity.

20. Qive _a Brief Per&onal Mon

Be able to talk about your penonal background.

21. State Advantages Inc! Disadvantage&

Bc able to state the advantages and disadvantages of a situation (such as living
in a big city), a decision (such as going to college), or an object that has
affected society (such as the computer).

22 Smami2Riaisuu

Be able to state, support and defend a personally-hekt opinion or bebef about
an issue.

23. Degribe Health Problem&

Be able to describe health problems or conditions.

Discuss a Professional Topic

Be able to discuss at length and in detail a topic of professional interest.

25. Iklarr..i.fanw.10121trectin_Dclail

Be able to describe a complex object such as a car or bicycle in detail and with
precise vocabulary.

26. Lodge a Complaint

Be able to lodge a complaint, giving the reasons for and details behind the
complaint.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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27. Talk About Your Future Pius

Be able to state and describe your personal or professional plans, goals and
ambons.

fibrairs2fegionalialk

Be able to present a talk cm a topic of professional interest.

29. MaktArranumtnisimionlaidia
Be able to inquire about and to make arrangements for future activities, and toset the date, time and place.

30. F.L.nhatdIERCLALMILElding.L.Q2nad

Be able to present arguments on both sides of a familiar issue or topic and
evaluate their relative merits.

31. rzaDirraican

Be able to give directions on how to get from one place to another.

32. Describe s Place

Be able to descnbe in detail a particular place, such as a school, a store, or apark.

33. Explain a Complex Proceu of a Personallilature

Be able to describe and explain in detag a non-routine process such as bow toget a job, or how to apply to college.

34. HyppiteligtAbonirokable_Quisoma

Be able to discuss what could happen if something unexpected occurs.

35. Correct an Unexpected Situation

Be able to handle an unexpected outcome, such as receiving faulty merchandise.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)
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36.

Be able to persuade someone to do something he or she is not inclined to do, or
to cease doing something which is annoying to you.

37. rescribe Habitual Actions in the Past

Be able to describe people, places or things in the past, such as the work
schedule you used to have or leisure activities you used to do.

38. Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places

Be able to compare and contrast two objects, places, or customs.

STEP 4 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please use the space provided in the three WRITE-IN AREAS on the back of
the survey response sheet for any additional comments you wish to make
regarding the oral language functions to be included on the TOPT-Spanish.

STEP s RETURNING THE S1JRVI75.

Unfold the enclosed pre-addressed, stamped envelope. Insert the blue and white
machine-readable survey response sheet into the envelope, being careful not to
fold it. Return tbe machine-readable survey response sheet only as soon as
possible, but postmarked no later than MAY 4, 1990, to:

Mr. Dorry Kenyon
Cente. for Applied Linguistics
1118 22nd Street, KW
Washinron, DC 20037

Thank you for your participation in this survey.

RETURN BY MAY 4, 1990
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TOPT Job-Relatedness Survey

Spanish Larguage Teaching

I Definitely No

Probably No

r Maybe

Probably Yes B

Dret-finitely Yes A
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1N 1. Introduce Yourself
__

--> C- :_.. ._
i

im 2. Explain a Familiar, Simple Process -------- >. (Di E rN
_ ,

e s
7

Describe a Sequence of Events in the ,)ast >;
In :. 4. Propose 6 Defend a Course of Action with Persuasion>e! ®Ho c e7...,
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7. Talk About Personal Activities > E'
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9. Talk About Family Members > ® 0 C. C C
10. Give a Brief, Organized Factual Summary ; C ; 0 C' ,7-,
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1.2 11. State Personal Point of View (Controversial Subject) C) 0 C' C E- 12. Describe Expected Future Events >; ® 0, 0 C 0
gli 13. Explain a Complex Process in Detail >0 e C C 0
el_

, 14. Order a Meal - ie;0!o c,
15. Express Personal Apologies >0 C)C)C, C

IM7 16. Give Advice 2,:e:0;c c. ....
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ele. 18. Describe Your Daily Routine >;oe'o C. ::
in: 19. Give Instructions >0 C 0 C C
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. 23. Describe Health Problems >COCO r.
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Toms Oral Proficienq Test (TOFI)
Bilingual Education Teachers

JOB-REIATEDNES SURVEY

RETURN BY MAY 4, MO

INTRODUCTION

The Teas Education Agency is developing a test of oral proficiency in Spanish which
will be required of individuah seeking a certificate or an endorsement for bilingual
education. The Texas Oral Proficiency Test in Spanish (TOFT-Spanish) will be a tape-
mediated test. From a master tape and via a test booklet, examinees will be presented
with approcimately hventy speaking tasks. These tasks will allow them to demonstrate
their ability to speak Spanish. Successful performance of these tasks requires various
levels of Spanish speaking ability; some are fairly easy to perform, while others are
considerably more challengin& The matinees' responses will be recorded on =mince
response tapes. After examinees complete the test, their performance, as recorded on
the tapes, will be scored by trained raters.

This survey presents you with 38 speaking tasks, such as may appear on the TOPT-
Spanish. For cath task, you are to indicate whether, in your professional opinion,
bilingual education teachers need to have the ABILITY to carry out this task in order
to perform successfully in bilingual education classmoms in the state of Term Note
that the question is not whether bilingual education teachers need to carry out the task
in the classroom, but whether bilingual education teachers need the kvel of ability
necessary to carry out the tast

You are one of a sample of Tens bilingual education teachers selected to receive this
survey. The results will assist the TEA in determining the level of speaking skills in
Spanish needed by bilingual education teachers in Texas. Your responses are
important and your assistance to the 'TEA is appreciated.

DIRECrioNs

Your survey packet contains: this survey booklet, a blue and white machine-readable
survey response sheet, and a stamped, pre-addressed return envelope. Note that data
for this survey arc being collected with machine-readable responsk: sheets. Please do
not fold the survey response sheets.

Tere are five steps to completing this survey. Follow all directions carefully and use a
No. 2 pencil. It is estimated that this survey will require 15 to 20 minutes to complete.

1
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STEP 1 D.) NUMBER

Please write your social security number in the bates in the area entitled ID
NUMBER on the top left-hand comer of the machineereadable survey response
sheet Then fill in the circle corresponding to the number in each bcac. NOTE:
Your social security number will only be used for data processing puma and
will not be used to identify any individual respondent to this survey.

EUMPLE
7his it what your response shea would look like r sodal sew* number war
12345-6789:

STEP 2

A

ninwan0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000004,0

0000010_000

PI DAL CCIOUS

rirtanrC

Mill
3000000Z0000000000000N)00000Z00000000000000000000Z000000
acieo_ome

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMAIION

For demographic purposes, please answer each lettered question presented on
the non page in the bac labeled DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION. Write
your answer in the area entitled SPECIAL CODES on the top left-hand =ma
of the response sheet. For each lettered quation (A through 0), write the
number of your answer in the block on the answer sheet. Then fill in the circle
corresponding to the number of your answer.

EXAMPLE
This is what your response sheet look IiLe 4fi war an elemouary school
teacher (Question A) with a canficate in bilingual education (Question B) and
between 3 and 5 years of espaience (Question C),

6o01121351.11t.POn

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
t00004100004000000000000000000200000000

D000000D000000P3000000000000D000000V000000M00000)D000000n000(),Q
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

A. What Is your current level of assignment?

(0) Elementary (2) High School
(I) Junior High or Middle School (3) Other

B. Do you bold a certificate or endorsement in bilingual educadoe?

(0) Yes
(1) No

C. Bow many years of bilingual education teaching experience do you have?

(0) 1-2 years (3) 11-15 years
(1) 3-5 years (4) 16-19 years
(2) 6-10 yews (5) 20 or more years

D. What levels or bilingual dasses
three years? (select only one)

(0) Early Childhood
(1) Grades 1-3
(2) Grades 4-6

have you taught during the past

E. What is the highest degree that you hold?

(0) No degree
(1) Bachelor's

F. inat is your ethnic group?

(0) Hispanic
(1) Black

G. What is your sex?

(0) Male

(2)
(3)

Master's
Doctorate

(2) White
(3) Other

(1) Female

3



STEP 3 RESPONSES 10 SPE4KING TASKS

Listed on the survey response rheet is a series of speaking tasks tequiring
various degrees of language abiley to perform. For each task, indicate whether,
in your professional opinion, bilinimal education teachen need to have the
language abiliv necessary to eany out the task in order to perform successfully
in a bilingual clauroom. In other words, for ear! *esk, ask yourself:

b the kvel af ability
required to pesform this task

needed by bilingual education teachen
in Tow public schools?

Important The question is NOT 'Do bilingual teachers need to cany out this
task in the classroom? Rather, the question is "Do bilingual education teachers
need to have the Spanish language abWty to earn, out this task?"

Fill in the letter that sepresents your response to this qutstion in the
appmpriate column on the response sheet. The columns are as follow

A - Definitely Yes
B in Probably Yes
C at Maybe
D am Probably No
E sm Definitely No

Following the examples below are detailed descriptions of the speaking tasks.
Be cure to read them before making your response.

EXAMPLES
Here are IWO example iasks with response compleedf o r plc

&ample A

Extend fin Invitation

Be able to politely invite someone to your home for a party or other social
function.

If in ;our opinion, bilingua! educat.ion teaches should jefin;tip1y have the foliol of obility
required to peform this speaking task (independent of whether they mould need to do the
task in the classroom), then you would darken citcle 'A" in the fist column of the
response sheet.

4
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IP

Example B

Negotiate Renting Temporal), living Puaners

Be able to negotiate a rental agreement with a landlord, ask questions about
what is inchxled in the rent, and ask for clarification ci the rental agreement.

If, in your opinion, bilingual educadon mad= should *mind* haw the jive? of ability
rrquired to perform this speaking task (bulependau of whaher they would need so do the
task in the claszoom), then you %add darken aide szr it the second column of the
nsporue shell

If you mode the above two responses to the example tasks, .your zany two= sheet
sould look like thir

GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET 11
form no. 70921

0111.1.1W

Maybe

Probably Tea

Definitely Tea

Definitely No

Probably So

ee A. Extend an Invitation- --------------
3. Negotiate Renting Teeporary Living Quarters

A

636 -6"ty-
ierololow

Now please make your response for each of the 38 speaking tasks listed on the
following pages on the appropriate line of the survey =spa= sheet.
Remember to ask yourself, for each task

Is the letel of ability
required to perfomi this task

needed by bilingual education teachers
in Texas public schools?

110



SPEAICING TASKS

I. Iptroduce Yourself

Be able to give your name and basic penonal kifonnation such as would be
even at a first meeting.

2_ apiain_aiamiarelimpkinxca

Be able to explain how to accomplish everyday processes such as writing a
check, borrowing a book from the library, or taking attendance in the classroom.

3. Describe a Sequence of _Events in thelast

4.

Be able to use and sequence language indicating past time in order to narrate
an event or incident which occurred recently.

In light of at least too possible choices of action, be able to propose and defend
a course of action in such a way as to persuade others to accept your choice.

S. Descnbe Typical Rovtines

Be able to use and sequence language indicating present or habitual time in
order to narrate recurring events or rourdnes, everyday activities, etc.

6. Maklutaboa

Be able to request hems, discuss prices, and handle currency in a situation
involving a purchase.

7. Talk About Personal Activities

Be able to talk about your leisure activities, favorite pastimes, and preferred
hobbies.

8. Hypothesize. About an Impersonal Tizpic

Be able to discuss various possibilities ("what ir situations) surrounding an
abstract, impersonal topic.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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Be able to Ove the names of the members of your family and simple descriptive
information, such as their occupations and physical characteristics.

10. Give it Brief, Orpnized factual Summaq

Be able to summarize in an 'oral repon" fashion factual information about
topics of a personal or professional nature.

22, V

Be able to state what you believe on a amtroversial subjezt and why you hold
those beliefs.

12- Dragnirciamszir411

Be able to use and sequence language indimting future time in order to narrate
expected occurrences of a personal nature, such as a planned trip or activity.

13. Eplarn a Complex Process jr) Detag

Be able to explain in detail a non-routine process of an impersonal nature, such
as how to cany out a scientific investigation or how to write a term paper.

14- Qidsz...6...Mcal

Be able to ask questions about menu items, order food, and ask for and settle a
bilL

15- ENPMss _Personal Apologia

. Be able to apologize clearly and appropriately to an offended party.

16. Give Advice

Be able to give advice to someone faced with making a decision between two or
more choices, giving supporting reasons for the advice given.

17. Hypothesize About a PersoLal Situation

Be able to say what you would do in a hypothetical situation.

(FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONL.Yj



Describe Your Daily Routine

Be able to nanate your typical daily activities.

19. Give Instructions

Be able to give instructions and explain the steps involved in carrying out an
activity.

20. Give a Brief Personal History

Be able to tail( about }our personal backgrounds

21. Slak_AthIptages and Disadvantage*

Be able to state the advantages and disadvantages of a situation (such as living
in a big city), a decision (such as going to college), or an objert that has
affected society (such as the computer).

Bc able to state, stinport and defend a personaDrbeld opinion or belief about
an issue.

23. DIgnix_firgillow2km1

Be able to describe health problems or conditions.

24. Discuss a Pxofes.sional Topic

Be able to discuss at length and in detail a topic of professional interest.

25. Describej complex Object in Detail

Be able to describe a complex object such as a car or bicycle in detail and with
precise vocabulary.

26. Lodge j Complain'

Bc able to kxlge a complaint, giving the reasons for and details behind the
complaint

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]

8
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27. Talk About Your _Future Planl

Be able to state and describe your personal or professional plans, goals and
ambitionL

28. cur1A/LciadismAjak

Be able to present a talk on a topic of professional interest.

29. Make Arrangements for Future Activities

Be able to inquire about and to make arrangements for future activities, and to
set the date, time and place.

30. Evaluate Imes Surrounding a Conflig

Be able to present arguments on both sides of a familiar issue or topic and
evaluate their relative merits.

31. Give Direct=

Be able to give directions on how to get from one place to another.

32. Desctibe ji Place

Be able to describe in detail a particular place, such as a school, a store, or a
park.

33. Explairt a complex Process of a _Personal Nature

Be able to describe and aplain i detaB a non-routine process such as how to
get a job, or how to apply to college.

34. 1-1yothesize Atvut Probable Outcomes

Be able to discum what could happen if something unexpected occurs.

35. C.orrect In Unexpected Situation

Be able to handle an unexpected outcome, such as receiving faulty merchandise.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)

9
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36. Change Someone's Behavior through Persvasirm

Be able to persuade someone to do something be or she is not inclined to do, or
to cease doing something which is annoying to you.

37. Describe _Habitual Actions in the Past

Be able to descnbe people, places or things in the past, such as the work
schedule you used to have or leisure activities you used to do.

38. Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places

Be able to compare and contrast two objects, places, or customs.

STEP 4 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please use the space provided in the three WRITE-IN AREAS on the back oi
the survey response sheet for any additional comments you wish to make
regarding the oral language functions to be included on the TOPT-Spanish.

STEP $ RETURNING TIIE SURVEY

Unfold the enclosed pre-addressed, stamped envelope. Insert the blue and white
machine-readable survey response sheet into the envelope, being careful not to
fold it. Return the machine-readable survey response sheet gall as soon as
possible, but postmarked no later than MAY 4, 1990, to:

Mr. Dorry Kenyon
Center for Applied linguistics
1118 22nd Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Thank you for your participation in this survey.

REI URN BY MAY 4, 1990

10
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APPENDIX B

INVITATION TO EXAMINEES TO PARTICIPATE IN TRIALING

(Example from El Paso)



Please check your response, fill in all requested information, and mail no later thanJune 20, 1990.

PLEASE PRINT

Name:

Address;
Daytime phone:
Home phone;

Yes, I twill be able to participate in the preliminary administration of the TOPT.
Language (circle): French Spanish

Subject: French Language Spanish Language Bilingual Education
I can participate in the following administration of the test;
Date;
Location;
Time:

.1=1110 No. I will not be able to attend.

. Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 22nd St., NW
Washington, DC 20037

Mr. Dorry Kenyon
Center for Applied Linguistics
1116 22nd St., NW
Washington, DC 20037



^D

^Fl^
..F3.-.
^F4^

Dear ^ F2 ^ :

Your school has identified you as a future Texas foreign language educator and has
forwarded your name to us. We would like to invite you to participate in the
development of an oral proficiency test for French, Spanish, and bilingual education
teachers.

Beginning in the Spring of 1991, the state of Texas will require prospective teachers of
French, Spanish, and bilingual education to demonstrate their speaking proficiency via
the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT), now under development. You can contribute
to the development of the TOPT by taking a preliminary form. In doing so, you will:

have an opportunity to give feedback about the test, which will be
considered in writing the final version

become familiar with the test you may have to take for certification in
Texas

help ensure that future teachers (perhaps including yourself) will take a
fair test

help ensure high standards for foreign language and bilingual education
teachers in Texas

Only 90 minutes of your time is required. During this time, you will take the test and
complete a feedback questionnaire.

You may take the test at UT-El Paso, Language Lab, Liberal Arts Building, Room 238,
on Tuesday, June 26, 1990. The test will begin at the following times:

9:30 a.m. French
11:00 a.m. Spanish
1:30 p.m. French
3:00 p.m. Spanish

Please indicate whether or not you plan to participate by completing the enclosed post
card and sending it to the Center for Applied Linguistics. This card must be sent no
later than June 20, 1990.
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Remember, the results of this test administration will not be used to evaluate your
language proficiency. They will be used only to refine the final version of the test.
Your participation is essential to ensure that the TOPT provides all examinees with an
opportunity to accurately demonstrate their current ability to speak French or Spanish.
We hope you will contribute to make the test a success.

Sincerely,

Dony Kenyon
Project Coordinator

1 2 ()



YOU ARE INVITED

to panicipate in the development eti an ond puede:my sea
for Fivneh, Spanish, and bilingiud education teadsen.

Beginning in the Spring of 1991, the state of Texas will requite prospective teachers of
French, Spanish, and bilingual education to demonstrate their speaking proficiency via
the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOM, now under development. You can contribute
to the development of the Ton by taking a preliminary form. In doing so, you will:

* have an opportunity to give feedback about the test, which
will be considered in producing the final version

* become familiar with the test you may have to
take for certification in Texas

help ensure that future teachers (perhaps including yourself)
will take a fair test

help ensure high standards for foreign language and
bilingual education teachers in Texas

Only 90 minutes of your time is required. During this time, you will take the test and
complete a feedback questionnaire.

You may take the test at UT-El Paso, Language Lab, Liberal Arts Building, Room 233,
on Tuesday, June 26, 1990. The test will begin at the following times:

9:30 a.m. French
11:00 a.m. Spanish
1:30 p.m. French
3:00 p.m. Spanish

If you can participate, please give your name, social security number, and time you plan
to take the test to your teacher. Your teacher will then give you a post card for you to
complete and send to the Center for Applied Linguistics. This card must be sent no
later than June 20, 1990.

Remember, the results of the test will not be used to evaluate your language
proficiency. They will be f. led only to refine the final version of the test. Your
participation is essential to ensure that the TOPT provides all examinees with an
opportunity to accurately demonstrate their current ability to speak French or Spanish.
We hope you wiil contribute to this effort.
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF TOPT TWALING EXAMINEES

(By Language and Form)
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/French by Form

TOPT Form=Form A

Trialing Site

Cumulative CUmulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Austin 3 30.0 3 30.0
Arlgton 3 30.0 6 60.0
Hurst 3 30.0 9 90.0
Houston 1 10.0 10 100.0

Current Status

Cumulative Cumulative
STATUS Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

In-Serv 4 44.4 4 44.4
Other 5 55.6 9 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

Certification

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Sec Fren 4 44.4 4 44.4
Sec Span 1 11.1 5 55.6
Fr 6 Sp 1 11.1 6 66.7
Other 3 33.3 9 100.0

Frequency Missing sa 2
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/French by Form

TOPT Formalrarm A

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Black 1 10.0 10.0
Other 2 20.0 3 30.0
White 7 70.0 20 100.0

Sex

SEX Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Female 80.0
Male 2 20.0

Self Rating

r. 10

Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency

$0.0
200.0

Cumulative
Percent

High-Sup 1 21.1 1
Adv+ 3 33.3 4
Adv 1 11.1 5
Int-H 3 33.3 a
Int-L/H 1 11.1 9

Frequency Missing m 2
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/French by Form

TOPT TormaTors B

Trialing Site

Cumulative Cumulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Arlqton
Hurst

8
2

80.0
20.0

Current Statue

STATUS Frequency Percent

80.0
10 200.0

Cumulative
Frequency

CUmulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 3 30.0 3 30.0
In-Serv 5 50.0 80.0
Other 2 20.0 10 100.0

Certification

CERT Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

El Fran 10.0 1 10.0
Sec Fren 6 60.0 7 70.0
Fr & Sp 1 10.0 80.0
Other 2 20.0 10 100.0

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Other 1 10.0 1 10.0
White 9 90.0 10 100.0
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SEX

Trialing: Descriptive State/French by Form

TOPT ForminForm

Sex

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Female
Male

9 90.0
10.0

Self Rating

9
10

90.0
100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATn Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Sup 2 20.0 2 20.0
Adv+ 3 30.0 5 50.0
Adv 1 10.0 6 60.0
Int-H 3 30.0 9 90.0
Izt-WM 1 10.0 10 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptive Stets/French by Form

TOPT Form-Form C

Trialing Site

Cumulative CUmulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Arlgton 2 20.0 2 20.0
Hurst 5 50.0 7 70.0
Edinburg 3 30.0 10 100.0

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

CUmulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 2 20.0 2 20.0
In-Serv 2 20.0 4 40.0
Other 6 60.0 10 100.0

Certification

CERT Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Sec Fren 3 30.0 3 30.0
Fr i Sp 2 20.0 5 50.0
Other 5 50.0 10 100.0

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispan 2 20.0 2 20.0
Other 1 10.0 3 30.0
White 7 70.0 10 100.0

1 2 7



SEX

Trialing: Descriptive Stats/French by Form

TOPT FormisForm C

Sex

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Female
Male

9
1

90.0
10.0

Self Rating

9 90.0
10 100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

High-Sup 1 10.0 1 20.0
Sup 1 10.0 2 20.0
Adv+ 2 20.0 4 40.0
Adv 1 10.0 5 50.0
Int-H 4 40.0 9 90.0
Int-L/M 1 10.0 10 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptiv Stats/French by Form

TOPT Fors-Form D

Trialing Site

Cumulative CUmulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Arlgton 4 36.4
Hurst 5 45.5
San Ant 2 18.2

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent

4

11

Cumulative
Frequency

36.4
81.8

100.0

CUmulative
Percent

Pre-Sery 1 9.1
In-Serv 4 36.4
Other 6 54.5

Certification

a

11

9.1
45.5
100.0

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Sec Fren 3 27.3 3 27.3
Sec Span 1 9.1 4 36.4
Fr 6 Sp 3 27.3 7 63.6
Other 4 36.4 11 100.0

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispan 1 9.1 1 9.1
Other 2 9.2 2 28.2
White 9 81.8 11 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptive Statsinench by Form

?OPT Form-Form D

Sex

SEX Frequency Prcent
Cumulative
Frequency

CUmulative
Percent

111.4=1MIIMI

Female 8 72. a 72.7
Male 3 27.3 11 100.0

Self Rating

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Sup 3 27.3 3 27.3
Adv+ 2 18.2 5 45.5
Adv 2 18.2 7 63.6
Int-H 4 36.4 11 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT -Spanish by Form

TOPT Form-Form A

Trialing Site

CITY Frequency

El Paso
Austin
Hurst
Edinburg
Houston

3
a
2

11
2

Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

11.5 3 11.5
30.8 11 42.3
7.7 13 50.0

42.3 24 92.3
7.7 26 100.0

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 14 56.0 14 56.0
In-Serv 5 20.0 19 76.0
Other 6 24.0 25 100.0

Frequency Hissing es 1

Certification

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Span 2 8.0 2 8.0
Sec Span 7 28.0 9 36.0
Sil Ed 23 52.0 22 88.0
Other 3 12.0 25 100.0

Frequency Missing = 1
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanieh by Form

TOPT Form-Form A

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Hispan 19 73.1 19 73.1
White 7 26.9 26 100.0

Sex

Cumulative Cumulative
SEX Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Female 18 69.2 18 69.2
Male 8 30.8 26 100.0

Self Rating

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

High-Sup 1 3.8 1 3.8
Sup 2 7.7 3 11.5
Adv+ 14 53.8 17 65.4
Adv 5 19.2 22 84.6
Int-H 3 11.5 25 96.2
Int-L/M 1 3.8 26 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT FormForm 8

Trialing Site

CITY Frequency Percent
CUmulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

El Paso 3 10.7 3 10.7
Austin 10 35.7 13 46.4
Hurst 2 7.1 15 53.6
Edinburg 11 39.3 26 92.9
San Ant 1 3.6 27 96.4
Houston 1 3.6 28 100.0

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 16 64.0 16 64.0
In-Serv 4 16.0 20 80.0
Other 5 20.0 25 200.0

Frequency Missing me 3

Certification

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Span 3 21.5 3 11.5
Sec Span 9 34.6 12 46.2
Bil Ed 11 42.3 23 88.5
Other 3 11.5 26 100.0

Frequency Missing im 2
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT Form=Form 2

ETHNIC Frequency

Ethnicity

Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Hispan 22 78.6 22 78.6
White 6 21.4 28 100.0

Sex

SEX Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Female 20 71.4
Male 8 28.6

Cumulative
Percent

20
28

71.4
200.0

Self Rating

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATE Frevency Percent Frequency Percent

High-Sup 4 16.0 4 16.0
Sup 6 24.0 10 40.0
Adv+ 8 32.0 18 72.0
Adv 2 8.0 20 80.0
Int-H 3 12.0 23 92.0
Int-L/M 2 8.0 25 100.0

Frequency Missing 3



Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spenish by Form

?OFT PormmoTorm C

Trialing Site

CITY Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frevency

Cumulative
Percent

El Paso 2 5.3 2 5.3
Austin 3 7.9 5 23.2
Hurst 1 2.6 6 15.9
Edinburg 15 39.5 21 55.3
San Ant 14 36.8 35 92.1
Houston 3 7.9 39 100.0

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 28 73.7 29 73.7
In -Serv 4 10.5 32 84.2
Other 6 15.8 38 100.0

Certification

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Span 4 10.5 4 20.5
Sec Span 5 23.2 9 23.7
Bil Ed 26 68.4 35 92.2
Other 3 7.9 38 100.0
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

Top? Fornmirorm ------ ------ --------

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Black 1 2.6 1 2.6
Hispan 30 78.9 31 81.6
White 7 18.4 38 100.0

Sex

Cumulative Cumulative
SO( Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Female 32 84.2 32 84.2
Male 6 15.8 38 100.0

Self Rating

Cumulative Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

High-Sup 6 16.2 6 16.2
Sup 7 18.9 13 35.1
Adv+ 10 27.0 23 62.2
Adv 8 21.6 31 83.8
Int-H 5 13.5 36 97.3
Int-L/M 1 2.7 37 100.0

Frequency Missing m 1



Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT TormnForm D

Trialing Site

Cumulative Cumulative
CITY Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Paso 3 11.1 3 11.1
Austin 4 14.8 7 25.9
Hurst 4 14.8 11 40.7
Edinburg 16 59.3 27 100.0

Current Status

STATUS Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cunulative
Percent

Pre-Serv 14 53.8 14 53.8
In-Serv 6 23.1 20 76.9
Other 23.1 26 100.0

Frequency Hissing in 2

Certification

Cumulative Cumulative
CERT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

El Span 2 7.7 2 7.7
Sec Span 5 19.2 7 26.9
811 Ed 16 61.5 23 88.5
Other 3 11.5 26 100.0

Frequency Missing 1

1 3 7



Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT FormaForm D

Ethnicity

Cumulative Cumulative
ETHNIC Frequency Percent Frequemy Percem

Hispan 24 88.9 24 88.9
White 3 11.1 27 100.0

Sex

SEX Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Female 18 66.7
Male 9 33.3

18
27

66.7
100.0

Self Rating

Ave Cumulative
SELFRATE Frequency Percent FrLy..ency Percent

High-Sup 2 8.0 2 8.0
Sup 5 20.0 7 28.0
Adv+ 8 32.0 15 60.0
Adv 3 12.0 10 72.0
Int-H 4 16.0 22 88.0
Int-L/M 2 8.0 24 96.0
Novice 1 4.0 25 100.0

Frequency Missing m 2
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APPENDIX D

TOPT TRIALING EXAMINEE RESPONSE FORM (Part I):

QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT FOR

BACKGROUND DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE TEST AND ITS ITEMS



Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT)
Trialing Feedback

Please do not write in this booklet!

JNSTRUCTIONS

Thank you very much for participating in this trialing of the TOPT. Your comments on
the test are valued and will be given full consideration in the test revision process
before the TOPT is fmalized. Your frank input on the test will help ensure that the
final version of the TOPT is a fair test that allows all examinees to demonstrate their
current ability to speak French or Spanish.

Your feedback on the test is being collected in two formats. The first (Part I) is
through your responses to statements in this booklet. You will record your responses
on the blue, machine-Teadable response sheet. The second (Part II) allows you to write
your own comments in response to the issues raised in Part I. It also allows you to
describe any concerns you have about the test. You will record your responses to this
part in the white booklet.

IMPORTANT: In giving your feedback on the test, please remember that the purpose
of the TOPT is to provide each candidate with the opportunity to demonstrate his or
her current ability to speak French or Spanish. In other words, its purpose is to
capture on tape a "snapshot" of one's ability to speak French or Spanish. Think about
your own performance on the TOPT you just completed. Our goal in developing the
TOPT is to ensure that a person listening to the tape containing your responses gets an
accurate picture of your current ability to speak French or Spanish.

PART I. MACHINE-READAliLE RESPONSE. SHEET. (Use a No. 2 pencil to mark
your responses.)

STEP 1 IDENTIFICATION

Please fill out the information requested in the upper right-hand corner of the
blue machine-readable response sheet. Be sure to circle the language in which
you took the TOPT (French or Spanish), the form of the TOPT you took (A, B,
C, or D), and the subject area you are preparing to teach or are already teaching
(French, Spanish, or bilingual education).

STEP 2 ID Number

Please write your social security number in the boxes in the area entitled ID
NUMBER on the top left-hand corner of the machine-readable response sheet.
Then fill in the circle corresponding to the number in each box.

1 4



Please do not write in this booklet!

STEP 3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For demographic purposes, please answer each lettered question presented on
the next page in the box labeled BACKGROUND INFORMATION. Write your
answer in the area entitled SPECIAL CODES on the top left-hand corner of the
response sheet. For each lettered question (A through G), write the number of
your answer in the block on the answer sheet. Then fill in the circle
corresponding to the number of your answer.

2
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Please do not write in this booklet!

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. For which language did you take the TOPT?

(0) French (1) Spanish

B. Which form of the Ton did you take?

(0) Form A
(1) Form B

(2) Form C
(3) Form D

C. In which city did you take the TOPT?

(0) El Paso
(1) Austin
(2) Arlington
(3) Hurst

(4) Edinburg
(5) San Antonio
(6) Houston

D. What is your current status in respect to teaching?

(0) Pre-service (not yet cenified)
(1) In-service (certified in Texas and teaching in the classroom)
(2) Other

E. Mich type of cenirication do you have or will you be seeking?

(0) Elementary certificate with French specialization
(1) Secondary French certificate
(2) Elementary certificate with Spanish specialization
(3) Secondary Spanish certificate
(4) Certificate or endorsement in bilingual education
(5) (1) and (3)
(6) Other

F. What is your ethnic group?

(0) Hispanic
(1) Black

G. Mat is your sex?

(2) White
(3) Other

(0) Male (1) Female

3
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EP

Please do not write in this booklet!

STEP 4 SELF RATING

We would like you to describe your ability to speak French or Spanish. Below
are seven descriptions of different levels of ability, ordered from high to low. In
the box labeled 1" in the area entitled SPECIAL CODES on the machine-
readable response sheet, please write in the number of the description below that
most accurately represents your ability to speak French or Spanish. After you
have written in your answer, fill in the circle corresponding to the number of
your answer.

(0) I can speak the language about as well as a well-educated native speaker and
can handle sophisticated language tasks such as public speaking, formal
interpreting, etc.

(I) Using a standard or international form of the language, I can participate
effectively and with case in both formal and informal conversations on abstract
and professional topics, as well as on practical anct social topics. I can di.Ncuss
my particular interests and fields of competence with ease.

(2) 1 can handle a broad variety of everyday, school, and work situations relating to
my particular interests and fields of competence. I am usually, though not
always, effective in supporting my opinions and explaining or describing things in
detail.

(3) I can handle informal conversations successfully. That is, I can begin, continue,
and bring to completion a wide variety of conveisational tasks, including those
involving a complication or those generated by an unforseen turn of events.
Using general vocabulary, I can communicate facts and talk casually about topics
of current public interest and of personal interest.

(4) I can handle most uncomplicated communication tasks and social situations. For
example, I can discuss my background, interests, and leisure time activities. I
have some ability, although limited, to converse on impersonal topics such as
current events.

(5) I can handle very simple face-to-face conversations on familiar topics such as my
family, the weather, food, clothing, etc. I can ask and answer simple questions,
usually without difficulty.

(6) My ability to ask and answer questions is limited to the use of memorized
utterances, although I occasionally speak in sentences.
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STEP S RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS ABOUT THE TOPT

Listed below (and abbmviated on the blue machine-readable response sheet) are
a number of statements about the individual items on the TOPT and on the test
in general. For each statement, fill in the letter under the column that best
reflects the degree to which you agree with the statement. The columns are as
follows:

A sx Strongly Agree
B ami Agree
C us Agree and Disagree
D I= Disagree
E a= Strongly Disagree

Please feel free to use your test booklet to refresh your memory about the items
as you respond to the statements.

Statements about individual jtems,

. I. The opening conversation with the native speaker helped ease me into the
testing situation.

2. In the opening conversation, the time allowed for making my responses was, in
general, appropriate.

3. As a whole, I felt picture item #1 allowed me to give a response that reflects my
current ability to speak the language.

4. The map for picture item #1 was clear and understandable.

. 5. In picture item #1, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

6. As a whole, I felt picture item #2 allowed me to give a response that reflects my
current ability to speak the language,

7. The drawing for picture item #2 was clear and understandable.

8. In picture item #2, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

9. As a whole, I felt picture item #3 allowed me to give a response that reflects my
current ability to speak the language.

5
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10. The pictures for picture item #3 were clear and understandable.

11. In picture item #3, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

12. As a whole, I felt picture item #4 allowed me to give a response that reflects my
current ability to speak the language.

13. The pictures for picture item #4 were clear and understandable.

14. In picture item #4, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

15. As a whole, I felt picture item #5 allowed me to give a response that reflects my
current ability to speak the language.

16. 'The pictures for picture Item #5 were clear and understandable.

17. In picture item #5, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

18. I felt topic item #1 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current ability
to speak the language.

19. In topic item #1, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

20. I felt topic item #2 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current ability
to speak the language.

21. In topic item #2, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

22. I felt topic item #3 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current ability
to speak the language.

23. In topic item #3, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

24. I felt topic item #4 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current ability
to speak thc language.

25. In topic item #4, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.



26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

Pkase do not write in this booklet!

I felt topic item #5 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current ability
to speak the language.

In topic item #5, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

I felt situation item #1 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current
ability to speak the language.

In situation item *1, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

I felt situation item #2 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current
ability to speak the language.

In situation item #2, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

I felt situation item #3 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current
ability to speak the language.

In situation item #3, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

I felt situation item #4 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current
ability to speak the language.

In situation item #4, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.

I felt situation item #5 allowed me to give a response that reflects my current
ability to speak the language.

In situation item #5, the time allowed for preparing my answer and making my
response was appropriate.
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Statements about the test in general.

38. I was not unduly nervous during the test.

39. I would prefer that a "beep" signal be used in place of the French or Spanish
speaker as a signal to begin my response after preparing my answer. (In other
words, I would prefer that the only place French or Spanish be heard is in the
opening conversation.)

40. A person listening to the tape containing my responses will get an accurate
picture of my current ability to speak French or Spanish.

_B

TIle white booklet contains spaces for your comments on the individual TOPT
items and on the test in general.

nos 1 IDENTIFICATION

Please fill out the information requested at the top of t'.e first page.

STEP 2 COMMENTS

The white booklet gives you three sections in which to write your comments on
the TOPT. Directions are given in the booklet.

STEP 3 RETURN ALL MATERIALS TO ME TEST ADMINISTRATOR

Before leaving the examination room, you will need to return

1. your response tape,
2. the test booklet,
3. this instruction booklet,
4. the machine-readable response sheet,
5. the white response booklet, and
6. your pencil (if borrowed).

Thank you for your participation in this "rialing or the TOPT!
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The opening conversation helped ease me... >
Opening conversation time allowed was appropriate > C Ci, C

bil ed

Picture item 01 allowed a resporee that reflects---> C ; : 'I

The map for picture item 11 was :Llear > C
Picture item 01 time allowed for preparing answer > C."

Item #2 allowed response that reflects my ability > C)

The drawing for picture item 02 was clear > (7.

Picture item 42 time allowed for preparing answer--> C. C 0 C C-

Picture item 03 allowed a response that reflects---> C2.,, 0 C '-_, G:

The pictures for picture item 03 were clear >: G .0 C' C T,

Picture item 03 time allowed for preparing answer > C c- c f, C,

Picture item #4 allowed a response that reflects > G' C C .7 0
The pictures for picture item 04 were clear > C.: C C C C
Picture item 04 time allowed for preparing answer > ED C) c c T.

Picture item #5 a response that reflects ability > CD C C I, C
The pictures for picture item 05 were clear ----- >;e: C) CD C
Picture item IS time allowed for preparing answer > C e 0 C CT',

Topic item 11 allowed a response that reflects >H2; QD G) C' (1-

Topic item #1 time allowed for preparing answer > e Q.:, G:2' C C
Topic item 02 allowed a response that reflects > C): C) o C C
Topic item #2 time allowed for preparing answer > C:' C C ':. C
Topic item 03 allowed a response that reflects >' C Q) C) r:

Topic item 13 time allowed for preparing answer > e 0 .:- ..
Topic item 04 allowed a response that reflects > QD e c c
Topic item 44 time allowed for preparing answer > Q) 0 c c

Topic item #5 allowed a response that reflects > QD c c C
Topic item 05 time allowed for preparing my answer-> C ,i_ ,-' C
Situation item #1 allowed a response that reflects->le; c (:' c
Situation item #1 time allowed for preparing answer>,c) (i_ c: -'
Situation item 02 allowed a response that ref1ects->;0! C C C C
Situation item 12 time allowed for preparing answer> CD C 0 ,C'

Situation item #3 allowed a response that reflects-): C c T

Situation item 03 time allowed for preparing answer> C) Q:: C
Situation item 04 allowed a response that reflects->,CD, c c C cr.,

Situation item 44 allowed for preparing my answer > e -!-: 0 ::: (_;-'

Situation item 45 allowed a response that reflects-> c c 0
Situation item #5 time allowed for preparing my > C' C /;:' ':.-'

I was not unduly nervous during the test > C C'

.! '

\.!

I would prefer a beep signal as a signal to begin--> C C C 148
m A person listening will get an accurate picture777->c _o_ 0
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TOPT Trio ling Feedback Form
Part II

NAME DATE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Please circle your answers

TOPT Language: FRENCH SPANISH

TOM' Form: A
Your Teaching Area: French Spanish bilingual education
Test Site: El Paso Austin Arlington Hurst

Edinburg San Antonio Houston
Thank you very much for participating in this trialing of the TOPT. Your comments on the test are
valued and will be given full consideration during the revision process before the final version is printed.
Therefore, please answer the questions below as clearly and as frankly as you can.

Part A. In the outline below, comment on any items to which you awarded a C, D or E in Part LThese may be items you felt were unclear, unfair or otherwise problematical for you. Especially
comment on anything that you feel interfered with your ability to answer the question to the best ofyour
present ability to speak French or Spanish. Such things might be unclear directions, unclear pictures,
unrealistic situations, too little time, etc... Feel free to suggest revisions.

Item Comments

"Opening Conversation"

Picture item #1

Mir

Picture item #2

Picture item f3

15o
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Picture item #4

Picture item #5

ropic fl

ropic #2

rapic #3

Topic #4
_

Topic #5
_

151



Situation #1

Situation #2

Situation #3

'Situation #4

MO

Situation #5

la

IM

_ Part B. Use the spaces below to make any comments on the statements about the test in general.

1. I was not unduly nervous during the lest.

Comments?



2. I would prefer that a "beep" signal be used in place of the French or Spanish speaker as a signal to
begin my response after preparing my answer. (In other words, I would prefer that the only place
French or Spanish be heard is in the opening conversation.)

Comments?

1 A person listening to the tape containing my responses will get an accurate picture of my current
ability to speak French or Spanish.

Comments?

Part C. Please use the rest of this page to comment on any aspect of the test that is not covered in any
of the preceding questions. We would especially appreciate any suggestions as to how this test might
be improved. Thank you very much!

1 5 3
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TOPT Trialing
Observer's Evaluation Sheet

Instructions

INTRODUCTION. The TOPT is intended to elicit from each examinee a speech sample suitable
for rating on the ACTFL scale. Alternatively phrased, the goal of the TOPT is to provide each
candidate with the opportunity to demonstrate bis or her current ability to speak French or
Spanish. The tape of recorded responses should present a "snapshot" of the individual's ability
to speak French or Spanish and should convey an accurate picture of the candidate's strengths
and weaknesses.

First, before you begin listening to the candidate, fill out all information requested at the top of
the form (except for the examinee level estimation).

Remember that the two purposes for observing the candidate's performance are I) to judge
whether items are doing their job of allowing candidates to show what they can do and 2) to
inform the test revision process. Thus, you should make recommendations about how to improve
the test and its items if they are not functioning as intended. There are four main areas on which
you need to comment.

I. TIME. It is important that candidates have an appropriate amount of time for their responses.
Tbe majority of candidates should have time to give a complete response without having to wait
during a long silence for the next item to begin. Waiting can create nervousness. On the other
hand, if candidates are interrupted too often by the next question, they can also get nervous. If
a candidate is cut off because time is too short, there should be enough of a sample of the type
of speech elicited by that item on the tape to give the rater a good idea of the c r9ate's ability
to deal with that language function and of where the candidate would have gone IA ne or she had
had more time.

On the observer response sheet, your feedback on time problems is requested in the area for each
item marked 'T.

No Problem with Time Circle IsIP" if there was there was No Problem with time for this
candidate on that item. (This includes being cut off but still giving
an appropriate sample.)

Too Much Time Allomed If too much time was a problem, mark the timeline with an "X" to
show the approximate number of seconds the candidate had to wait
for the next item to begin (under the + + + area). Example for
7-8 seconds too much time:

+ + + 41,1

15-10X5-0--5-40--15



Too Little Time Allowed If too link time was a ; tItm, mark the approximate number of
additional seconds the candidate could have used in order to
demonstrate his or her ability with this task (under the - - area).
Example for 5 seconds too hide time:

+ + +

Note: Marks in between the five second intervals printed are allowed and encouraged; Le, a mark
between a "5" and a "0" indicates that 2-3 seconds are intended.

2. CONTRIBUTION OF RESPONSE TOWARDS MAKING AN ACITL RATING. It is
important to know something about the quality of the speech sample elicited from the candidate
by the item. For each picture, situation, and topic item, and for the opening conversation as a
whole, you are asked to make a judgment on the quality of the speech elicited in terms of the
goal of getting a ratable speech sample. Make your judgment in the area marked *C. Circle
either a 1, 2, or 3 to show your judgement, where:

1 = Speech elicited by item not useful in making a rating
2 = Speech elicited by item useful in making a rating
3 = Speech elicited by item very useful in making a rating

3. COMMENTS. The rest of the area is for your comments. You should consider the following:

(a) BLOCKING: Comment on anything that appeared to block the examinee's response;
i.e., did not allow the examinee to give es complete a response as he or she may have
been able. It could be unusual %,,cabulary items, in which case write the offending
word, It could also be an unclear understanding of the directions to the item. It could
also be a question of time, i.e., not enough time to think about an answer. It could also
be a problem with the French or Spanish prompt following the English task description.

(b) OTHER PROBLEMS: Comment on other problems you notice with the item on the
basis of the candidate's performance on it.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS: Be sure to write down any ideas that come to mind to
remedy problems you have noticed during observation.

NOTE: If you are observing the candidate live, be sure to write down any questions you may
have for him or her about any unexpected performance or behavior you observe during the taking
of the test.

4. EXAMINEE LEVEL ESTIMATION. After you listen to the candidate, please estimate, to the
best of your ability, the examinee's ACTFL level. Write this estimate in the space provided on
the top of the first page of the form. This is NOT intended as an official rating. Your estimation
will solely be used to help select tapes for rating in the next phase of this project.
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TOFT Trialing
Observer's Evaluation Sheet

Name of Examinee
Social Security Number

TOPT Language: FRENCH SPANISH

TOM' Form: A

Examinee's Teaching Area: French Spanish bilingual education

Observer's Name

Date of Observation

Examinee Level Estimation

Conversation
1.
T: NP
+ + 41P

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

2.
T: NP
+ + + 111. ONO

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

3.
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

ONI.Pr..wI.n1.1waI."..........

4.
T: NP
+ + + a la

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

1.0.04/...

5.
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15
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a a IP

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

7.
T: NP

+
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

9.
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

10.
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-.5-0-5-10-15

(for total opening conversation)
C: 1 2 3

Picture #1
T: NP
+ + + Or

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3
POONPONI maaRIIPM.M.PIPaPaaaPelOPPPa.

Picture #2
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

1 2 3

15S



Picture #3
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

Picture #4
NP

+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

Picture #5
T: NP

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

Topic #1
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-.5-10-15

1 2 3

Topic #2
T: Nr
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-1a-15

C: 1 2 3

Topic #3
T:
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

Topic #4
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

5 9



Topic #5
T: NP

15-10-5-0-5-10-15

0 1 2 3
Situation #1
T: NP
+ + + ...
15-13-5D-5-10-15

C : 1 2 3

Situation #2
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

0 1 2 3
Situation #3
T: NP
+ + +
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

O 1 2 3

Situation #4
T: NP
+ + + . a -
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

..
C: 1 2 3

Situation #5
T: NP
+ + + - - a
15-10-5-0-5-10-15

C: 1 2 3

PLEASE MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS HERE

..

D

ft
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MEAN RATINGS OF TOPT ITEMS BY TRIALING EXAMINEES

(By Language and Form)
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Trialing: Descriptive Stets/French by Form

N Obs Variable Label

TOPT Porn= Form A

Mean

10 ITEN1 Opening Conversation-General 9 4.121
ITEN2 Opening Conversation-Time 9 4.111
ITEM3 Picture fl-General a 3.750*
ITEM4 Picture #1-Map 9 4.000
ITE45 Picture 11--Timst 9 4.111
ITEN6 Picture 02-General 8 4.250
ITEM7 Picture 12-Picture 8 4.250
ITEMS Picture 12-Time 9 3.889
ITEM9 Picture 13-General 9 4.000
ITEK10 Picture 13-Pictures 9 4.556
ITEM11 Picture 13-Time 9 3.778
ITEM12 Picture 14-General 9 4.333
ITEN13 Picture 14-Pictures 9 4.221
ITEM24 Picture 14-Time 9 4.333
ITEK15 Picture 15-General 9 4.222

*
ITEN26 Picture 15-Pictures a 3.625
ITEN17 Picture 15--Time 9 4.111
ITEM28 Topic 01-General 9 4.444
ITEM19 Topic #1-Time 9 4.121
ITEM20 Topic 12-General 9 4.122
ITEM22 Topic 12-Time 9 3.889
ITE422 Topic 13-General 9 4.222
ITEM23 Topic 13--Time 9 4.122
ITEM24 Topic 14-General 9 4.112
ITEM25 Topic 14-Time 9 4.112
ITEN26 Topic 15--General 9 4.333
ITEN27 Topic 05-Time 9 4.112
ITEM28 Eituation 01--General 9 4.000
ITEM29 Situation #1--Time 9 4.222
ITEM30 Situation #2--General 9 3.667*
ITEM32 Situation 12--Time 9 4.333
ITEM32 Situation 03--General 9 4.000
ITEM33 Situation #3--Time 9 4.222
ITEM34 Situation 14-Genera/ 8 4.000
ITEM35 Situation #4-Time 9 4.222
ITE1436 Situation 15--General 9 3.889
ITEM37 Situation 15-Time 9 3.556*
ITEM38 Unduly Nervous? 9 4.222
1TEM39 Replace Target Language Prompt? 9 2.222
ITEM40 An Accurate Picture? 9 3.667

1 f;



Trialing: Descriptive State/French by Form

?OPT Form-Form

N Obs

10

Variable

ITEM1
ITEN2
ITEM3
ITEN4
ITEMS
ITEN6
ITEN7
ITEMS
ITEN9
ITEN10
ITEN11
ITEM12
ITEM13
ITEM14
ITEM15
ITEM16
ITEN17
ITEN18
ITEM19
ITEM20
ITEM21
ITEM22
ITEM23
ITEM24
ITEM25
ITEM26
ITEM27
ITEM28
ITEM29
ITEM30
ITEM31
ITEM32
ITEM33
ITEM34
ITEM35
ITEM36
ITEM37
ITEM38
ITEM39
ITEM40

Label

Opening Conversation- -General
Opening Conversation --Time
Picture #1General
Picture #1--Nap
Picture f 1--Tiae
Picture #2Goneral
Picture 02--Picture
Picture #2--Tiae
Picture 03General
Picture 13Pictures
Picture 03--Tiae
Picture 04- -General
Picture #4Pictures
Picture #4Tille
Picture 15General
Picture #5--Pictures
Picture 15Time
Topic 41General
Topic 01Time
Topic #2General
Topic #2Time
Topic #3General
Topic 13Time
Topic #4General
Topic #4--Time
Topic #5General
Topic 45Time
Situation 41General
Situation #1Time
Situation 42--General
Situation #2Time
$ ituation #3General
Situation 13Time
Situation 04General
Situation 14Time
Situation 15General
Situation 05--Time
Unduly Nervous?
Replace Target Language Prompt?
An Accurate Picture?

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
10
20
9
10
10
9
10
10

9
10
20
10
10
10
10

Mean

3.000**
4.100
4.300
4.400
4.000
3.800
3.700*
3.600*
3.500**
3.500**
4.100
3.800
4.200
4.000
3.700*
4.100
4.000
3.300**
4.000
3.500"
3.800
3.500**
3.700*
3.600*
3.900
3.900
4.211
3.400**
3.500**
3.778
3.700*
3.800
3.875
3.444**
3.400"
3.200"
3.40o"
3.200
2.700
2.800

1 6 3



Trialing: Descriptive Stats/Frencb by Form

TOPT Form-Form C

N Obs Variable Label X Mean

10 ITEM1 Opening Conversation-General 10 4.000

ITEM2 Opening Conversation-Time 20 4.200

ITEM3 Picture 41-General 10 3.900

ITEM4 Picture 01-Map 20 4.600

ITEMS Picture #1-Time 20 4.200**

ITEMS Picture #2--General 10 3.500*

ITEM7 Picture 12-Picture 20 3.700**

ITEMS Picture #2--Time 10 3.400

ITEN9 Picture 43-General 10 3.800

ITEN10 Picture 13-Pictures 9 4.556

ITEM11 Picture #3-Time 20 4.200

ITEN12 Picture 44-General 10 4.100

ITEK13 Picture 44-Pictures 20 4.200

ITEP114 Picture 14-Time 20 3.900

ITEN15 Picture 15--General 20 4.400

ITEM16 Picture 15--Pictures 20 4.000

ITEM17 Picture 45-Time 10 3.700*

ITEMS Topic #1-General 20 4.300

ITEM19 Topic #1--Time 10 4.200

ITEM20 Topic #2--General 10 4.000

ITEM21 Topic #2--TAme 10 3.600*

ITEM22 Topic 13--General 10 4.000

ITEM23 Topic 13--Time 20 4.200

ITE124 Topic 04--General 10 3.900

ITEM25 Topic #4-Time 20 4.000

ITEM26 Topic #5--General 10 4.000

ITEM27 Topic 15-Time 10 3.800
ITEM28 Situation 11-General 10 4.400

ITEM29 Situation #1--Time 20 4.500
ITEM30 Situation #2--General 10 4.100

ITEM31 Situation 02-Time 10 3.900
ITEM32 Situation 03-General 10 4.300
ITEM33 Situation 13-Time 10 4.000
ITEM34 Situation 14-General 10 3.700*

ITEM35 Situation #4--Time 20 3.600*

ITEM36 Situation 5--General 10 4.100

ITEM37 Situation 45-Time 20 3.600*

ITEM38 Unduly Nervous? 20 4.000
ITEM39 Replace Target Language Prompt? 10 2.900

ITEM40 An Accurate Picture? 10 3.600



Trialing: Descriptive Stats/French by Form

TOPT Fors=Fors D

N Obs

21

Variable

ITEM
ITE/42
ITEM3
ITEM4
ITEM5
ITEM6
ITEM7
ITEMS
ITEM9
ITEM10
ITEM12
ITEM12
ITEM13
ITEM14
ITEM15
ITEM16
ITEM17
ITEM18
ITEM19
ITEM20
ITEM21
ITEM22
ITEM23
ITEM24
ITEM25
ITEM26
ITEM27
ITEM28
ITEM29
ITEM30
ITEM31
ITEM32
1TEM33
1TEM34
ITEM35
ITEM36
ITEM37
1TEM38
1TEM39
ITEM40

Label X Mean

Opening ConversationGeneral
Opening ConversationTime
Picture 41General
Picture flMap
Picture 41Tise
Picture 42General
Picture 42Picture
Picture #2--Tise
Picture 43General
Picture 43Pictures
Picture 43Time
Picture 44General
Picture 04Pictures
Picture 44Time
Picture 45General
Picture #5--Pictures
Picture #5--Tise
Topic 41General
ropic 11--Tise
Topic #2General
Topic 42Tise
Topic 43General
Topic 13--Tise
Topic #4.General
Topic #4Time
Topic 45General
Topic 45--Time
Situation 41General
Situation 42Time
Situation #2General
Situation 12Time
Situation 13General
Situation 43Time
Situation 14General
Situation 44--Time
Situation 45General
Situation 45Time
Unduly Nervous?
Replace Target Language Prompt?
An Accurate Picture?

11
11
11
12
11
12
21
22
22
21
11
12
21
21
21
10
10
11
21
22
21
21
22
11
11
21
22
21
22
21
21
11
21
12
11
22
21
21
11
22

4.000
3.909
4.282
4.455
4.091
3.818
3.909
3.818
3.828
4.091
4.000
4.091
4.091
3.909
3.818*
3.700*
3.700
3.818*
3.545
3.909
3.727

*

3.273::
3.27 k
3.636;*
3.364
4.000**
3.364--
3.909
3.636*
3.636*
3.727*
3.909
3.636*
3.092**
3.091**
2.909**
3.364**
3.545
2.545
3.545
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT FormwForm A

N Obs Variable Label /1 Mean

26 ITEM1 Opening Conversation--General 26 3.692*
ITEM2 Opening Conversation--Time 26 3.615*
ITEM3 Picture fl--General 26 3.692*
ITEM4 Picture fl--Map 26 3.923
ITEMS Picture flTime 26 4.000
ITEM6 Picture *2General 26 3.808
ITEM7 Picture *2--Picture 26 4.115
ITEMS Picture #2Time 26 3.846
ITEM9 Picture 13General 25 3.680*
ITEM10 Picture #3--Pictures 26 3.692*
ITEM11 Picture 13Time 26 3.731*
ITEM12 Picture #4General 25 3.760
ITE1413 Picture #4Pictures 26 3.846
ITE114 Picture #4--Time 26 3.654*
ITEM15 Picture 15General 26 3.769
ITEM16 Picture *5--Pictures 26 4.077
ITEM17 Picture #5Time 26 3.692*
ITEM18 Topic #1General 26 3.577*
ITEM19 Topic #1Time 25 3.320**
ITEM20 Topic #2General 25 3.6000
ITEM21 Topic 12Time 25 3.360**
ITEM22 Topic *3General 25 3.6000
ITEM23 Topic #3Time 25 3.360**
ITEM24 Topic *4--General 26 3.654*
ITE1125 Topic #4--Time 26 3.462**
ITEM26 Topic #5--General 25 3.800
ITEM27 Topic #5Time 24 3.583*
ITEM28 Situation fl--General 26 3.962
ITEM29 Situation 1Time 26 3.615*
ITEM30 Situation #2General 25 3.760
ITEM31 Situation 12Time 26 3.423**
ITEM32 Situation #3--General 26 3.808
ITEM33 Situation #3--Time 26 3.654*
ITEM34 Situation 14--General 26 3.731*
ITE1435 Situation 14Time 26 3.269**
ITEM36 Situation 15General 26 3.885
ITEM37 Situation 15Time 26 3.538*
ITE1438 Unduly Nervous? 26 2.846
ITEM39 Replace Target Language Prompt? 26 2.846
ITEM40 An Accurate Picture? 26 3.038
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Fors

Ton Yoram Fors

N Obs Variable Label Mean

28 ITEM, Opening ConversationGeneral 28 3.857
ITEM2 Opening ConversationTise 29 3.929
ITEN3 Picture 01General 28 3.821
ITEM Picture 01--Bap 28 3.893
ITEMS Picture 42Time 28 3.786
ITEN6 Picture 02General 28 3.607*
ITEN7 Picture 12Picture 27 3.963
ITEMS Picture 02Time 28 3.500**
ITEM) Picture 13General 28 3.724*
ITEM10 Picture 13Pictures 28 3.643*
ITEM11 Picture 13Time 28 3.429**
ITEM12 Picture 44General 28 3.929
ITEM13 Picture 14Pictures 28 3.964
ITEN14 Picture 04Time 28 3.786
ITE115 Picture 15General 28 3.786
ITEM16 Picture 45Pictures 27 3.407**
ITEM17 Picture #5Time 28 3.572*
ITEM18 Topic 11General 28 3.607*
ITEM19 Topic 11Time 28 3.572*
ITEM20 Topic 02General 29 3.643*
ITEM21 Topic 02Time 28 3393**
ITEM22 Topic 13General 28 3.429**
ITE1423 Topic 13Time 28 3.393**
ITEM24 Topic 04General 28 3.607*
ITE/425 Topic 44Time 28 3.5000
ITEM26 Topic 05General 28 3.750
ITEM27 Topic 15Time 27 3.593*
ITEM28
ITEM29

Situation ftGeneral
Situation #1Time

28
28

3.5000
3.500ft

ITEM30 Situation 02General 28 3.321**
ITEM31 Situation 12Tise 28 3.393**
ITEM32 Situation 03-General 27 3.333**
ITEM33 Situation #3Time 28 3.250**ITEM34 Situation 04General 28 3.643*
ITEM35 Situation 14Time 28 3.4291*
ITE/436 Situation #5General 28 3.536:
ITEM37 Situation 05Time 28 3.250 *
ITEM38 Unduly Nervous? 27 3.074ITEM39 Replace Target Language Prompt? 26 2.538
ITEM40 An Accurate Picture? 27 2.704
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Trialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

TOPT FormForm C

N Obs Veriable Label X Mean

38 ITEM1 Opening Conversation-General 37 3.568*

ITEM2 Opening Conversation-Time 37 3.757**

ITEM3 Picture 0-General 37 3.486

ITEM4 Picture #1--Nep 38 3.632*

IT015 Picture #1-.141ime 38 3.474**

ITEM6 Picture -Genera1 37 3.243**

ITEM7 Picture #2--Picture 38 3.395**

ITEMS Picture #2--Time 39 3.184**

ITEM9 Picture #3-Gonera1 38 3.368**

ITEM10 Picture #3--Pictures 38 4.026

ITEM11 Picture #3-Time 38 3.447**

ITEM12 Picture 04--General 37 3.811

ITEM13 Picture #4-Pictures 39 4.132

I2E3(14 Picture #4--Time 38 3.789

ITEM15 Picture #5-General 38 3.816

ITEM16 Picture #5--Pictures 38 3.816

ITEM17 Picture #5--Time 38 3.658*

ITEM18 Topic #1-General 37 3.270**

ITEM19 Topic #1--Time 38 3.526*

ITEM20 Topic #2--General 38 2.9740*

ITEM21 Topic #2-Time 38 3.289**

ITEM22 Topic is--General 38 2.895**

ITEM23 Topic 13-Time 38 2.974**

ITEM24 Topic #4--General 38 3.342**

ITEM25 Topic #4-Time 38 3.316**

ITEM26 Topic #5-General 38 3.237**

1TEM27 Topic 15--Time 38 3.237**

ITEM28 Situation #1--General 38 3.395**

1TEM29 Situation 0-Time 38 3.553*

ITEM30 Situation 0-General 39 3.5000*

1TEM31 Situation #2--Time 37 3.568*

ITEM32 Situation -General 38 3.447**

ITEM33 Situation #3--Time 38 3.3160*

1TE1434 Situation 44-General 38 3.051**

ITEM35 Situation 04-Time 36 3.111**

ITEM36 Situation 45--General 37 3.405**

ITEM37 Situation 15-Time 38 3.395**

ITEM38 Unduly Nervous? 37 3.405

1TEM19 Replace Target Language Prompt? 38 3.232

ITEM40 An Accurate Picture? 38 2.995



Ttialing: Descriptive Stats/TOPT-Spanish by Form

.

TOPT YormnForm D

N Obs

27

Variable

ITEM1
ITE12
ITEM3
ITEMS
ITEM5
ITEM6
ITEM7
ITEMS
ITEM9
ITEM10
ITEM11
ITEM12
ITEM13
ITEM14
ITEM15
ITEM16
ITEM17
ITEMl8
ITEM19
ITEM20
ITEM21
ITEM22
ITEM23
ITEM24
ITEM25
ITEM26
ITEM27
ITEM28
ITEM29
ITEM30
ITEM31
ITEM32
ITEM33
ITEM34
ITEM35
ITEM36
ITEM37
ITEM38
ITEM39
ITEM40

Label

Opening ConversationGeneral
Opining ConversationTime
Picture 01General
Picture 01--Map
Picture #1Time
Picture #2--General
Picture #2--Picture
Picture #2Time
Picture 03General
Picture #3--Pictures
Picture #3Time
Picture 04General
Picture 14--Pictures
Picture #4--Time
Picture #5--Gmnieral
Picture 15Pictures
Picture 05Time
Topic 11General
Topic #1Time
Topic 02General
Topic 02Time
Topic 03General
Topic 03Time
Topic 04General
Topic 04Time
Topic 05--General
Topic 05Time
Situation 11--General
Situation #1Time
Situation 42General
Situetion 12--Time
Situaton 13--General
Situation #3Time
Situation #4General
Situation 44Time
Situation 45--General
Situation 05Time
Unduly Nervous?
Replace Target Language Prompt?
An Accurate Picture?

27
26
27
27
26
26
27
27
26
27
27
26
27
27
26
27
27
25
27
27
27
26
27
26
26
27
27
26
26
27
27
26
26
27
27
26
26
24
27
26

Mean

3.963
4.077
4.000
4.037
4.038
3.423"
3.815
3.185**
3.885
4.185
3.852
4.115
4.222
3.778
3.692*
3.593*
3.519*
3.720*
3.815
3.889
3.778
3.577*
3.63e
3.577*

;:11121:7

3.704
4.038
3.846
3.778
3.704*
3.654*
3577*.

3.815
3.556*
3.923
3.769
3.292"
2.704
3.154



APPENDIX H

EXAMPLE OF PRINTOUT OF TRIALING EXAMINEES' WRITIEN COMMENTS

ON INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

(Example from TOPT-Spanish, Form B, Picture 4)
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4520643 Spanish El Paso SPANISH 8 p4

HUmorous. Unclear at first but clears up as you
go an to the rest of the pictures

4523716 bilingual education Edihburg SPANISH 8 p4

accurate picture; response a bit slow

4553315.. bilingual education Edinburg SPANISH 8 p4

This example was quite clear but I seemed to get
tongue tied with my vocabulary. I also felt there
should be a little more time allowed.

4554973. Spanish Edinburg SPANISH 8 p4

gust a little bit confusing because if you see
pictures 3 and 4 on that page, the owner and the
second guy get mixed up because they have the same
color shirt.
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APPENDIX I

MEAN ITEM QUALITY RATINGS

FROM THE TRIALING JUDGES' RESPONSE SHEET

(By Language and Form)
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Trialing: French Qualitity Ratings by Form

TOPT Fora-Form A

N Obs Variable N Moan

10 CQUAL 6 2.66667
P1QUAL 7 2.57143
P2QUAL 7 2.71429
P3QUAL s 2.75000
P4QUAL a 2.50000
P5QUAL s 2.37500
T1QUAL 8 2.75000
T2QUAL s 3.00000
T3QUAL s 2.75000
T4QUAL 7 2.85714
T5QUAL 7 2.85714
SlQUAL 8 2.37500
S2QUAL s 2.62500
S3QUAL s 2.75000
S4QUAL 7 2.71429
S5QUAL s 2.75000

TOPT Form-Form B

N Obs Variable N Mean

10 CQUAL 8 1.87500
PlQUAL 9 2.22222
P2QUAL 9 2.22222
P3QUAL 9 2.00000
P4QUAL 8 2.50000
P5QUAL 9 2.22222
T1QUAL 8 2.50000
T2QUAL 9 1.88889
T3QUAL 8 2.37500
T4QUAL 9 2.33333
T5QUAL 9 2.33333
SlQUAL 9 2.22222
S2QUAL s 2.00000
S3QUAL a 2.50000
S4QUAL a 2.25000
S5QUAL 8 2.37500
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Trialing: French Qualitity Ratings by Form

TOPT Form-Fora C

N Obs Variable N Man

10 CQUAL 9 2.77778
P1MAL 8 2.73000
P2QUAL 8 2.73000
P3QUAL s 3.00000
P4QUAL s 3.00000
P5QUAL s 3.00000
T1QUAL s 3.00000
T2QUAL 7 3.00000
T3QUAL 7 3.00000
T4QUAL 8 3.00000
ISQUAL 8 2.87300
SlQUAL s 2.75000
S2QUAL 7 3.00000
S3QUAL s 3.00000
S4QUAL 7 3.00000
S5QUAL 7 3.00000

TOPT ForzwForm D

N Obs Variable N Mean

11 CQUAL 9 2.77778
PlQUAL 9 2.88889
P2QUAL 9 3.00000
P3QUAL 7 2.85714
P4QUAL 9 2.88889
P5QUAL 9 2.77778
T1QUAL s 3.00000
T2QUAL s 3.00000
T3QUAL s 3.00000
T4QUAL 9 2.77778
T5QUAL s 2.87500
slQUAL 6 2.66667
S2QUAL 6 2.83333
S3QUAL 6 2.83333
S4QUAL 6 2.66667
S5QUAL 6 3.00000
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Trialing: Spanish Quantity Ratings by Form

TOPT Fors-Fora A

N Obs Variable N Mean

26 CQUAL 21 2.57143
PlQUAL 20 2.65000
P2QUAL 22 2.68182
P3QUAL 20 2.70000
P4QUAL 19 2.78947
P5QUAL 22 2.77273
T1QUAL 20 2.65000
T2QUAL 22 2.77273
T3QUAL 21 2.76190
T4QUAL 22 2.77273
T5QUAL 21 2.76190
SlQUAL 22 2.72727
S2QUAL 20 2.73000
S3QUAL 19 2.73684
S4QUAL 21 2.76190
S5QUAL 20 2.80000

TOuT Form-Form B

N Obe Variable N Mean

28 CQUAL 18 2.61111
PlQUAL 18 2.50000
P2QUAL 18 2.62111
P3QUAL 17 2,58824
P4QUAL 18 2.77778
P5QUAL 19 2.63158
T1QUAL 19 2.52632
T2QUAL 20 2.70000
T3QUAL 20 2.35000
T4QUAL 20 2.65000
T5QUAL 20 2.55000
S1QUAL 20 2.65000
S2QUAL 20 2.65000
S3QUAL 19 2.36842
S4QUAL 19 2.52632
S5QUAL 19 2.68421
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TrIalings Spanish Qualitity Ratings by Fora

TOPT Forman:ma C

N Obs Variable N Mean

38 CQUAL 19 2.57895
PlQUAL 21 2.38095
P2QUAL 20 2.55000
P3QUAL 21 2.66667
P4QUAL 21 2.66667
P5QUAL 20 2.60000
T1QUAL 21 2.57143
T2QUAL 20 2.60000
T3QUAL 21 2.38095
T4QUAL 21 2.66667
T5QUAL 21 2.47619
81QUAL 21 2.66667
S2QUAL 21 2.57143
83QUAL 21 2.61905
84QUAL 20 2.50000
85QUAL 21 2.66667

TOPT Tors-Form D

N Obs Variable N Mean

27 CQUAL 19 2.68421
PlQUAL 20 2.70000
P2QUAL 19 2.68421
P3QUAL 19 2.78947
P4QUAL 20 2.85000
P5QUAL 20 2.70000
T1QUAL 21 2.71429
T2QUAL 20 2.70000
T3QUAL 21 2.61905
T4QUAL 20 2.65000
T5QUAL 21 2.61905
SlQUAL 21 2.76190
S2QUAL 21 2.71429
S3QUAL 20 2.55000
S4QUAL 21 2.76190
S5QUAL 19 2.78947



APPENDIX J

EXAMPLE OF TRIALING JUDGES' QUANTITATIVE TIME DATA BY

FORM AND ITEM

(Example from TOPT-Spanish, Form A,

Opening Conversation Items 9 and 10,

and Picture Item 1)
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Wieling: Spanish Times by Form

TOPT Form-Form A

C9TIME Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frsquancy

Cumulative
Percent

-15 1 4.5 2. 4.5
-5 4 18.2 22.7-2.5 2 9.1 7 31.80 14 63.6 21 95.52.5 1 4.5 22 100.0

Frequency Missing 4

C10TIME Frequency Percent
Cmmulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

-15 1 4.5 1 4.5
-7.5 1 4.5 2 9.1.5 6 27.3 8 36.4
-2.5 3 13.6 11 50.0

0 11 50.0 22 100.0

Frequency Missing 4

P1TIME Frequency Percent
Cmmulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

-7.5 1 4.5 1 4.5
0 11 50.0 12 54.5
5 2 9.1 14 63.6

7.5 3 13.6 17 77.3
10 1 4.5 18 81.8

12.5 4 18.2 22 100.0

Frequency Missing 4
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APPENDIX K

EXAMPLE OF TRIALING JUDGES' COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL

EXAMINEE RESPONSES

(TOPT-SpanIsh, Form B)
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2824699

Stansfield
2.0

pl. +10 3

SPANISH 8

SPANISH B
4507701

Tisnado
2.0

pl +7.5 2

SPANISH 8
373:6290

Downey
1.90

pl 0 1 Gave directions as if the man who asked the
question were looking at the map also. Used
words like "right here" as if he were
pointing to something on the nap.

SPANISH B
4553315

Tisnado
1.90

pl. 7.5 2

SPANISH B

4576537

Marc Ferrara
1.80

p2 0 Addresses executives as "tu". Distinction
between "derecha" and "derecho" unclear.
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4661702

Downey
2.0

p2 +15 1 Didn't give any details and
time. Maybe should include
details as possible" in the

SPANISH B

bad lots of extra
"Include as many
instructions.

SPANISH B

2824699

Stansfield
2.0

p2 . 3

SPANISH B

3716290

Downey
1.90

p2 0 3

455331598

Tisnado
1.90

p2 2

SPANISH B

She would have needed much more time since
she did not follow instructions properly.
She started describing "houses" more than
activities at American homes.

4576537

Marc Ferrara
1.80

p2 0

SPANISH B

la "estova" for stove, "lampas" for lamp
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SPANISH II

4503904

Wisnado

s3 0 2

SPANISH
4649411

Downey
(missing)

$ 3 -5 2

SPANISH A
4634975

Stansfield
4

$ 3 +10 3 Student did not name a place. Instead, h
cited advantages of school trips.

_4576868

Stansfield
3.0

s3 0 3

SPANISH A

Proposes to take group to Danals Supermarket
in Dallas, where they will learn about
Mexican food & customs.

SPANISH A
4635590

Bass
3

s3 -10 3

4590691

Stansfield
3.0

s3 0

SPANISH A

E invited Isabel to go with him to San
Antonio
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APPENDIX L

INSTRUCTIONS AND RESPONSE SHEETS FOR THE

CONTENT VALIDATION COMMIMES
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(for Content Validation Study)

TOPT ITEM JUDGEMENT SHEET INSTRUCTIONS

You have been given a booklet containing the items from the

three forms of the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT) for Spanish

or French, three copies of the Judge's Response Sheet, and a

yellow form with an example of how to use the Judge's Response

Sheet. On each form of the test are 15 items classed into three

groups: picture items, topic items and situation items. Each

group contains five items. In your item booklet are the English

item instructions (English prompts) and the native language

prompt, to which the examinees respond. This is followed by two

sets of times; the first indicates the amount of time the

examinees have to prepare a response and the second indicates the

amount of time the examinees have to give the response. The

picture items are followed in your item booklet by the actual

pictures the examinees see in their test booklets.

The TOPT is administered in a language lab. In the actual

testing situation, examinees hear all instructions, including

both prompts, through their headphones. They also have a test

booklet, which contains the general instructions to the test, the

English prompts, the time limits, and the pictures. When they

take the test, they read the English prompt in their test

booklets while listening to it being read from a master tape,

prepare their response during the time indicated, hear the native

language prompt (which is NOT printed in the test booklet), and

then respond during the time allotted. The master tape paces the

test. Each individual's responses are recorded on a separate
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tape, which is later scored by trained raters.

Each of the TOPT items has an associated speaking task, such

as giving dire.ztions or narrating in past time. These tasks are

indicated in both the item booklet you have received and on the

Judge's Response Sheet. Your charge, as a member of the content

validation study committee, is to decide whether, in your

professional judgement, each item matches the speaking task

associated with it. If you decide yes, then you circle °Yes* in

the Corresponding place on the Judge's Response Sheet and move on

to the next item. If you decide no, you circle "No° in the

corresponding place on thi, Judge's Response Sheet AND write in

the space tor that item the reasons you believe that the item

does NOT match the speaking task associated with it. It is

extremely important that you document each negative response with

the reason or reasons you believe there is an inappropriate fit.

You have received three copies of the Judge's Response

Sheet, one for each of the three TOPT forms. On each one write

your name, the date, and the TOPT form you are evaluating vith

that Judge's Response Sheet.

We will now do an example together, taken from one of the

TOPT test forms, which is printed on the first page of the

Judge's Response Sheet. Please read the example now.

(Judges read example.)

(Generate group discussion and consensus.)

If you have no further questions, let us begin. Please

write your name and the date on the first Judge's Response Sheet.
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Then write number "241" for the form number. The question you

are to consider is printed at the top of your Judge's Response

Sheet: "Does the item match the speaking task associated with

it?" Now please open the item booklet and begin reading the

items.
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EXAMPLE OF HOW TO USE THE JUDGE'S RESPONSE SHEET
TOPT Content Validation Study FRENCH

The following example will show you how to use the Judge's Response
Sheet.

A. Below is a sanple item from the test as presented in the item
booklet. Now read the item and progress to part B below.

Situation 3: GIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUMMARY

A group of high school students has arrived from Franre to spend
a summer session at your local community college. You have been
asked to give them a brief talk on some important recent local or
national events. You may talk about events in politics, econonics,
education, sports, etc. After your talk is introduced, brief the
group on sose major local or national vents that have occurred
recently.

** Naintenant, votre guide va vous donner des informations sur
quelques évênements récents. (Male voice]

(30 sec / 1 min 35 sec)
Ili=========MSESCIIIVIIIRM1311=1:11111===11=114.0W ,1111=====nali

B. On the Judge's Response Sheet, circle YES if you feel that
the item matches the speaking task, or circle NO if you feel
that the item does not match the speaking task AND WRITE YOUR
REASONS FOR FEELING THIS WAY. Nov indicate below whether or
no you think Topic 3 matches the speaking tag* associated with
it.

TOP? Content Validation Study
TOPT-Frendh

Judge's Response Sheet

Item/Judgment Speaking Task/Comments

SITUATION 5 GIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUYXARY

Yes No
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EXAMPLE OF HOW"TO USE THE JUDGE'S RESPONSE SHEET
TOPT Content Validation Study -- SPANISH

The following example will show you bow to use the Judge's Response
Sheet.

A. Below is a sample item from the test as presented in the item
booklet. Now read the item and progress to part II below.

Topic 3: GIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUMMARY
=MEM

A, group of high school students has arrived from Colombia to spend
a summer session at a community college in Texas. You have been
asked to give a brief talk as part of their orientation on two or
three recent events in Texas that you feel are important. After
your talk is introduced, brief th group om ths recent events.

* * Y ahora, como parte de nuestra orientacift, VAMOS a escuchar
una charla sobre algunos acontecimientos recientes en el
estado de Tejas. (Female voice)

(30 sec / 1 min 30 sec)
==

B. On the Judge's Response Sheet, circle YES if you feel that
the item matches the speaking task, or circle NO if you feel
that the item does not match the speaking task AND WRITE YOUR
REASONS FOR FEELING THIS WAY. Now indicate below whether or
no you think Topic 3 matches the speaking task associated with
it.

TOPT Content Validation Study
TOPT-Spanish

Judge's Response Sheet

Item/Judgment Speaking Task/Comments

TOPIC 3

No

GIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUMMARY
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Name:
Date:

TOP? Content Validation Study
TOPT-Prench

Judge's Response Sheet

TCPT Form:

Does the item match the speaking task associated with it?

Item/Judgment Speaking Task/Comments

Picture 1: GIVE DIRECTIONS

Yes No

Picture 2: DESCRIBE A PLACE/ACTIVITIES

Yes No

Picture 3: NARRATE IN PRESENT TIME

Yes No

Picture 4: NARRATE IN PAST TIME

Yes No

Picture 5: NARRATE IN FUTURE TIME

Yes No

1S9



Topic 1: DESCRIBE PERSONAL ACTIVITIES

Yes No

Topic 2: STATE k/ANIMES/DISADVANTAGES

Yes No

Topic 3: GIVE INSTRUCTIONS

Yes No

Topic 4: SUPPORT AN OPINION

Yes No

Topic 5: HYPOTHESIZE ON A PERSONAL TOPIC

Yes No
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Situation 1: MAKE SIMPLE REQUESTS

Yes No

Situation 2: GIVE ADVICE,

Yes No

Situation 3: SPEAK WITH TACT (e.g. Apologize, Lodge a Complaint)

Yes No

Situation 4: STATE PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW

Yes No

Situation 5: CIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUMMARY

Yes No
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Name:
Date:

TOPT Content Validatiron Study
TOPT-Spanish

Judge's Response Sheet

TOPT Form:

Does the item match the speaking task associated with it?

Item/Judgment Speaking Task/Comments

Picture 1: GIVE DIRECTIONS

Yes No

Picture 2: DESCRIBE A PLACE/ACTIVITIES

Yes No

Picture 3: NARRATE IN PRESENT TIME

Yes No

Picture 4:

Yes No

NARRATE IN PAST TIME

Picture 5: NARRATE IN FUTURE TIME

Yes No
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Topic 1: GIVE INSTRUCTIONS

Yes No

Topic 2: STATE ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Yes No

Topic 3: GIVE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUKMARY

Yss No

Topic 4: SUPPORT AN OPINION

Yes No

.................................
Topic 5: HYPOTHESIZE ON AN IMPERSONALTOPIC

Yes No
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Situation 1: SPEAK WITH TACT (e.g. Apologize, Lodge a Conp1aint)

Yes No

Situation 2: SPEAK TO PERSUADE SOMEONE

Yes No

Situation 3: PROPOSE AND DEFEND A COURSE OF ACTION

Yes No

Situation 4: GIVE A PROFESSIONAL TALE

Yes No

Situation 5: GIVE ADVICE

Yes No
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(for Content Validation Study --Bilingual Education)
(NOTE: These were slig)Lly revised for the bilingual education
study following experience with the French and Spanish Study.)

TOPT ITEM JUDGEMENT SHEET INSTRUCTIONS

You have been given a booklet containing the items from the

three forms of the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT) for

Spanish, three copies of the Judge's Response Sheet, and a

colored form with an example of how to use the Judge'i Response

Sheet. On each form of the test are 15 items classed into three

groups: picture items, topic iteme and situation items. Each

group contains five items. In your item booklet are the English

item instructions (English prompts) and the native language

prompt, to which the examinees respond. This is followed by two

sets of times; the first indicates the amount of time the

examinees have to prepare a response and the second indicates the

amount of time the examinees have to give the response. The

picture items are followed in your item booklet by the actual

pictures the examinees see in their test booklets.

The TOPT is administered in a language lab. In the actual

testing situation, examinees hear all instructions, including

both prompts, through their headphones. They also have a test

booklet, which contains the general instructions to the test, the

English prompts, the time limits, and the pictures. When they

take the test, they read the English prompt in their test

booklets while listening to it being read from a master tape,

prepare their response during the time indicated, hear the native

language prompt (which is NOT printed in the test booklet), and

then respond during the time allotted. The master tape paces the
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test. Each individual'g responses are recorded on a separate

tape, which is later scored by trained raters.

LAch of the TOPT.items has an associated speaking task, such

as giving .'..rections or narrating in past time. These tasks are

indicated in both the item booklet you have received and on the

Judge's Response Sheet. Your charge, as a member of the content

validation study committee, is to decide whether, in your

professional judgement, each item matches the speaking task

associated with it. If you decide yes, then you circle °Yes° in

the corresponding place on the Judge's Response Sheet and move on

to the next item. If you decide no, you circle uNo° in the

corresponding place on the Judge's Response Sheet AND write in

the space for that item the reasons you believe that the item

does NOT match the speaking task associated with it. It is

extremely important that you document each negative response with

the reasor or reasons you believe there is an inappropriate fit.

You have received three copies oft the Judge's Response

Sheet, one for each of the three TOPT forms. On each one please

write your name and the date now. Now on one of the sheets

please write 182 for the TOPT form number. On the second sheet

write 241 for the form number and on the last write 663.

(Wait for judge's to fill in information)

We will now do three examrles together with items similar to

those on one of the TOPT test forms, which are printed on the

colored paper. Please read and do these examples now. When you

have completed them, we will discuss these examples.

(Judges read example and complete response form.)
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(Generate group discussion and consensus.)

******* Notes for the Proctor on the example items. ***********

Example 2. There should be consensus that the item fits the
task. This one was the only sample item for the French and
Spanish committee and there was no disagreement and no
discussion.

Example 2. There should be consensus that the item DOES NOT fit
the task. This item is actually for *Give Instructions."

Example 3. This is an example of an item where the item matches
the task, but some aspects of the item may cause some to say the
item does not match the task. It is illogical that the examinee
speaks to * hotel manager in Spanish in Dallas. Also, 35 seconds
is much too short to berry out the task. Rowever, point out that
since the item does match the speaking task (concentrate on the
bold-faced part of the prompt), the answer should be YES.
Mention that they may find aspects of an item that they nay feel
could have been done in a different way, but that does not
necessarily mean that the item does not match the task associated
with it. They need to continually focus on the question at hand:
Does the item match the speaking task associated with it? Remind
them that all the items they read have been through various
committees and have been'field tested.

********************************M******************************

If you have no further questions, let us begin. Please make

sure your name and the date are written on the first Judge's

Response Sheet, and that the form number is "282." The question

you are to consider is printed at the top of your Judge's

Response Sheet: "Does the item match the speaking task

associated with it?" Now please open the item booklet and begin

reading the items.
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Name:
Date:

TOPT Content Validation Study
TOPT-Bilingual Education

Judge's Response Sheet (Example)

TOPT Form: Faanals_ltami
Does the item match the speaking task associated with it?

Item/Judgment Speaking Task/Comments

EXAMPLE 1 GIVE A. BRIEF FACTUAL SUMARY

Yes No

EXAMPLE 2 PROPOSE AND DEFEND A COURSE OF ACTION

Yes No

EXAMPLE 3 SPEAK WITH TACT (e.g. Apologize, Lodge a Complaint)

Yes No
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EXAMPLE OF HOW TO USE THE JUDGE'S RESPONSE SHTET
TOPT Content Validation Study -- sItatimpa, =CATION

Below are three sample items from the 113PT as presented in the item
booklet. Mark your responses to these examples on the example
Judge's Response Sheet attached. Remember these instructions:
Circle YES if you feel that the item matches the speaking task.
Circle NO if you feel that the item does not match the speaking
task AND WRITE YOUR REASONS FOR FEELING THIS WAY.

==========WMOVASManW
Example X: GrvE A BRIEF FACTUAL SUMMARY

A group of high school students has arrived from Colombia to spend
a summer session at a community college in Texas. You have been
asked to give a brief talk as part of their orientation on two or
three recent events in Texas that you feel are important. After
your talk is introduced, brief the group on these recent evnts.

* * Y ahora, como parte de nuestra orientacion, vamos a escuchar
una charla sobre algunos acontecimientos recientes en el
estado de Tejas. [Female voice]

(30 sec / 2 min 30 sec)

Example 2: PROPOSE AND DEFEND A COURSE OF ACTION

An exchange teacher from Venezuela, Mr. Medina, has come to you
for information on the first day of school. He will be teaching
American students for the first time, and he would like to know
how roll call is conducted in American classrooms. After Mr.
Medina asks his question, briefly explain to him the procedure for
taking attendance in a typical American classroom.

** LComo se pasa lista en las escuelas norteamericanas?

(25 sec / 2 min)

Example 3: SPEAK WITH TACT (e.g. Apologize, Lodge a Complaint)

Yoq are leading a group of Spanish-speaking students on a tour of
Texas. When you arrive at a hotel in Dallas, where you had already
paid a deposit, the clerk tells you there are no rooms available.
You ask to speak with the manager, Mr. Navarro. After he asks you
what the problem is, explain the situation to him. Ask him to
remedy it, conveying both your feelings about what has happened and
your urgent need to find accommodations for the group.

0* Buenos dies. Me dijo el recepcionista que queria hablar
con:Ago. LEn qué puedo servirle?

(15 sec / 35 sec)
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APPENDIX M

INSTRUCTIONS AND RATING SHEETS

FOR TEXAS ACTFL RATERS
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Instructions to Raters on Completing the Rater's Evaluation Sheet

Thank you for accepting the important task of rating the
tapes that will be used to select segments for the standard
setting study.

Enclosed are the tapes you are to rate, an oath of
confidentiality, and a number of other materials that are
mentioned on the checklist. After you have gone through all of
this, you should begin rating tapes based on Form A. You will
note that we have included copies of a Rater's Evaluation Sheet
that is designed to assist you in the process of making a rating.
Please complete all the information at the top of this sheet as
you rate each examinee.

In general, we want you to perform two main tasks: assign a
rating to each examinee on the 15 prompts that follow the warm up
and assign an overall rating to each examinee. In an OPI, the
warm-up and the wind-down do not play a significant role in
determining the examinee's rating. The re4ng is based primarily
on the level check and the probe phases. 'gills, you do not have
to listen to the warm-up (opening conversation) here. However,
in the case of an examinee who scores at the intermediate level,
it may be useful to go back and listen to the warm-up before
making an overall rating. This is because the warm-up includes
quertions at the intermediate level, and the responses to these
questions may help you decide between an Intermediate Low and an
Intermediate Mid, for example. If you do listen to the warm-up
for an examinee, please assign a rating for the warm-up at the
bottom of page one of the Rater's Evaluation Sheet.

The TOPT Rater's Evaluation Sheet is one that we have
drafted for use in the rating of TOPT operational test tapes. We
believe it will be helpful to you also. While you may wish to
complete all the information requested for each prompt, we will
be using your "Rating for this item" only, which is located at
the bottom of the space devoted to each item on the Raterts
Evaluation Sheet. Please circle the appropriate abbreviation of
the ACTFL levels.

You will notice that the highest level is S+ (High
superior). This level is equivalent to levels 3+ to 5 on the ILR
scale. It would be assigned to an examinee whose performance
suggests that he or she is at this level (i.e., clearly above a
Superior).

Please be aware that the Rater's Evaluation Sheet forms on
which you are to record your ratings are for the final version of
the TOPT. Thus, they reflect minor changes in the tests made
after trialing (with the exception of the deletion of the social
security number from the opening conversation). Accordingly, you
may notice very minor differences in the topic description for
some items. Functions, however, will always be the same. You do
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not need to bring these differences to our attention. If you
have any doubts about what to do, or about how to rate a specific
examinee, please give me a call.

Before you begin rating, you may wish to nrecalibrate"
yourself to an external criterion. As an anchor point for these
ratings, we will use the examples of four proficiency levels
included in the Lisken-Gasparro familiarization kit. These
ratings were widely verified by other raters and tester trainers
before being included in the kit. Thus, they serve as a useful
anchor for several points on the scale.

You will note that we have asked you to rate the tapes in a
specific order, and to forward us the tapes and ratings that you
have completed as of September 24th. This will allow us to begin
inputting the data, while you continue to score tapes. We are
under a very tight schedule for this project, so please stay on
schedule. It will undoubtedly mean that you will have to devote
a large part of your weekend to this task.

All of us associated with this project are thankful to have
the cooperation of dedicated professionals like yourself.
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TOM' Ratem's Evaluation Sheet
FRENCH TRIAL FORM B

Name of Examinee
Social Security Number

Rater's Name
Date of Rating
Examinee Level Rating
Rating Verified By

Opening Conversation:
1. Name

2. Social Security Number

3. Place where living
11.01......

4. Describe place where living

.110 ma..

0....=41.0.1n

5. Preferred activities in primary school

............ ..............

6. Influential teacher in secondary school

7. Decision to teach French

8. Preferences in teaching French culture

.........40. 001.... .4.......

9. Use of French outside of school

10. Why French is liked

OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+



Picture #1 Function: Give drections
Success lidly Handled: Yes No

C9ntotildeits
Strengths:

Topic: Fmm bookstore to restauraru

hastm

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Picture *2 Function: Describe a placelactivities
SuccessfUlly Handled: Yes No

Contort/Ideas
Strengths:

Topic: Typkal American home

Ammo

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM LH A A+ S S+

Picture #3 Function: Narrate in present tense
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/hieas
Strengths:

Topic: School librarian

Amino

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IN A A+ S S+

Picture #4 Function: Narrate in past tense
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideag
- Strengths:

Topic: Dry cleaners

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Picture #5 Function: Narrate in future tense
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Co n t e ry/Ideits

Strengths:

Topic: Surprise birthday party

Accuraty

Problems:

Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S

OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM III A A+ S S+
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Tonic #I Function: Describe personal activities
%%Alessi Ully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Topic: Places to see in the Southwest

&OM

Pmblems:
Ratiag for ells Item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Topic #2 Function: State advantages/disadvantages
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item:

Topic: Puiiiic sransportation

Ammer

N IL IM A A+ S S+

Topic: Taking attendance

Amnia

Topic #3 Function: Give instructions
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Topic #4 Function: Suppon an opinion
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content /I4eas Amnia
. Strengths:

...111.

Topic: Language error correction

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+
MINNIADma........11.11.a. ATOP 1.1.M.411.111.0 /0.1.11

Topic #5 Function: Ifoothesize on a personal topic
Successfully Handled: Ye: No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Topic: Retirement

Aismsx

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM 111 A A+ S S+



Situation #1 Function: Make simple requests
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Contot/Idesis
Strengths:

Topic: Car rental

Amman

Problems:
stating fly this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Topic: Participating in exchange program

&marl

Situation #2 Function: Give advke
Successfillly Handled: Yes

ranitnadm
Strengths:

No

Problems:

Rating filr this item: N IL 1M IH A A+ S S+

Topic: Complain to hotel manager

AccuracY

Situation #3 Function: Speak with tact
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL 1M 1H A A+ S S+

IMWOIN=M AMMO.

Situation #4 Function: State personal point of view Topic: U.S. government spending
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
...Strengths:

Problems:

Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A4- S S+

Zirsuracx

Situation #5 Function: Give a brief summary
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Contentndeas
Strengths:

Topic: Recent local or national events

&mina

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

OVERALL RAI1NG ON TEST: N IL IM IN A A+ S S+
----Please make any additional comments here---
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TOFT Rater's Evaluation Sheet
SPANISH TRIAL FORM B

Name of Examinee
Social Security Number

Ezaminee's Teaching Ana: Spanish Bilingual Education

Rater's Name
Date of Rating
Examinee Level Rating
Rating Verified By

Opening Conversation:
1. Name

Z Social Security Number

3. Place where living

- 4. Describe place where living

Olg....1m..4.4,
5. Preferred activities in primary school

6. Influential teacher in secondary school

sammemommomm.

7. Interest in teachin;

& Erperience in tawhing

9. Enjoyment in speaking Spanish

10. Opportunities to use Spanish outside oj school

OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+



Picture *1 Function; Giw directions
Successndly Handled: Yes No

Cakniadtat
Strength=

Topic: Pam bookstore to restaurant

Ammo

Problems:
Rating kr this item: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

Picture *2 Function: D.---taille a place/activities
Successfully Handled: Yet No

QUIICAladal
Strength=

Topic: TYpical Amencan home

Munn

Problems:
Rating for this Item N IL IM DI A A+ S S+

Picture *3 Function: Narrate in poem tense Topic School librarian
SuccessMiy Handled: Yes No

ContentMens
Strength=

,,..gmmr.wmalW

Problems:
Rating for this item:

Picture /14 Function: Narrate in past tense __Topic_ PT rk-glieff
Successfully Handled: Yes No

CanientlIdeal

&corn=

N IL IM IH A A+ S S+

..Strengths:
Acenza

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM LH A A+ S S+

Picture #5 Function: Narrate in future tense
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Topic: Surprise binhday party

dm=

Problems:
Rating for this item: NILIMIH A A+ SS+
OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM IH A A+ S S+
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Topic #1 Function: Give bistructions
Successfully Bandied: Yes No

Content/Ideal
Strengths:

Topi= Taking attendance

Aissuaa

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM 114 A A+ S S+

Topic #2 Function: State advwuages/disadvantaga Topic: Public trumportation
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Accussi

Problem=
Rating for this item: N IL IM 1H A A+ S S+

Topic #3 Function: Give a brief summary
SuccessfUlly Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas
Strengths:

Topic: Recent events in Texas

Amass

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL 1M 1H A A+ S 5+

_Topic #4. .-Function: Support fin Lan,guage ssmr_conzaton
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas &Min
.Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL 1M IH A A+ S S+

AMMO.,

Topic #5 Function: Hypothesize on impersonal topic Topic: Reducing class size
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideas AMP=
Strengths:

Problem=
Rating for this item: N IL IM 1H A A+ S S+

OVERALL RATING THUS FAR: N IL IM TH A A+ S S+
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Situation #1 Function: Speak with taa Topic: Complain to hotel manager
Successfully Handled: Yes No

AMMO
Strength=

Problems:
Rating ibr this item N IL 1M 11.1 A A+ S S+

Situation #2 Function: Persuade someone
%mewl' Ully Handled: Yes No

CDnitniadial
Strength=

Topic Oteating on tests

&ono

Problem=
Rating for this item: N IL 1M 111 A A+ S S+

Situation 93 Function: Propate and defend action Topic: Weekend plans
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Contentf1dens AMR=
Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM 1H A A+ S Si-

Situation 94 Functiont Give-a-pmfessional 4alk Topic Increasing student_parlicipaian__
Successfully Handled: Yet No

Content/Ideal &wan
- Strengths:

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL IM 1H A A+ S S+

Situation 95 Function: Give advice
Successfully Handled: Yes No

Content/Ideag
Strength=

Topic: Participating in exchange program

tax=

Problems:
Rating for this item: N IL 1M 11.1 A A+ $ .S+

OVERALL RATING ON TEM N IL 1M IN A A+ S S+
--Please make any additional comments here---
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APPENDIX N

INSTRUCTIONS AND RATING SHEETS

FOR CONFIRMATORY ACTFL RATERS



ACTFL-Certified Raters Who Participated
in the Confirmatory Rating Study

nen=
Susan Hayden
Peggie Nocturne
Kathleen Rabiteau
Mariette Reed
Robert Vicars

Spani.sh

Joseph Alaimo
Armando Armengol
Karen Breiner-Sanders
Linda Fox
Lucia Garner

Aloah High School (Aloah, OR)
Joel Barlow High School (West Redding, CT)

Educational Testing Service
Educational Testing Service

Millikin University

Rockville High School (Vernon, CT)
University of Texas at El Paso

Georgetown University
Purdue University

University of Wisconsin/ Madison
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APPENDIX 0

INSTRUCTIONS READ TO THE STANDARD SETTING COMMITTEES
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(French Instructions)

TOPT STANDARD SETTING STUDY INSTRUCTIONS

(Welcome and background TEA)

In a little while you will be listening to a tape containing

segments of speech from 19 different speakers at various levels

of speaking proficiency. These speech samples were collected in

Texas during the summer of 1990 while the new Texas Oral

Proficiency Test (TOPT) for French was being field tested. Each

speech sample presents the speaker's response to three TOPT

items. Each speaker will be introduced on the tape by the words

"This is person (number)." For each item, you will hear a French

language statement or question from the TOPT, followed by the

speaker's response. In some cases, an English speaker vili

provide the context of the examinee's response.

In front of you is a machine readable "Standard Setting

Study Response Sheet" on which you will record your responses.

Please fill in your name and the date at the top of this response

sheet now.

As you listen to each speaker your task is to answer the

following question:

Does this speaker have sufficient speaking ability in

French to perform adequately the job of a classroom

teacher in any level of French language class in

Texas?

This question is printed at the top right hand section of your

response sheet. You will record your response on the machine
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readable response sheet. If you feel that the answer is yes,

this speaker does have sufficient speaking ability, then you

would darken circle A on the line corresponding to that speaker's

number under the column marked *YES." If, on the other band* you

feel that for this speaker the answer is no, then you would

darken circle 13 on the line corresponding to that speaker's

number under the column marked ot$0.°

Are there any questions?

We will now do two examples. You are to indicate your

responses to these examples in the first two lines on your

machine readable response sheet. We will stop the tape at the

conclusion of these two examples. Are there any qpestions before

we begin?

(Play example tape and conduct discussion of task.)

Are there any questions?

We will now begin playing the master tape. The tape will

last approximately one hour and 40 minutes. We will have a break

at the Pnd of 50 minutes.
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(Spanish /nstructions)

TOPT STANDARD SETTING STUDY INSTRUCTIONS

(Welcome and background TEA)

In a little while you will be listening to a tape containing

segments of speech from 22 different speakers at various levels

of speaking proficiency. These speech samples were collected in

Texas during the summer of 1990 while the new Texas Oral

Proficiency Test (TOPT) for Spanish was being field tested. Each

speech sample presents the speaker's response to three TOPT

items. Each speaker will be introduced on the tape by the words

"This is person (number)." For each item, you will hear a

Spanish language statement or question from the TOPT, followed by

the speaker's response. In some cases, an English speaker will

provide the context of the examinee's response.

In front of you is a machine readable "Standard Setting

Study Response Sheet" on which you will record your responses.

Please fill in your name and the date at the top of this response

sheet now.

As you listen to each speaker your task is to answer the

following question:

Does this speaker have sufficient speaking ability in

Spanish to perform adequately the job of a classroom

teacher in any level of Spanish language class in

Texas?

This question is printed at the top right hand section of your

response sheet. You will record your response on the machine
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readable response sheet. If you feel that the answer is yes,

this upeaker does have sufficient speaking ability, then you

would darken circle on the line corresponding to that speaker's

number under the column marked RYES.° If, on the other hand, you

feel that for this speaker the answer is no, then you would

darken circle B on the line corresponding to that speaker's

number under the column marked 410 *

Are there any questions?

,We will now do two examples. You are to indicate your

responses to these examples in the first two lines on your

machine readable response sheet. We will stop the tape at the

conclusion of these two examples. Are there any questions before

we begin?

(Play example tape and conduct discussion of task.)

Are there any questions?

We will now begin playing the master tape. The tape will

last approximately one hour and 40 minutes. We will have a break

at the end of 50 minutes.
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APPENDIX P

MACH1NE-READABLE RESPONSE SHEET USED FOR

COLLECTING STANDARD SETTING COMMITTEE MEMBERS' RESPONSES

(Example for Spanish)
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MEMORANDUM

To: Participants in the TOPT Master Tape Confirmatory Rating Study
From: Dorry Mann Kenyon and Charles W. Stansfield
Date: October 5, 1990
Re: Attached Materials and Instructions
oc: Dr. Nolan Wood, Director of Teacher Assessment, Texas Education

AVM'

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this rating project. We appreciate your
taking this time to listen to the 27 or 28 speakers contained on the two tapes enclosed.
Your participation is important because the process you are involved in will be used to
help determine the minimum level f_tf _I proficiency required to become certified as a
language educator in the State of Texas.

All of the speakers heard on the master tape have been already been rated by
two ACTFL. certified raters. We have selected three segments from each speaker's
tape that the ACTFL rater's felt were indicative of the speaker's overall perfonnance.
Your task now is to independently confirm (together with four other ACTFL certified
raters) that these segments are reflective of the overall ratings assigned. Your
confirmatory ratings will be used to determine the most appropriate rating to assign to
the speakers on the tape. After considering your ratings and determining the most
appropriate rating for each speaker, we will play the tape to groups of 25 judges, who
are teachers and teacher trainers of Spanish, French, and Bilingual Education in Texas.
They will simply indicate whether or not (YES or NO) each person on the tape has an
adequate command of the language to teach successfully. We will then calculate the
percentage of judges' affirmative ratings for each person and compare that with the
proficiency level assigned to each person. Through this process we will help inform
those who will decide what minimum level of oral proficiency should be required to
become certified to teach Spanish, French, or Bilingual Education in Texas.

Now, please check to make sure that the following hems are enclosed in this
mailing:

1
State of Texas Security Agreement
TOPT Information &met
Master Tape (on two cassettes)
TOPT Rating Sheet
CAL Check Requisition Form
Federal Express (FEDEX) Return Envelope

Then, read the Instructions that follow, score the tapes, and return your ratings
to us by OCTOBER 15.

Again, thank you very much for your assistance in this important project.
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. FIRST, please read and sign the Stat of Texas Security
Agreement before doing anything else.

2 NEXT, please read the TOPT Information Sheet to get an
overview of the entire test development project.

3 rill in the information requested on the CAL Chedk
Requisition Form.

4. Mate eadh speaker on the Master Tape. Listen to the Master
Tape, containing the responses of 27 or 28 examinees to the
TOPT. Each person is introduced by the words "This is
person number..." Each person has three sample responses.
These are preceded by a question or statement in the target
language. (Note that more complete instructions had been
previously given to the examinee in English. The target
language prompt serves as an indication for the examinee to
begin speaking. In some cases this background is filled in
for you.) As you listen to each speaker, try to place that
individual, to the best of your ability, on the ACTFL scale.
Atter you have listened to all three segments, circle on the
TOPT Ratinq_eheet the level that you feel has been
represented by this speaker's speech sample. CIRCLE ONLY
ONE LEVEL PER SPEAKER! The decision may not always be easy,
but you must decide on ONE level only..

NOTE: We have included a rating of S+ on the TOPT Rating
Sheet. This rating should be used for anyone who is clearly
above an ACTFL superior; i.e., an educated native speaker or
someone in the 3+ to 5 range on the ILR scale.

5. Alter you have listened to the entire tape, paease return
your TOPT Rating Sheet to ChL immediately. Place all
materials in the FEDEX return envelop and return to CAL. IF
YOU ARE DOING THIS AFTER THE LAST FEDEX PICKUP ON FRIDAY,
OCrOBER 12, please FAX the TOPT Rating Sheet to us (FAX
NUMBER: 202-659-5641) or telephone your responses in.
Please ask for Laurel Winston or John Karl (202-429-9292).
We need all of the responses by the end of the day MONDAY,
OCTOBER 15. Responses recetved after that tine are of no
use to us.

Again, we appreciate your willingness to participate in this
phase of the study. If you have any questions, please feel free
to contact Dr. Charles Stansfield at ChL (202-429-9292).
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TOPT DATING SKEET

Rater's Name:
TOPT Language:

CIRCLE ONLY ONE RATING PER DanviDo8L0

Person Rating
NoMMIRel!

1 NH IL IN IN A A+ 8 3+
2 NH IL XX IX A A+ s 6+
3 NH IL DI IX A A+ s 6+

4 NH IL IN IR A A+ s 8+
5 NH IL DI XX A A+ S 5+
6 NH IL XX IX A A+ $ s+
7 NH IL ix 331 A A+ S 6+
8 NH IL IX IX A A+ S S+

9 NH IL IX Ix A A+ s 6+
10 NH IL DI 111 A A+ S+

11 NH IL XX Tx A A+ 6 6+
12 NH IL Di IN A A+ $ s+
13 N11 XL XX IR A A+ s s+
14 NH IL Di DI A A+ S S+

15 NH IL IN 10 A A+ S S+

16 NII IL IN IN A A+ S S+

17 NH IL IN IN A A+ $ S+
18 NH IL IN 111 A A+ S S+

19 NH IL IN IN A A+ S 6+
20 NH IL IN 111 A A+ 5 8+
21 NH IL IN IN A A+ S s+

22 Nit IL IN IN A A+ S S+

23 NH IL Di IN A A+ S S+

24 NH IL IN III A A+ S S+

25 NH IL IN IH A A+ $ S+

26 NH IL IN IH A A+ $ 8+
27 NH IL IX DI A A+ 5 5+
28 NH IL IN IN A A+ S

Legend: NH = Novice High, IL = Intermediate Low, IN =
Intermediate Mid, IH = Intermediate High, A = Advanced, A+ =
Advanced Plus, S = Superior, S+ = High Superior (S+ is a strong
superior; i.e., 3+ to 5 on the federal government's XIX
scale/educated native speaker)
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GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET 11
form no. 70921

toadipt N 0 2 PENCiL ONLY
7sAllo

Example Person
Example Person

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8
Person 9
Person 10
Person 11
Person 12
Person 13
Person 14
Person 15
Person 16
Person 17
Person 18
Person 19
Person 20
Person 21
Person 22

1
2

TOPT STANDARD SITTING 1121Thrs 8PANI811
Menet
Data:

Does this speaker have sufficient speaking
ability in Spanish to perform adequately
the job of a classroom teacher in any
level of Spanish language class in Texas?

SO

TES A

..,
0 ®
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